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* Energetic collegians carry on under 
curricular loads and administrative 
duties - piling up grade points, tapping 
out term papers, earning honorary 
plaudits, and organizing activities. 
Effective student government demands 
leadership and ability; extracurricular 
membership requires skills and talents; 
top-rate classroom performance calls 
for the exercise of intelligence and 
ingenuity. 
* Iowa's teachers will not suffer from 
social under - development, and Jack 
runs no risk of becoming a dull boy 
if he enrolls in this institution of learning 
-Teachers College provides organized 
play aplenty. Brawny heroes of track 
and field carry out a thrill-filled sports 
program, sororities and frat er nit i es 
enlarge the social scope, and music, 
drama, publications, and speech round 
out recreation. 
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* Jhey ~ARN lo cfearn 
Undaunted by the pinch of a paternal pocketbook, nearly half of 
Teachers College's young men and women budget their college days 
to include both a time to earn and a time to learn. From Iowa farms, 
sleepy small towns, and busy industrial cities they come to build 
a future for themselves out of long hours spent behind the soda 
fountains of Dogtown restaurants, the vacuum sweepers of boarding 
house keepers, and the bookshelves of the campus library. 
Two hundred eighty-seven coeds share study hours with employ-
ment, and three hundred forty-six masculine tutors-in-training put 
mind and muscle to work for the acquisition of an education. Capable 
class-goers who build and haul at the John Deere factory, who shovel 
the walks and cook the meals, and who type the letters and correct 
the tests acquire the wisdom of experience as well as their neat, 
professor-ladled servings of subject matter. Both wage-earners and 
book-learners, these students practice preparation for life in a 
democracy. 
Thompson, Alexander, and Henry toss the Bull. "Smitty" rings those bells. 
Keeping the campus in order. Fry trucks on down at Bartlett. 
Shannon wraps it up. Brindley's occupational hazards. An early riser. 
McGahey, pre-med., assists in Chem. Lab. Joe Reid at Russell-Lamson. 
FUTURE TUTORS ENLIST ENERGIES IN DEFENSE INDUS TRY 
John Deere ... McCabe, Lyons, Burckhard. 
Mershon, Riebe, Bradford. 

AT WORK ••• 
ADMINISTRATION 
DORMITORIES 
FACULTY 
HONORARIES 
RELIGIOUS GROUPS 
GRADUATES 
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memoriam ••• 
The spring sun floods again 
the campus that he loved ... 
in the quiet symmetry of 
brick-walled buildings, in the 
strong gr€en curves of new-
leaved branches, in the clean 
slant of lawn across the col-
lege grounds his true memorial 
lies . . . in the timeless flow ot 
thought and memory the enti-
ties his influence has touched 
and moulded will build his 
immortality .... 
From the Iowa Governor, 
this tribute: "May we take 
counsel of the sound views 
and ideals of this man, that in 
coming years our educational 
system will go forward as it 
would have if he had lived." 
From a fellow-educator, this: 
"Enough for us to realize :hat 
in the history of teacher-train-
ing Dr. Latham's contribution 
is outstanding and eternal." 
And from a student: 
might set 
to come." 

,'lr 
Jhe PR~SI D~NT'S 
History relates that gold was the first known metal and that the 
ancients fashioned it into articles when permanence was sought. 
It withstands the ravages of time and retains its value irrespective 
of age. Hidden away through the years, its lustre is not dimmed. 
Not so with memory. The years dull its edge, and we need to 
refresh it frequently by mementoes of the past. 
A college year is brief, presenting an ever-changing pattern 
of interests and events. Classes, contests, associations, pleasures, 
triumphs, friendships, disappointments, jests - an endless stream. 
Together they combine to make a year of our life together. We are 
so close to the present that we cannot grasp it in its entirety. 
Memory must sift out the importance of the present and retain it 
for our future reflection and pleasure. 
The Editors of this volume have faithfully portrayed our college 
year. The 1941 OLD GOLD will ever stand as a permanent record, 
retaining its value through the years and giving a priceless lustre 
to the memory of our college days at Iowa State Teachers College. 
How appropriate the name - OLD GOLD! 
ADMINISTRATIV~ 
Official. 
• 
Keeper of college accounts and balancer of 
budgets, Mr. Benjamin Boardman reigns behind 
the barred windows of the Iowa State Teachers 
College business office. As head of a capable 
staff of mathematical experts, the Business 
Manager superintends checking accounts, ex-
penditures, fees, and salaries, in order that this 
state institution's funds will add up on the right 
side of the ledger. Checks and requisitions by 
the dozens find their way daily to Mr. Board-
man's busy headquarters. 
Tending to the social adjustment of Teachers 
College women, as well as the countless prob-
lems associated with dormitory administration, 
off-campus housing standards, freshman orien-
• tation, and decisions on infractions of rules are 
a few of the duties of Dean of W omen Sadie B. 
Campbell. The various committee chairmen 
of Women's League center their policies around 
Miss Campbell's administration, and the busy 
Dean oversees all phases of feminine life on 
the campus as well. 
BENJAMIN BOARDMAN. Business Manager. 
SADIE B. CAMPBELL. Dean of Women. 
E. E. COLE, Supt. of Build ings an:i Grounds. 
SELMAR C. LARSON. Registrar. 
M. J. NELSON, Dean of Faculty. 
LESLIE I. REED, Dean of Men. 
Neat rows of well-trimmed evergreens ... green expanses of even grass . . . 
flowery bushes edging curved campus walks - there are the result of Mr. Cole's 
efficient policies as Superintendent of Building and Grounds. Also serving as 
e head director of activities in the Shops buildings, this administrator finds his 
time taken up in planning a campus beautiful as well as a campus mechanically 
smooth-running. Repair and care of buildings come also under Mr. Cole's 
supervision. 
• 
• 
• 
Mr. Selmar Larson, Registrar, is the guiding force behind the innumerable tasks 
of enrolling, classifying, registering, and compiling credits for the two thousand 
proteges of Iowa State Teachers College. Whether or not a student graduates 
with all his s tate-required courses, his requisite grade average, or his cor-
rectly recorded certificates often depends on the ability of Mr. Larson's staff 
to find and straighten out the elusive errors in complicated systems of enrollment. 
Chief executive of the Faculty Senate and one-man court of student appeals 
concerning curriculum is Dr. M. J. Nelson, Dean of the Teachers College Faculty . 
To Dr. Nelson's sanctum come petitioners, supplicants, and minor iconoclasts 
seeking help and permissions. The Dean serves as a contacting agent between 
student and professorial bodies, as well as a guide in determining the adminis-
trative policy of the college. 
Under Mr. Leslie I. Reed's paternal wing are all men students on the campus. 
As Dean of Men, this kindly guardian smooths the way for newly enrolled 
collegians with an effective orientation program, settles disputes, and makes 
decisions on rulings. Through his endeavors and those of his secretaries, the 
numerous problems of masculine college life are ironed out, and the men 
are represented in governmental decisions. 
T. C.'s efficiency expert. Alway s time for a laugh. 
At rest. Statistically minded. Campus-builde r. • • • 
01/-(luard 
The "Line. " 
Jlie STUDENT 
Council . .. 
The Student Council, headed by Dugan Laird, 
works quietly but effectively in carrying out 
its objectives for better understanding be-
tween faculty and students, definite activity 
in improving study conditions and classroom 
conduct, increased contact with the student 
body, and a close check of the purpose and 
function of all organizations now in existence 
at Iowa State Teachers College. 
Fry, Charle ne Gilbert. 
Halvorsen, Kadesch , M. Moen. 
O 'Banion, Porte r, Todd. 
A student body alert to those college 
problems which can be settled by leaders 
in close touch with campus opinion - this is 
the goal toward which the Council labored 
in 1940-1941. Among the innovations which 
the governing group adopted was a program 
of definite projects launched during the 
previous school year. The first of these, an 
All-College Convocation, brought supple-
mentary suggestions from the students, and 
the Council swelled with righteous pride at 
the enthusiasm generated from Homecoming 
Cut Day, which it supervised. An effort was 
made to stimulate a unified intramural pro-
gram by appointment of a student to handle 
such problems. 
Democratic In action 
Cut Da y herds 
Suckow and Frost Frosh Orientation at "Libe" Social Life Committee se lect programs 
Good turnout for "Rec" Senior Counselors discuss wayward Frosh 
.And COMMITTEES 
The constant contact maintained with the 
Deans and the Faculty Senate in an effort 
to adjust the cut system to student desires 
culminated in a petition of 1,000 signatures. 
Increased contact with the students was 
fostered by a series of Bull-sessions on perti-
nent topics, a questionnaire at spring quarter 
registration, and the institution of a campus 
"Gallup Poll" system. The Council doubled 
its number of regular meetings in order to 
attend to its added responsibilities . 
Working all year in the badly neglected 
realm of faculty-student relations, the Council 
sought either representation in the Faculty 
Senate or the establishment of a joint faculty-
student commission. 
Colville , Fockler. 
Krusenstjerna, McCow en. 
Phillips, H. Thompson. 
In the spring quarter the Council began 
the task of inciting authorities to improve 
study conditions in the library and class-
rooms. In addition to these special under-
takings, the group continued its policy of 
planning Dad's and Mothers' Day, assisting 
with Homecoming, directing Tutor Ticklers , 
revising its constitution, and planning occa-
sional Play-Nights. 
For the first time, chairmen of standing 
committees assumed membership in the 
Council. The Social Life, Lectures and Enter-
tainments, Orientation, Organizations, Cus-
toms and Traditions, and Elections Commit-
tees actively worked to carry out their indi-
vidual objectives. 
Pa ge 23 
Jke MEN'S Union . . 
The Men's Union, membership of which is 
made up of all Teachers College men stu-
dents, was founded to foster the spirit of 
cooperation and loyalty to the college and 
its traditions among the men. It endeavors 
to assist students in adjusting themselves to 
college life and to promote activities that will 
lead to social and intellectual development 
of all its members. 
The organization is headed by William 
Close for the 1940-41 college year. He is 
assisted by Edward Lyons, Wesley Patterson, 
and W endlen Burckhard, who hold the posi-
tions of vice president, secretary, and treas-
urer respectively. Leslie fry and Harland 
Riebe were elected to represent the seniors. 
The juniors picked Richard Abele and Robert 
Keyes, and James Maas and Robert Mershon 
were given the sophomore offices. 
Good?? 
" And ask for Gus" 
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R. Abeb, R. B::iwen, Burns, Close, 
Fry, Herman . 
Keyes, Lyons, Maas, R. Mershon, 
Pa tterson , Riebe. 
A Men's Play Day held on 0. R. Latham 
Field and a dinner for all new men and 
counselors in the Commons were the sparks 
that started off the Men's Union program at 
the beginning of the fall quarter. Following 
these came representation in one of the most 
successful Homecomings held at Iowa State 
Teachers College, as well as participation 
in the Mother's Day program and the spon-
sorship of Dad's Day. Saturday, November 
2, found students from Iowa colleges gather-
ing at Cedar Falls for a Student Leadership 
Conference organized by this group. The 
annual Men's Union Dance was held Novem-
ber 16 in the Commons. Last events in a 
successful year's program were the Men's 
Union Mixers, held January 16 and March 13. 
Not everything students learn at college is 
found in their books and in the classrooms. 
Extra-curricular and social activities have 
a prominent place as well in a well-rounded 
program for the "up-to-date" co-ed on the 
Iowa State Teachers College campus. 
To see that such a program is admin-
istered, an organization known as the 
Women's League has been set up. Its policies 
and activities are determined by the Execu-
tive Council, composed of seven officers, nine 
other members, and the chairmen of standing 
committees. Every woman on the campus 
automatically becomes a member of W o-
men's League when she enrolls at Teachers 
College. 
Guided by president Catherine Gilbert, 
the Women's League this fall sponsored a 
Bergum, Blunt, Catherine Gilbert, 
Hess. 
R. Hull, B. Johnson, Lundy, S. 
Moen. 
B. Nelson, O'Banion, G. Smith, 
Tesmer, Zeiger. 
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That Couple again 
Remember her?? 
Campus officers get lmwdown on 
Point System 
welcoming tea for new women faculty mem-
bers and new faculty wives. Other tradi-
tional activities promoted by the organization 
are: Femmes' Fancy, Senior Women's Lan-
tern Parade, and the Installation of the new 
officers in the spring. 
To carry out this program of helping Betty 
Co-ed make the best of herself, the Social 
Standards Committee, headed by Shirley 
Bergum, this year brought Elizabeth McDon-
ald Osborne, noted personality consultant to 
the campus. Style and appearance-conscious 
collegiennes eagerly seized tips on self-
improvement. 
Ruby Hull's Organizations Committee 
carried out a program of interviewing all 
freshman women about extra-curricular par-
ticipation. 
Remember -- receiving all those booklets about college life while still a pros-
pective student; rushing to the mail box on Friday morning to scan the news-
packed columns of the College Eye; getting acquainted with the burly heroes 
who defend the honor of I. S. T. C. on the gridiron and in the cage through the 
issues of the Prowl; the thrill of finding items about Iowa State Teachers College 
in the newspapers; seeing the stacks of Alumnuses ready to be sent out to 
those who call T. C. their Alma Mater; and getting your copy of the OLD GOLD 
- you can credit the Bureau of Publicity for these memories. 
The Bureau, under the direction of George H. Holmes, is responsible for all 
of these important publications. In addition, it supervises the publication of 
departmental booklets and sends stories concerning students who figure prom-
inently in events at Iowa State Teachers College to the home-town newspapers. 
George H. Holmes, Director 
* 
BUREAU O F 
Pubficil~ 
GEl.iA.UL 
COUNTY 
PnESCNT OCCUPA. flOli AND A00R£SS 
COVN~Y 
BUREAU OF 
_A/umni _A//airJ 
* 
A. C. Fuller, Directer 
'Nhere's "Yehudi?" Sorry, but that's one thing the Bureau of Alumni Affairs 
doesn't know. Because you see, he isn't a graduate of State Teachers College. 
The Bureau, headed by Mr. Fuller, keeps in touch with each graduate as to 
his occupations and whereabouts. It keeps on file all sorts of records concerning 
his accomplishments, his family, and many other items of interest. 
The Alums are always interested tn knowing how much they are missed in 
their old Alma Mater, so the Bureau distributes "The Alumnus" four times each 
year, letting graduates know how the college is getting along without their able 
assistance, as well as what changes are being made around the campus . 
In addition, the Bureau also sponsors one of the most colorful and exciting 
events of the year - Homecoming. The alumni are given a chance to keep in 
touch with their classmates and professors. 
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The Bureau of Religious Activities, which provides guidance for the religious 
life of the students, is one of the most helpful and beneficial of the service 
departments of the college. 
This year Dr. Knoff, who is head of the Bureau, secured noted speakers from 
all over the United States to discuss religious problems with the students here 
on the campus. These men were Dean Luther Stalnaker, of Drake University; 
Dr. Paul Minear, of Garret Seminary; John Knox, of the University of Chicago; 
Bishop Harry Longley, of Davenport; Dr. Milton McLean of Macalester College; 
Dwight J. Bradley, of New York City; Joseph Sittler, of Cleveland, Ohio; Clarence 
Shedd, of Yale University; and Rabbi Morton Berman of Chicago. 
Chapel services, Sunday evening Forums, private conferences with students, 
and meetings of the United Student Movement are part of Dr. Knoff's college 
duties. 
Gerald E. Knoff, Director 
* 
BUR~AU OF 
BUREAU OF 
* 
J. B. Paul , Director 
Just what is this Bureau of Research? What does it do? How do its staff mem-
bers determine how we rank in comparison to other schools? 
The Bureau of Research is a service bureau as well as a research bureau. 
It administers examinations, including placement, normal training, science, 
and medical aptitude tests; it cooperates with members of the teaching staff 
in the construction of course examinations and in the correction of them by 
the electric scoring machine; and it photographs all new students entering 
the school. 
One of the studies recently conducted was to determine how well placement 
test scores forecast the quality of work done by entering students during their 
first quarter here. These placement test scores were compared with those of 
students entering other colleges and universities to determine the general 
ability of the new students on our campus as compared with others. 
Page 29 
To extend the campus to the borders of the state - that is the function of the 
Extension Service. With four people of the regular staff doing full-time work 
and one member engaged in part-time service, and selected members of the 
campus staff devoting a term to field work, the department last year reached 
63,000 people, 12,000 of whom were teachers and the remainder pupils. Last 
fall Mr. Hake, of the English department, and Miss White, of the Women's 
Physical Education department, were in the field doing full-time work. Dr. 
Douglas, head of the Commercial Education Department, was the off-campus 
worker during the spring term. Thirty-one other faculty members cooperated 
by spending a shorter time in extension work. 
A new program under the sponsorship of the bureau this year was the 
conferences on teaching high school subjects and the teaching of elementary 
school subjects held the last of March and the first of April. 
I. H. Hart, Director 
* 
~XT~NSIO N 
~ iui:5ion 
~~ALT~ 
Servi ce 
* 
Max L. Durfee, M.D., Director 
Aches and pains flow in like the mighty Jordan - everything from insect 
bites to fractured skulls. But the competent Iowa State Teachers College Health 
Department staff of two full-time doctors, Dr. Max Durfee and Miss Margaret 
Thoroman, one doctor emeritus, Dr. F. N. Mead, and three trained nurses know 
the tricks oi mending bones and sewing up gashes. 
There are two hospitals at the disposal of Iowa State Teachers College 
students. The so-called "Pest House," known to off-campusers as an isolation 
hospital, is a popular place during the seasons when the contagious diseases 
are prevalent on the campus. 
"An ounce of prevention is worth a ton of cure" seems to be a popular 
motto during the "hunt and prick" season, or in other words the immunization 
period when any student may be vaccinated for the contagious diseases. 
Pa ge 31 
Almost any day that a curious browser wishes to explore the Placement Bureau, 
located on the second floor of the Administration Building, he can hear the 
clicking of busy typewriters. The staff of Dr. Goetch, head of the department, 
will be busy compiling credits, personal information, statistics, and other data 
relating to graduates and prospective graduates of the Iowa State Teachers 
College. 
Dr. Goetch and his assistants attempt to find a job for every prospective 
teacher - they give advice and information concerning written and personal 
applications; compile credentials for each registrant; mail credentials to re-
ported vacancies arranged for personal interviews. The hopeful applicant 
must himself furnish the academic and personal qualities necessary - the 
Bureau cannot provide these. In the files of the Bureau are extensive records 
of yearly studies made in Iowa high schools showing actual teaching fields 
and subject combinations, as well as the confidential credentials of more than 
15,000 alumni and former students of the Iowa State Teachers College. 
E. W. Goetch, Director 
* 
PLACEMENT 
B u reau 
* 
Anne Stuart Duncan, Libraricn 
Books, and bookworms, and those who study, too - the big building at the 
southeast corner of the campus shelters all three. 
Paintings of all kinds - scenes, portraits and sketches by old masters as 
well as modern artists bedeck the first floor walls. Fiction and non-fiction, 
English, history, and science - in fact any and all kinds of books are available 
in this library. For the art-minded, there is the music and art room; for those 
interested in children, the juvenile library; and the education room, for those 
who take teacher-training seriously. 
Besides providing a place for the ambitious students who come to study, the 
reading room serves as a refuge for the "night-before" students who come to 
catch up on their sleep. The library also provides a place for Joe College to 
bring his one-and-only to keep the many-year-old custom of "libe" dates going. 
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\ 
Miss s pooner, Social L' Miss Smiley F ,le Director 
, oods D' 
The "Line" irector 
The Georgian L M ounge 
ahalley d an crew at "Rec" 
What's the M' attraction? 
,ss Curie, Founta· 
Miss Schn 'd m Room 
Foods e1 er, Asst. Dii. of 
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JIG OH-JG to Rec?" "You'll find that book in the Lounge libe." "Meet you 
in the line." The bewildered, newly-oriented freshie is confronted with a 
barrage of unintelligible patter as he enters the stately portals of the Commons 
for the first time. Lost in the surge o{ hungry, happy, and cafeteria-bound 
upperclassmen to whom the flight of steps leading to the food supply is a 
familiar tramping-ground, the dewy-eyed newcomer gets only a flying glimpse 
of cream colored walls and Venetian blinds. Soon, though, even the most 
sophisticated freshman coed is lingering at the gaping mailboxes in quest of 
Mother's letter of encouragement, the home town b.f.'s affectionate avowals, 
and Father's check. 
Even a lassie whose mind is burdened with classroom cares and professorial 
idiosyncrasies can take time to "get in the groove" on the polished expanse 
of dance floor in the Commons. Seerley and Baker are emptied of occupants 
on nights when the blare of a dance band sounds across the campus. 
For those lulls in the college hustle and bustle, the Commons can prescribe 
(1) a fast game of ping pong in the game room, (2) a coke date at the fountain 
room, (3) a dip into a best seller in the Georgian Lounge, or (4) a record-recital 
in the Small Lounge. The campus congregates at the Commons on all oc-
casions. The flamboyant pageantry of the Mardi Gras dance transforms its 
dignified ballroom into a New Orleans carnival scene ... the OLD GOLD dance 
brings out the contesting beauties and their escorts in glamorous array ... lec-
tures and Sunday Leisure Time hours attract learners and loafers alike. Each 
fall finds freshman girls in hat-and-glove dignity, enduring the Social Usage 
ritual of laboratory teas . 
C P T cfauncfieJ on CampuJ . 
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Flying to school! No, it's not a fantastic dream but a reality. The civilian pilo t 
training program was inaugurated on the Iowa State Teachers College campus 
this year, to provide for would-be aviators and aviatrixes the realization of an 
ambition to learn flying . 
The applicants are required to fulfill certain educational requirements and 
to pass a rigid physical examination. The course provides for a ground course 
of 48 hours and 24 hours training under a flight officer, which is followed by 
50 hours in the air. 
The ground course classes in meteorology are conducted by Dr. E. J. Cable, 
and the navigation classes by Dr. W . H. Kadesch, both of the Department of 
Science. The civilian flight training program is under the direction of the 
Physical Education Department head, Mr. Mendenhall, who was an instructor 
in the ground school of aviation at the Great Lakes during the first World War. 
Actual flight instruction and practice are received at Chapman field, where 
the students pilot Taylorcraft planes with 65-horsepower Lycoming motors . 
Contact! Jensen and instructor compare chutes 
The winter quota of flight fledglings were: Charles 
Uban, James Selzer, Marvin Lederman, Delbert Jen-
sen, Robert L. Brown, John Spaulding, Russell Chris-
tiansen, Le Roy Dougherty, Harley Westbrook, and 
the lone aviatrix of the class, Jane Loban. 
The spring quota of air enthusiasts anxious to 
earn their "wings" was ten, again with but one of 
the number a woman. The students were: Gertrude 
Gravesen, Gordon Sorensen, John Lichty, Marion 
Morphew, Lavern Messingham, Richard Nottger, 
John O'Meara, Claude Rayburn, Forrest Luellen, 
and James Maas. 
Student guiders of wings over the campus needed 
eight hours in the air before they were allowed to 
take a ship up alone. Besides carrying their regular 
school work, they attended ground school each 
evening at 7 o'clock in the Men's Gymnasium. Civil 
air regulations and the theory of flight are included 
in the 72 hours of study which the group must com-
plete. 
An hour a day is spent at Chapman airport in 
Waterloo, where the flight instructor flies with the 
student. The final flight of the course is a cross-
country hop, with Marshalltown as a tentative goal. 
Instructor and 10 % student-quota Loban Evening g round ins truction 
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T~ E NEW 
cf!awther ~ALL /or Women ... 
Concocted by workmen skilled in the ancient art of brick-stacking . .. christened 
in honor of State Board of Education member, Anna B. Lawther ... colonized 
by the upperclass lassies of I.S.T.C. - Lawther Hall can claim one candle 
in its birthday cake when summer school opens again this year. 
Because too many coeds clamored for admission to the already well-stocked 
Bartlett Hall, the omnipotent powers behind college administration decreed 
that a new housing unit be provided. Year before last, Bartlett girls watched 
brawny wielders of pick and shovel desecrate the grassy expanse of land to 
the west; this year they may see from their windows the stately structure that 
240 residents call Home. 
Life at Lawther - evenings of study at the separate study desks of the 
tastefully furnished rooms ... leisure time moments in the company of new 
and old authors whose volumes fill the colorful shelves of the Lawther library . . . 
dancing, pingpong, and pajama parties in the recreation room .. . sessions of 
law-making in the dignified committee room ... animated corridor "gab ses-
sions" in the small hours after books and pens are laid away . . . teas in the 
sumptuous and fire-lit lounge, and Hallowe'en parties in the eerie expanse of 
attic. 
Under the guidance of its director, Miss Haight, its president, Bessie Nelson, 
and its enterprising house council, Lawther Hall supplies a pleasant and satis-
fying combination of home-campus living for the Teachers College girls it 
houses. 
Reception room 
corridor 
Library 
Miss Haight, Directc1 
Studying or posing? 
Reception room before 9:00 
Anna B. Lawther Hall for Women 
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Main entrance - south Miss Morton, Director Dr. Thoroman, resident physicia n 
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BARTL~TT _jja/l ... 
New varnish on battered furniture, a new coat of paint on grayed walls, a 
new flock of freshman women, a new housemother, a new collection of bright 
sweaters, new styles of smudgy flats pounding down the halls, a new aggrega-
tion of boyfriends patiently waiting - yet, despite all this newness, it's still 
the same Bartlett Hall. 
This year Bartlett Hall became the exclusive domicile of freshman coeds 
following the exodus of upperclass women to Lawther Hall. The Fresh-eds 
wasted no time in exploring the facilities, and every nook and cranny was put 
into use - stirring fudge in the Blue Kitchen, ping-panging or dancing with the 
roomie in the Recreation Room; chatting with friends in the Green Living Room; 
telephoning in an echoing, noisy hall; attending a tea in the Rose Living Room; 
browsing in the Reading Room for a peek at the daily newspaper, a story in a 
new magazine, or a chapter in one of the innumerable books; bidding goodbye 
in the Reception Room to an escort after a trip to the "libe", a movie, or a dance; 
lounging and studying in a private room; taking time out for an important corri-
dor meeting with the senior counselor. 
From the time of the morning buzzer until the last-minute dash to the hill for 
a late coke or a sack of popcorn before the ten o'clock curfew, Teachers Col-
lege's latest addition of women students are busy utilizing the possibilities of 
their dormitory environment. Katherine Luwe, president, Lois Crummer, vice-
president, Joyce Talcott, secretary, and Mary Jane Johnson, treasurer, directed 
life at Bartlett this year. 
Planned and supervised activities are frequent in Bartlett Hall. In Decem-
ber, residents of the dormitory held a Constitutional Convention in the 
Commons. This action was necessitated by the shattered customs and 
traditions resulting from the westward movement of upperclass women 
into the newly erected Lawther Hall. The reading and discussion of a 
proposed document was promptly followed by the adoption of a lengthy 
Constitution. 
Bartlettites enjoyed throughout the year: a spooky Hallowe'en party 
in the attic with the customary games, carmel apples, story-telling, and 
dimmed lights; carol-singing, dancing, and candy bars, features of the 
annual Christmas party in the Yellow Kitchen; the proclamation of Valen-
tine's week as Heart Sister Week, with everyone doing something special 
for the one in the corridor whose name she had drawn; Dr. Paul's explana-
tion of the Placement Test scores; numerous pajama parties flaunting the 
latest in gay sleeping and lounging apparel; and the most popular of all 
activities - the Bartlett Hall dance in April. 
With Miss Morton at the helm, Mrs. Stewart overseeing the cleaning; 
Dr. Thoroman chasing aches and pains, and Mrs. Perry keeping watch 
by night, the hall is efficiently supervised. 
Veranda Study hour, Rose living room 
Southeast Commons entrance and east wing 
Mrs. Madge Bock, Director 
Solarium solitude 
All the comforts of home 
Busiest spot on campus 
Trick photography 
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J. Baker HALL 
FOR M1en • • • 
It's "Baker Hall for men," according to the Baker Hall residents, where y ou get little sleep but 
a lot of fun. Myron Messerschmitt , president, directs the dormitory residents, whose activities 
vary from ping pong tournaments to "rip-roaring" baseball games at the first sign of spring. 
When the boys aren't downtown taking in a show with the girl friend or "coking" down on 
the Hill, they pass the time with chess, checkers, pool, and card games. Mrs. Madge Bock, 
director of Baker, keeps the dorm reasonably quiet at night, so that some of the boys can get 
their beauty sleep. 
Bull sessions at Baker last far into the night, as the fellows air their pet views on politics, 
philosophy, food, and women. Impromptu recitals are given in the masculine-style dormitory 
rooms by music majors, and cheese-sandwich spreads take place at most any hour of the day 
or evening. 
The solarium, in colorful and mirror-walled modernity, provides an attractive loafing-place 
for 4-point grade earners whose studies are completed by mid-afternoon. Magazines and news-
papers offer light entertainment for curriculum-burdened minds, and books in abundance are 
furnished for serious aesthetes . 
... flamer Jj- Seer/elf H A L L 
"Hey, who took my girl's picture?" "Where's my other sock?" 
Questions like these are not infrequently heard shouted from corridor to 
corridor in the dormitory life of a Seerley Hall resident, according to Tea chers 
College men who call the newest men's residence hall "home." 
Whether Joe College likes to read a current novel, keep up on the fore ign 
news dispatches, listen to his favorite swing band, or just enjoy a midnight 
bull session, Seerley Hall has the facilities for any of these pastimes in the 
solarium on the north side of the dormitory. 
Guests from the dormitories across the campus or visitors from home may 
be welcomed in the soft-rugged lounge, while for private moments of relaxation 
there are two small lounges on the second and third floors. 
In the recreation hall, men who have escaped the call of the classroom or 
the lure of the study light can challenge their roommates to a fast game of 
pool, billiards, or ping pong. 
Ping pong tournaments and baseball games with their neighbors from Baker 
provide the men with a part of their winter and spring entertainment. The 
annual Farmer's Frolic is co-sponsored by Seerley men in the early Spring. 
CIIDIDATE 
I 
ihe 
PANINER 
Darn clever these Seerley boys! 
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Mrs. Mae B. DePree, Director 
Cue ball in end pocket 
Seerley - hall of mirrors 
Seer ley Hall was erected in 1938 at the cost of two 
hundred thousand dollars. Named in honor of a 
former Teachers College president, Homer H. Seerley, 
the dormitory is one of the most modern and distin-
guished structures on any Iowa college campus. 
One hundred and nineteen men are housed in 
the dorm, where "impromptu showers" and corn 
flakes in the bed of some unsuspecting freshman are 
common occurences. 
Robert Keyes was elected to the Seerley Hall 
presidency for the school year 1941-1942. Represen-
tatives from each corridor compose the House Council 
over which the chief executive presides. Adminis-
trative business concerning the organization and 
direction of policies is carried out at the meetings of 
this body. 
The mirror-walled recreation rooms and the walls 
of glass brick panels impress visitors with the com-
fortable modernity of the building. Fireplaces, soft 
lounges and easy chairs, and indirect lighting make 
Seerley's accommodations for group activity inviting. 
Well-furnished study rooms insure high grade 
averages among the collegians who spend their 
school days in this dormitory. 
Strictly off-guard 
Solarium relaxation 
.· .. ~ 
.... ( / .. ~ 
Good news, Paule? Bartlett plunge. 
Nice looking shoes! 
On the wagon. Joyce and Kay talk it 
over. 
Hitch and dream girl. The beginning of 
a good bull session. Betty Gibson with 
hair up. 
I just can't decide, kid. The lounge. 
Seerley, hall of mirrors. What a racket. 
Modern Santa. Must be exam time. 
Frank keeps the Baker Men in stitches. 
Dormitory sing in Commons. 
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DEPARTMENTS OF INSTRUCTION 
EDUCATION 
T~ACHING 
* DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION. How to figure the bell-shaped curve, the number of 
necessary fire-escapes in the schoolhouse, the technique of individualizing classroom 
teaching, how to file library books, how to administer I. Q. tests, and how to win friends and 
impress school boards - the Teachers College student who enters the realm of education 
finds himself with a multitudinous assortment of information. Dr. Denny and his progressive 
cohorts drill each prospective instructor in the methods of measurements, psychology, sta-
tistical studies, and educational principles that are necessary to transform him into an ef-
fective and zealous guide ,of the youth of Iowa. Each graduate must have had his "30 
hours" in education before he is turned loose among the blackboards and desks of Iowa 
schoolrooms. 
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* DEPARTMENT OF TEACHING. Approximately 2,000 men and women at the Iowa State 
Teachers College want to be teachers. Eager youngsters in Iowa secondary school await 
the training and knowledge that their instructors are to give. To give new pedagogues 
a chance to learn techniques of instruction and classroom conducting, the college pro-
vides a program of practice teaching in its curriculum. In the campus high school and se-
lected schools in Waterloo and surrounding towns, collegians are initiated into the actual 
practice of explaining long division, reading Beowulf, and teaching historical data to en-
thusiastic adolescents. With this background of experience, Teachers College graduates go 
out to enlighten youth with confidence and ability. 
* DEPARTMENT OF ARTS. Teachers, regardless of their major, should have an art course. 
Every person has artistic potentialities, and whether or not he develops his talent depends 
upon his environment. "Art," says Mr. Dietrich, "is probably the best approach to thinking, 
for it develops one's ability to think for himself." It is the aim of the arts department to 
bring out hidden abilities in order that students, as future teachers may take advantage 
of them. Art courses give views in both aesthetic and industrial arts. * DEPARTMENT 
OF COMMERCE. That queer, irregular tapping on the second floor of the Administration 
Building is nothing more sinister than some ambitious commerce student in the art of 
limbering up his digits. The drowsy "learner" who describes arcs and curlycues with his 
pencil in the "libe" is merely learning shorthand through practice. Ditto machines, dicta-
phones, mimeographs, calculators, and other complicated machinery come under the 
curriculum requirements of Commerce department majors. One hundred per cent place-
ment of graduates is the pride of the Commerce professors. * DEPARTMENT OF MATH-
EMATICS. In the three basic fundamentals of learning - reading, writing, and arith-
metic - mathematics plays an important part. Beginning with the primary grades in the 
learning of two plus two, and continuing through high school in the use of pi-r-square 
equals A, it finds its place in all education. To give their students the proper foundation 
for continued learning, it is a requisite that teachers be well prepared in mathematics 
as a mode of thought developed by man for the purpose of expressing quantitative relation-
ships. The mathematics department endeavors to make Teachers College graduates ap-
preciate this point of view. 
ARTS AND 
INDUSTRIAL 
ARTS 
MATHEMATICS 
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SCIE 
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ECONOMICS 
* DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH. "Let me not to the marriage of true minds admit im-
pediments" - the bards, from Chaucer to Robert Frost, find homes in the hearts of ap-
preciators of the aesthetic enrolled in the English department. Moulding healthy life 
attitudes and guiding the individual toward fullest living in a Mid-west democracy are 
but two of the department's major objectives. * DEPARTMENT OF HOME ECONOMICS. 
Majors in the department of Home Economics learn that experiences varying from child 
care to selection of household equipment, from planning and serving teas to choosing 
material for dresses, from applying art principles to house furnishing or psychology to 
personal relationship problems add richness and meaning to daily life and develop their 
capacity for living. 
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* DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SCIENCE. World affairs, past and present, occupy the 
minds of professors and undergraduates in the Department of Social Science. The mass 
of historical, social, and economic information that is handed out to Teachers College 
classes helps to keep our students better acquainted with their heritage and the changing 
order. * DEPARTMENT OF SCIENCE. Students in the Department of Science learn the 
principles of science which enable them to have clearer and better conceptions of their 
environment. Exploring the "wilds" of the greenhouse, examining rocks, birds, animals, 
and insects in the museum, poring over a complicated "lab" experiment, and cramming 
for a "science" final are but a few of the routine experiences of a science enrollee. 
* DEPARTMENT OF WOMEN'S PHYSICAL EDUCATION. Girls on the campus are pro-
vided with a modern program of sports and dance, combined with the essentials in health 
and recreational guidance. Those who aspire to equal Robin Hood's technique participate 
in archery classes, prospective Alice Marbles take tennis. Other coeds choose their sports 
from baseball, hockey, soccer, badminton, golf, swimming, life saving, basketball, winter 
sports, outing activities, and canoeing. The dance program includes social, folk, and tap 
dancing and the modern dance. Many hours for free recreation are open, with roller skating 
and bicycling always very popular. * DEPARTMENT OF LANGUAGES. "Je t'aime, " 
"Ich liebe dich," "Ego amo te," or "Yo te amo" -· the department of languages can furnish 
the approved formula in a number of tongues. Headed by Dr. I. L. Lillehei, the staff of lin-
guistic experts offers training in French, Spanish, German, and Latin to cosmopolitan-minded 
students. A closer interest in world affairs and a widened range of literature are the results. 
* DEPARTMENT OF MEN'S PHYSICAL EDUCATION. Brawny heroes of the courts, mat, 
and gridiron get their exercise in the Men's Physical Education Department. Muscles are 
developed in the track, wrestling, football, and basketball training provided by ac-
complished instructors. Tennis, swimming, tumbling, and boxing also vie for favor with 
Teachers College men who enroll in the department. * DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC. Be-
hind the musical performances sponsored by the Teachers College music department is 
a sound foundation of the philosophy that music is an art, not merely an entertainment. 
With a group of outstanding artist-teachers for its staff, the department seeks to train its 
students in the truthful interpretation and understanding of good music. 
WO 
P~YSICAL ~D 
MEN'S 
P~Y ~DUC:ATION 
ANGUAGES 
SIC 
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ROY L. ABBOTT. Professor of Biology; 
B.A., Iowa State Teachers College; 
M.S., Ph.D., University of Wisconsin. 
ALISON E. AITCHISON. Professor of 
Geography; B.S., State University oi 
Iowa; M.S., University of Chicago. 
MARY C. ANDERSON, Assistant Profes-
sor of Teaching; B.A., Iowa State Teach-
ers College; M.A., Stare University of 
Iowa. 
AMY F. AREY, Associate Professor of 
Education; B.S., M.A., Columbia Uni-
versity. 
CHARLES H. BAILEY. Professor of In-
dustrial Arts and Head of the Depart-
ment of Arts; B.S., Columbia University . 
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FACULTY 
OLIVE L. BARKER, Instructor in Voice; 
B.A., Iowa State Teachers College; M.A. , 
Columbia University. 
RUSSELL BAUM. Instructor of Piano; 
B.Mus ., M.Mus., Eastman School of Mu-
sic, University of Rochester. 
MARSHALL R. BEARD. Associate Pro-
fessor of History; B.A., Marion College; 
M.A. , Ph.D., University of Wisconsin. 
PAUL F. BENDER. Assistant Professor of 
Physical Education for Men; B.A., State 
University of Iowa; M.A., Columbia Uni-
versity. 
EMIL W . BOCK, Instructor in Violin; 
B.Mus., M.Mus., Northwestern University . 
BEVERLY BOWMAN, Instructor in Com-
mercial Education; B.S., Northeastern 
Oklahoma State Teachers College; M.S., 
Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical 
College. 
A . E. BROWN. Professor of Education; 
B.S., Baker University; M.A., Yale Uni-
versity; Ph.D., State University of Iowa. 
ELISEBETH BRUGGER. Instructor in 
Teaching and Director of the Nursery 
School; B.A., University of Nebraska; 
M.A., Columbia University. 
H. S. BUFFUM. Professor of Education; 
B.A., M.A., Ph.D., State University of 
Iowa. 
KATHERINE BUXBAUM, Assistant Pro-
fessor of English; B.A., State University 
of Iowa; M.A., University of Chicago. 
FACULTY 
EMMETT J. CABLE, Professor of Earth 
Science and Head of the Department of 
Science; B.S., M.S., Cornell College; 
Ph.D., State University of Iowa. 
MARY P. CALDWELL. Assistant Profes-
sor of Teaching; B.S., Iowa State Teach-
ers College; M.A., Columbia University. 
JOHN W. CHARLES, Profsssor of Edu-
cation; B.A., M.A., Haverford College; 
Ph.D., State University of Iowa. 
AGNES B- COLE. Assistant Professor of 
Art; B.Ph., University of Chicago; M.A ., 
Columbia University. 
IRA S. CONDIT, Professor of Mathema-
tics, Emeritus; B.A., M.A., Parsons Col-
lege. 
CORLEY AGNES CONLON. Instructor in 
Art; B.A., Iowa State Teachers College; 
M.A., Columbia University. 
LOUIS CROWDER. Assistant Professor of 
Piano; B.A., Carnegie Institute of Tech-
nology. 
HARRY C. CUMMINS, Associate Profes-
sor of Commercial Education; B.Di., Iowa 
State Teachers College. 
E. C. DENNY, Professor of Education 
and Head of the Department of Educa-
tion; B.A., Indiana University; M.A., 
University of Chicago; Ph.D., State Uni-
versity of Iowa. 
ARTHUR DICKINSON, Instructor in Phy-
sical Education for Men; B.A., Iowa 
State Teachers College; M.A., State 
University of Iowa. 
JOHN F. DIETRICH, Instructor in Art; 
B.Ph., M.A., University of Chicago. 
MARGARET DIVELBESS, Assistant Pro-
fessor of Teaching; B.A., Grinnell Col-
lege; M.A., Columbia University. 
L. V. DOUGLAS, Associate Professor of 
Commercial Education and Head of the 
Department of Commercial Education; 
B.S., M.A., Ph.D., State University of 
Iowa. 
MAX L. DURFEE, Health Director; B.A., 
M.D., M.S., University of Michigan. 
CARL H. ERBE. Professor of Government; 
B.A., Iowa State Teachers College; M.A., 
Ph.D., State University of Iowa. 
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W. B. FAGAN. Professor of English; 
B.A., Earlham College; M.A., University 
of Kansas. 
RALPH R. FAHRNEY. Associate Profes-
sor of History; B.A ., Mount Morris Col-
lege; M.A., Ph.D., Universiiy of Chicago. 
MYRTLE E. GAFFIN, Instructor in Com-
mercial Education; B.A., Iowa State 
Teachers College; M.A., State University 
of Iowa. 
MARTIN L. GRANT. Assistant Professor 
of Biology; B.A., Oberlin College; M.A .. 
Ph.D., University of Minnesota. 
ROBERT W. GETCHELL. Professor of 
Chemistry; B.A., Iowa State Teachers 
College; M.S., Ph.D., University of Wis-
consin. 
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HERBERT V. HAKE, Assistant Professor 
of Speech; B.A., Central Wesleyan Col-
lege; M.A., State University of Iowa. 
NELIUS 0 . HALVORSON. Associate Pro-
fessor of English; B.A., Luther College; 
M.A., Ph.D., State University of Iowa. 
ROSE L. HANSON, Assistant Professor 
of Teaching; B.S., University of Neb-
raska; M.A., Sta1e University of Iowa. 
WILLIAM E. HAYS, Assistant Professor 
of Voice; B.Mus., Chicago Musical Col-
lege; M.Mus., De Paul University. 
E. H. HENRIKSON, Assistant Professor 
of Speech; B.A., University of Oregon; 
M.A., Ph.D., University of Iowa. 
S. F. HERSEY, Associate Professor of 
Physics, Emeritus; B.Ph., Beloit College. 
FRANK W. HILL. Instructor of Violin, 
Viola, and Theory; B.Mus., M.Mus., East-
man School of Music, University of 
Rochester. 
GEORGE H. HOLMES. Director of the 
Bureau of Publications; B.A., M.A., Uni-
versity of Michigan. 
HARALD B. HOLST. Assistant Professor 
of Voice; B.Mus., M.Mus., American Con-
servatory of Music. 
JOHN W. HORNS, Instructor in Art; B.S., 
University of Minnesota; M.A., Colu111bia 
University. 
FACULTY 
DOROTHY HUMISTON, Assistant Pro-
fessor of Physical Education for Women; 
B.A., University of Minnesota; M.A., 
Columbia University; Ph.D., New York 
University. 
MARY B. HUNTER, Associate Professor 
of Economics; B.A., Iowa State Teachers 
College; M.A., University of Chicago. 
CYRIL L. JACKSON, Associate Professor 
of Teaching and Principal of the College 
High School; B.A., Grinnell College; 
M.A., State University of Iowa. 
W. H. KADESCH, Professor of Physics: 
B.S., Ohio Wesleyan University; M.Ph., 
Ph.D., University of Chicago. 
DORA E. KEARNEY, Assistant Professor 
of Teaching; B.A., M.A., University of 
Minnesota. 
GERALD E. KNOFF, Director of ihe Bu-
reau of Religious Activities; B.A., South-
ern College; B.D., Ph.D., Yale University. 
DOROTHY MAY I::)E}HUNG, Assistant 
Professor in Teaching; B.A., Kansas 
State University; M.A., Columbia Uni-
versity; Ph.D., Yale University. 
EDWARD KURTZ, Professor cf Violin 
and Composition and Head of the De-
partment of Music; B.Mus., Detroit Con-
servatory; M.Mus., Cincinnati Conserva-
tory of Music; M.A., State University of 
Iowa. 
LILLIAN V. LAMBERT. Professor of Eng-
lish, Emeritus; B.Ph., M.Ph., University 
of Chicago. 
FLOYD W. LAMBERTSON, Professor of 
Speech; B.A., Albion College; M.A., 
Northwestern University; Ph.D., State 
University of Iowa. 
FACULTY 
C. W . LANTZ, Professor of Biology; B.A., 
M.A., Ph.D., University of Illinois. 
INGEBRIGT LILLEHEI. Professor of 
French and Spanish and Head of the 
Department ol Languages; B.A., M.A. , 
University of Minnesota; Ph.D., lbiver-
sity of Illinois. 
SAMUEL A. LYNCH, Professor of Eng-
lish, Emeritus; B.L., University of Mis-
souri; M.A., University of Chicago. 
EDNA MANTOR. Instructor in Teaching; 
B.A., Iowa State Teachers College; M.A., 
Columbia University. 
ELEONORE MARTIN, Instructor in Teach-
ing; B.A., Iowa State Teachers College; 
M.A., State University of Iowa. 
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L. L. MENDENHALL. Professor of Physi-
cal Education for Men and Head of the 
Department of Physical Education for 
Men; LL.B., M.A., State University of 
Iowa. 
FRANK IVAN MERCHANT. Professor of 
Latin and Greek, Emeritus; B.A., Shurt-
leff College; M.A., Ph.D., University of 
Berlin. 
DOROTHY MICHEL. Instructor in Phys -
ic~! Education for \iVomen; B.S., Uni·,er-
sity of Minnesota; M.A., Columbia Uni-
versity. 
EDNA 0. MILLER, Assistant Professor of 
Latin; B.A., Iowa Stale Tear.hers Col-
lege; M.A., Columbia University. 
RUTH MOOERS, Instructor in Teaching; 
B.S., University of Minnesota; M.A., Uni-
versity of Chicago. 
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FACULTY 
MAUCE E. MO:JRE, Instructor in Physi-
cal Educatior. for Women; B.A., Iowa 
State Teachers College; M.A., Cclumbia 
University. 
AGNE3 McCLELLAND, Instructor in 
Home Economics; B.A., Hastings Col-
lege; M.A., Columbia University. 
JOHN McCOLLOUGH, Instructor in Indus-
trial Aris; B.S., George Peabody College 
for Teachers; M.A., Columbia University. 
DAVID H. McCUSKEY, Instructor in Phy-
sical Education for Men; B.S ., Iowa Stale 
Teachers College; M.A., Columbia Uni-
versity. 
OLIVER M. NORDLY, Instructor in Phy-
sical Education for Men; B.A., Carleton 
College. 
ELIZABETH M. NYHOLM, Instructor in 
Heme Economics; B.S., Iowa State Col-
lege; M.S., University of Colorado. 
OLIVE PAINE,, Assistant Professor of 
Teaching; B.Ph., University of Chicago; 
M.A., Columbia University; Ph.D., Yale 
University. 
BERTHA L, PATT, Professor of Art, 
Emeritus; Des Moines Academy of Art; 
New York Ari Student's League. 
MARNA PETERSON, Associate Professor 
of Teaching; B.Ph., University of Chi-
cago; M.A., Columbia University. 
ERMA BELLE PLAEHN, Instru,::tor in 
Teaching; B.A., Cornell College; M.A., 
Ph.D., State University of Iowa. 
FACULTY 
ANNABELLE POLLOCK, Assistant Pro-
fessor of Teaching; B.A., Iowa State 
Teachers College; M.A., State University 
of Iowa. 
E. GRACE RAIT, Associate Professor of 
Teaching; B.A., Iowa State Teachers 
College; M.A., Columbia University. 
H. EARL RATH, Associate Professor of 
Health Education; B.S., M.S., Ph.D., Iowa 
State College. 
H, WILLARD RENINGER, Assistant Pro-
fessor of English and Head of the De-
partment of English; B.A., M.A., Ph.D., 
University of Michigan. 
H. A. RIEBE, Professor of Education; 
B.Ph., M.Ph., Ph.D., University of Wis-
consin. 
E. ARTHUR ROBINSON, Instructor in 
English; B.A., Ohio Wesleyan Univer-
sity; M.A., Ph .D., Ohio State University. 
GEORGE C. ROBINSON, Professor of 
Government; B.A ., University of Wis-
consin; M.A., Ph.D., Harvard University. 
IDA C. ROHLF, Assistant Professor of 
English; B.A., Iowa State Teachers Col-
lege; M.A., State University of Iowa. 
ROSE LENA RUEGNITZ, Assistant Pro-
fessor of Piano: B.Mus., Northwestern 
University; M.Mus., Cosmopolitan Con-
servatory. 
MAE E, RUPPEL, Instructor in Teaching; 
B.A., Carthage CollEge; M.A., Coiumbia 
University . 
MYRON RUSSELL, Instructor in Wood -
wind Instruments; B.Mus., Kansas State 
Agricultural College; M.Mus., Eastman 
School of Music, University of Rochester. 
LELAND L. SAGE, Associate Professor 
of History; B.A., Vandsrbilt University; 
M.A., Ph.D., University of Illinois. 
GEORGE W. SAMSON, Jr., Instructor in 
Organ and Piano; Iowa State Teachers 
College. 
J03EF SCHAEFER, Associate Professor 
of German; State Examination, Ph.D., 
University of Freiburg. 
NATHANIEL 0 . SCHNEIDER, Assistant 
Professor of Teaching; B.S., University of 
Minnesota; M.A., State University of 
Iowa; D.Ed., New York University. 
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WINFIELD SCOTT. Professor of Agricul-
ture; B.S., M.S., University of Illinois; 
Ph.D., Iowa State College. 
ROLAND SEARIGHT, Assistant Professor 
of Violincello and Conducting; B.A., 
Grinnell College; M.A., Eastman School 
of Music, University of Rochester. 
WILLIAM M. SHAFER. Instructor in 
Chemistry; B.S., M.S., Ph.D., University 
of Illinois. 
THELMA SHORT, Instructor in Physical 
Education for Women; B.S., M.A. , Colum-
bia University. 
R. 0. SKAR, Associate Professor of Com-
mercial Education; B.A., M.A., St. Olaf 
College; Ph.D., State University of Iowa. 
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JOHN R. SLACKS. Associate Professor 
of Rural Education; B.Ph., M.A., Univer-
sity of Chicago. 
ERNESTINE L. SMITH. Instructor in 
Teaching; B.A., M.S., University of 
Michigan. 
MAY SMITH, Associate Professor of Ed-
ucation; B.A ., Coe College; M.A., Co-
lumbia University. 
ANNA MARIE SORENSON. Associate 
Professor of English; B.A., M.A., State 
University of Iowa. 
CLYDE L. STARBECK. Instructor in Phy-
sical Education for Men; B.S., South 
Dakota State College. 
MINNIE E. STARR. Assistant Professor 
of Teaching; B.Mus., M.S., Northwestern 
University. 
MYRTLE M. STONE, Assistant Professor 
of Teaching; B.A., Washington State 
College; M.B.A., University of Wash• 
ington. 
HAZEL B. STRAYER. Associate Professor 
of Speech; B.A., Iowa State Teachers 
College; M.A., Columbia University. 
MARGUIRETTE MAY STRUBLE, Assist-
ant Professor of Teaching; B.A., M.A., 
Ph.D., State University of Iowa. 
ELISABETH SUTHERLAND. Associate 
Professor of Home Economics and Head 
of the Department of Home Economics; 
B.S., M.S., University of Wisconsin; 
Ph.D., University of Minnesota. 
FACULTY 
SELINA M. TERRY. Professor of English; 
B.Ph., M.A., Hamline University. 
ISABEL THOMES, Associate Professor of 
Spanish and French; B.A., University of 
Kansas; M.A., University of Michigan. 
M. R. THOMPSON. Professor of Eco-
nomics and Head of the Department of 
Social Science; B.A., Western Union 
College; M.A., ?h.D., State University 
f Iowa. 
CHARLES 0. TODD. Associate Professor 
,f Education; B.A., Indiana University; 
M.A., University of Chicago. 
H. C. TRIMBLE. Instructor of Mathema-
tics; B.A., University of Western On-
tario; M.A., Ph.D., University of Wis-
consin. 
MARGUERITE UTTLEY. Associate Pro-
fessor of Geography; B.A., Iowa Si,:,te 
Teachers College; M.S., Ph.D., Un!versity 
of Chicago. 
HENRY VAN ENGEN. Assistant Profes-
sor of Mathematics and Head of the De-
partment of Mathematics; B.A., Nebraska 
Wesleyan University; M.A., Ph.D., Uni-
versity of Michigan. 
GRACE VAN NESS. Assistant Professor 
of Physical Education for Women; B.A., 
Cornell College; M.A., Columbia Uni-
versity. 
G. W. WALTERS, Professor of Education, 
Emeritus; B.S., M.S., Iowa Wesleyan 
College. 
E. E. WATSON, Professor of Mathema-
tics; B.S., M.S., State University of Iowa. 
FRED W. WELLBORN, Associate Profes-
sor of History; B.A., Baker University; 
M.A., University of Kansas; Ph.D., Uni-
versity of Wisconsin. 
0. RICHARD WESSELS. Instructor in 
Commercial Education; B.A., Iowa State 
Teachers College; M.A., State University 
of Iowa. 
FACULTY 
DORIS E. WHITE. Associate Professor of 
Physical Education for Women; B.A., 
Simpson College; M.A., Columbia Uni-
versity. 
LAWRENCE W . WHITFORD, Instructor 
in Physical Education for Men; B.A., 
Iowa State Teachers College. 
M. J. WILCOX, Associate Professor of 
Education; B.S., Cornell College; M.A., 
Ph.D., State University of Iowa. 
MONICA R. WILD. Professor of Physical 
Education for Women and Head of the 
Department of Physical Education for 
Women; B.A., Iowa State Teachers Col-
lege; M.S., Ph.D., University of Wiscon-
sin. 
ANNETTE WILKINS. Instructor in Voice; 
B.Ed., Milwaukee State Teachers Col-
lege; M.Mus., Northwestern University. 
CARL A. WIRTH. Instructor in Brass In-
struments and Theory; B.Mus., M.Mus., 
Eastman School of Music, University of 
Rochester. 
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Commons ... west view. Arts building. 
Heating Plant. The "Quadrangle" from Central. 
pi,otos by H. A. Riebe 
The "Quadrangle" from the Campus School. Baker 
Hall and putting green. 
Commons ... southeast entrance. Putting Green, 
tennis courts, and Men's Athletic Plant. 
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BETA BETA BETA 
"Did you see that bluebird in the top of that elm?" "No, but a nut-hatch 
just flew out of those bushes!" Yes, that group of students earnestly 
scanning the tree-tops is studying the life and habits of our feathered 
friends. They are members of Tri-Beta, on one of their joint picnic-
field trips. 
Beta Beta Beta, national Biological Science Fraternity, was brought 
to the campus of this college in 1934. Its aims are development of 
sound scholarship, dissemination of scientific truth, and promotion 
of research. 
Most of the activities of the organization are educational; meetings 
are held once a month in the Vocations Building. This year special 
attention has been given to the study of birds and insects. A nationally 
known authority in the field of biology was scheduled to speak at 
one of the spring meetings, and delegates were sent in May to the 
annual Regional Conference held this year at Knox College in Gales-
burg, Illinois. 
Students who have fifteen hours of biological science with at least 
a 2.2 grade average in all academic work and a 2.75 in biology are 
eligible for membership. 
Page li8 
Abele, Cupp, R. Herman. 
Kercheval, Kronenberg, McGahey, 
Mclllrath. 
Schuldt, Stout, D. Tos1lebe, Ver-
dinar. 
* 
* 
Abele, Close, Colville, Fry, Isaac-
son. 
Kendle, Lenth, Lyons, Maurer. 
McDonald, Riebe, Templeton, 
Todd, Tubbs. 
The Blue Key, a national honorary fraternity, invites to member-
ship those men students with outstanding extra-curricular as 
well as curricular ability. The aim of the organization is to 
encourage study, leadership, activity participation, and interest 
groups among the men on the Iowa State Teachers College 
campus. Members are selected from the candidate lists on the 
basis of a point system and special rating scale, and are ad-
mitted during the winter and spring quarters of each year. 
Two regular meetings are held each month - one is a 
business meeting in the office of the fraternity's sponser, Dean 
Reed, the other a dinner held in the Commons. The annual 
Blue Key Blowout Dinner has achieved campus recognition 
as one of the outstanding informal get-togethers of the year. 
Officers for the following year are elected in the spring term. 
This year's officers were Ivan Maurer, president; John Colville, 
vice president; Roger Isaacson, treasurer; and Donald Lenth, 
secretary. 
Speakers on current events and political issues, lecturers on 
matters pertinent to extra-curricular education, and interpreters 
of problems in sociology are sponsored by this honor group. 
Blue Key publishes in the College Eye an honor roll of out-
standing students for each month. 
BLUE KEY 
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At work in Shops 
Howard Bro 
Everyone has sometime or other heard of an individual's in-
fluence being so dominant that the organization couldn't get 
along without him. Iowa State Teachers College has a situation 
almost like this. 
Epsilon Pi Tau, Industrial Arts honorary society, boasted 
only one member for the majority of this year. Howard Bro 
was president, secretary, treasurer, or whatever he chose to 
be - until the spring quarter when Raymond Berry was initiated 
and became a member of the organization. 
The purposes of this fraternity are to recognize the place of 
skill in Industrial Arts and Vocational Industrial Education, to 
promote social efficiency, and to foster, counsel, reward, publish 
and circulate the results of research efforts in the fields of its 
interest. 
Junior and senior Industrial Arts majors who have a "B'' 
average in that field and a "C" average in their other work are 
eligible for membership. Members are chosen by the group 
and taken in once a year. Educational projects of all sorts, 
combining practical and professiooal training, are carried out -
usually in the form of research projects conducted by the 
students themselves. 
Mr. Palmer and Mr. Bailey are the faculty sponsers of Epsilon 
Pi Tau. 
~PSI LON Pl TAU 
Geography is the center of interest of Gamma Theta Upsilon 
members, for Gamma Theta Upsilon is the national honorary 
earth science fraternity on the Teachers College campus. Any 
junior or senior majoring or minoring in this science is eligible 
for membership after he or she has completed fifteen hours of 
work in the department, with at least a "B" average. Selection 
of new members is made each quarter by a vote of the active 
members in the fraternity. 
The purpose of this organization is to create a professional 
interest in geography, to give the students a broader back-
ground in their field by giving them experience in subjects 
other than those covered in classroom discussions, and to 
advance geography as a practical subject for study and in-
vestigation. Gamma Theta Upsilon also provides and admin-
isters a loan fund for furthering study in the field of geography. 
The group meets at least once a month with business meet-
ings in the library and interesting meetings in the homes of the 
sponsors, in the homes of the members, or in the Commons . 
Many of the charts and graphs in the display cases of the 
library have been made by the members of this organization. 
Miss Aitchison and Miss Uttley are the sponsors. 
GAMMA T~~TA UPSILON 
A. Anderson, Eikleberry, R. Flem-
ing, Hill. 
Moor, J. Morton, J. Stevens, D. 
Tostlebe. 
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KAPPA D~LTA Pl 
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Ten per-cent of those students who are in the upper twenty-five 
per-cent of the junior and senior classes on this campus are eligible 
to be honored with an invitation to join Kappa Delta Pi. This 
national honorary education fraternity, one of the largest at Iowa 
State Teachers College, encourages high scholastic standards and 
endeavors to recognize all outstanding contributions to the field 
of education. It strives to promote a high degree of consecration 
to social service through educational facilities. 
First organized in 1911 at the University of Illinois, the local 
Psi chapter "':as founded on this campus in 1923. Kappa Delta Pi 
annually awards a scholarship to one outstanding member of 
the group. 
Three banquets a term are held each year: one every term 
for the initiation of new members. Another annual event of the 
organization is the spring picnic. Meetings are of an educational 
nature, with outside speakers lecturing many times throughout 
the year. 
Dennis McDonald is president of Kappa Delta Pi this year; 
Charles Tubbs is vice-president; Lewellyn Long, treasurer; Ruby 
Hull, secretary ; and Dr. Charles, faculty adviser. 
Anderson, Aschenbrenner, Ball-
hoefer, Baumga rt ner, Boltz, 
Cupp. 
Faris , Graber, Grinde, Hull, Lar-
sen, Loken . 
Lundy, Lyon, Martin, May er, Mc-
Dona ld, McMichael, Miller. 
M. Moen, S. Moen , O'Banion, 
Phillips , Raleigh, Siemon, Smith. 
Streed, Templeton, Tesmer, Thomp-
son, Truitt, Tubbs, Wheeler. 
* 
D. Davis , Hull , McMichael. 
Oehlert, Tubbs, J. Wa hl. 
If y ou should happen to see a promising young "math" student 
p oring through ancient volumes in the "libe", don't dub him a 
"drip grind"; he may be merely fulfilling a pledge duty for Kappa 
Mu Epsilon - that of writing a research paper on some advanced 
phase of mathematics or its application to education. 
This honorary mathematics fraternity, founded in 1931, admits 
only those students with a two point grade average in twenty 
hours of mathematics, and a two point five general grade point 
average. It is for those who appreciate the beauty of mathematics 
and wish to promote interest in that field . Meetings are held once 
a month in the Administration building, and formal initiations for 
new members take place each term. Picnics and parties fill out 
the social schedule for this organization. 
This year's project for all members was the collecting of prac-
tical application of mathematics for "Compendium" in the Six-
teenth Yearbook, published by the National Council of Mathe-
matics Teachers, which can be used for high school students. 
Adviser of Kappa Mu Epsilon is Miss Emma Lambert, professor 
of mathematics, and its officers are: president, Dwight Davis; 
vice president, Charles Tubbs; secretary, Mrs. McMichael. 
KAPPA MU EPSILON 
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Aschenbrenner, Betz, Esbeck, 
McGahey. 
Pritchard, Shuldt, Stout, Willis. 
The national honorary physical science fraternity, Lambda Delta 
Lambda, has been actively engaged this year in the promotion 
of interest in and study of the various phases of science. 
Each month the members of Lambda Delta Lambda meet 
together for dinner. At most of these meetings an outside speaker 
is asked to appear before the group and address them on some 
topic of scientific interest. In addition to their dinner meeting, 
the fraternity sponsors the Alembic Club. This group meets for 
weekly luncheons and round-table discussions. Alembic was 
chosen as the club name from an old word given to chemistry 
apparatus. 
Pledges are taken into Lambda Delta Lambda three times a 
year. Pledgeship consists of a two-week period during which 
time a paper is prepared on a subject of scientific interest. 
Dr. Getchell is faculty adviser of this physical science organ-
ization. 
LAMBDA D~LTA LAMBDA 
"Roosevelt's a cinch to win!" "Yes, but Willkie' s pulling in a lot 
of Democratic votes." 
If you had been eavesdropping in the vicinity of Dr. Thomp-
son's office in the Social Science department last November when 
Pi Gamma Mu held a joint meeting with the Social Science Honors 
group to listen to the election returns, you might have heard con-
versation along the line of that above. 
Pi Gamma Mu, national honorary social science group on 
Iowa State Teacher's College campus, aims to promote coopera-
tion in the scientific study of human problems. Its purpose is to 
inculcate ideals of scholarship in the study of this field. Junior 
and senior students having thirty hours of "A" or "B" work in 
the department are eligible for membership and are chosen each 
quarter that qualified candidates are available. 
Programs based on social science problems are held at the 
regular meetings. Each fall a party is enjoyed by the group; the 
spring formal is another annual event. This year Pi Gamma Mu 
held an informal "bull session" in the Commons for the purpose 
of discussing the lend-lease bill. 
Pl GAMMA MU 
R. Arends, Colville, M. Davis. 
R. Fleming, E. Kaplan, Klepfer, 
Lundy. 
V. Martin, Quirin, A. Stevens, D. 
Wilkenson. 
* 
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Have any of you masculine mus1c1ans outstanding ability in 
your major field? If so, perhaps you are eligible for membership, 
or perhaps you are already a member, of Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia. 
Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia is the national honorary music fraternity 
for men who have proved that they possess unusual musical 
ability and interest. Any man interested in music and participating 
in music appreciation is eligible for membership in this group. 
The prospective initiates are chosen by members of the organiza-
tion, and two groups a year are taken into the fellowship of Phi 
Mu Alpha. 
The aims of this fraternity are to advance the cause of music 
here in America, and more especially on this campus; to develop 
a fraternal spirit and interest among its members; and to en-
courage a loyalty to the alma mater of its enrollees, Iowa State 
Teachers College. 
A dance and two recitals are sponsored each year as special 
activities of the group, in order to give the members a chance to 
participate in group performance. The fraternity also holds two 
re<;Jular business meetings each month at the homes of some of the 
college professors. 
Mrs. Hill is the sponsor of the organization. 
, 
Burow, Bush, Cosand, Fullerton. 
Hitch, Hobson, Kruse, McCowan. 
Mahaffey, Messerschmitt, Peter-
son, Wind. 
* 
* 
Pl 
L. Anderson, Barry, Black, Dilly. 
DoughGrty, Gifford, Hutchens, R. 
Kendle. 
Kjarsgaard, J. Little, Loeb, Lundy. 
V. Martin, Niedringhaus, Quirin, 
V. Wheeler. 
Have you learned to type - not the "hunt and peck" system, 
but the "use of all fingers" method? If so, the next step is to 
declare a commerce major. After that your aim is to become a 
member of Pi Omega Pi, which will take many hours of both 
patience and practice. One way of succeeding is to become 
skillful with the adding machine and the other mechanical helpers 
found in the Commerce department. Fast typing, accurate short-
hand, and accounting ability are also definite assets. 
The Golden Ledger, an organization for freshman and sopho-
more commerce students, is a step toward the goal of membership 
in the national honorary. From this group are selected the future 
members of Pi Omega Pi. 
Each new term means the chance for other ambitious com-
merce majors to reach their ultimate aims, for new eligible mem-
bers are initiated at this time. Both informal and formal parties 
are given for students and their advisers. Dr. Douglas, head of 
the Commercial department, is the sponsor for Pi Omega Pi. 
This national honorary fraternity was first organized at Iowa 
State Te6:chers College November 23, 1925. The purpose of the 
group is to teach high standards of professional living, to en-
courage higher scholarship, and to train better citizens. 
OM~GA Pl 
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E. Anderson , B. Ball, Ba ughman, 
L. Baxter , Borchardt, M. Bothe!, 
M. Challgren . 
D. Cla rk, S. Clevela nd, Cowles, 
Cunningham, W. Di c k in s on , 
Feldman, Hillsten. 
Hoffman , J. Johnson, R. Johnson , 
M. Johnson, M. Jones, R. Ken-
nedy , Lillehei, Lockhead . 
Ma lmanger, Marken, Meils, L. 
Miller, D. Nelson, Oldenburg, 
Paine, D. Porter. 
F. Rasmussen, Ruppelt, Sage, H. 
Snider, E. Stewart, M. Thorns, 
W ollenha upt, Younge. 
The ability to struggle through a maze of examination questions, 
still keeping the sense of direction - attentiveness in classes -
intelligible class notes - an occasional reply to a professor's 
query - brief glimpses between the covers of textbooks - a little 
general intelligence, acquired, inherited, or otherwise - these 
blend to produce a scholar worthy of membership in Purple Arrow. 
Not a dripping arrow from the heart of a Cupidian victim, but the 
piercing arrow of an alert mind is the symbol of this group. Aiming 
at scholastic achievements which add to the total score of personal 
development, freshman and sophomore women who add up points 
during two consecutive terms are rewarded with invitations to 
become members of this honorary organization. The Purple Arrow 
provides an opportunity for two-year students to receive recogni-
tion for outstanding abilities which might otherwise go unnoticed. 
The story of the opera Carmen, an account of jewelry making 
as a hobby, a lecture on contemporary paintings, a Christmas 
party at the home of the sponsor, Miss Buxbaum - all are samples 
of interesting meetings planned each month by Program Chair-
man, Phyllis Ruppelt, and her committee. Dorothy Porter, Doris 
Nelson, Jean Miels, and Janet Johnson are officers of this group. 
PURPL~ ARROW 
About four o'clock in the morning, Christmas carols floated 
through the transoms of dormitory rooms in Bartlett and Lawther 
Halls. The Sigma Alpha Iota sponsored this sing and many 
others that took place during the school year. Early in the fall a 
sing was planned under the campanile, and another was held 
April 5, with all organizations and the dormitories participating. 
A loving cup was presented as grand prize to the group that 
presented the most original and effective song. 
Sigma Alpha Iota is the national honorary fraternity for 
women music majors. The aim is to increase appreciation of 
classical music and to raise the standards of student scholarship. 
Formal initiation for new members consists of an impressive 
ritual which culminates a rushing and auditioning period. The 
final step of selection is made by active members from a group 
of prospective initiates having a 2.0 average in academic work 
and at least a 2.5 average in music. 
Christmas parties and teas are held at the home of Miss Olive 
Barker, sponsor of the group, and informal recitals are also pre-
pared by its members. A joint dance with Phi Mu Alpha Sinfona, 
men's honorary music fraternity is given each year. Miss Starr 
and Miss Reugnitz are patronesses of Sigma Alpha Iota. 
SIGMA ALPHA IOTA 
Cooper, Kelly, Miller, M. Moen. 
S. Moen, Sheldon, Sparks, Valen-
tine, Wilson. 
* 
• 
• 
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SIGMA TAU D~LTA 
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Enthusiastic scribblers who have earned the right to honorary 
recognition keep up the traditions of Sigma Tau Delta, honorary 
English fraternity. Imaginative re-creation of the life and cultural 
setting in which they live is the goal of the members, who attempt 
to interpret their environmental milieu through the medium of 
writing. Ardent pursuers of the aesthetic experience, and lovers of 
literary masters, Sigma Tau Delta supporters fill their bi-monthly 
meetings with lectures and discussions on prose and poetry. 
High scholarship in the field of English, outstanding ability in 
self-expression, campus leadership, and integrity of character 
form the measuring scale on which prospective candidates for 
membership are scored. President Betty Schuchert, the vice-presi-
dent, Dorothy Johnson, the treasurer and secretary, Norma Boll-
hoefer, and the adviser, Miss Selina Terry, unite to plan the year's 
program of activities, as well as topics for discussion at the meet-
ings. The reading of original compositions provides practice in 
criticism and appreciation. The Purple Pen, only campus literary 
magazine, is sponsored, edited, and published by members of the 
Lambda Beta chapter of Sigma Tau Delta. 
Bollhoefer, Chesley, D. Johnson. 
Schucherl, H. Thomas, D. Tostlebe, 
Van Duyn. 
* 
* 
Cupp .. Hoch 
Drama Shop toil 
McDonald .. Zimmerman 
From the emotional depth of Hamlet to the brazen flippancy of the 
Garden of Eden in Father Malachy's Miracle, go the versatile 
members of the Iowa State Teachers College's honorary dramatics 
fraternity, Theta Alpha Phi. With the cooperation of this talented 
group of speech students selected from those with outstanding 
ability and stage experience, the major productions of the year's 
dramatic program are made possible. This organization has, since 
1924, taken its place among the eighty chapters that are found on 
the university campuses throughout the United States. 
Among the ambitious freshmen who began their Thespian 
careers by pounding nails into sets in the Drama Shop, working 
out the complicated lighting plots necessary for a finished pro-
duction, and transporting props about the stage between acts, 
some were promoted to walk-on roles in the plays themselves. 
Out of this energetic cast of supporting players, the stars who 
will play the leads emerged, and out of their ranks the members 
of Theta Alpha Phi were chosen. 
Centering their interest and field of endeavor upon every phase 
of the theatre, these dramatists conscientiously enlarge the scope 
of their curricular study to learn more about their chosen work. 
THETA ALPHA PH I 
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Strom applies book learning 
Betz Esbeck 
Theta Theta Epsilon, the home economics honorary organization, 
is the reward of those diligent students who have maintained a 
2.8 grade point average in thirty or more hours of home economics 
work, with no D's and a C average in all other subjects. Active 
membership in Ellen Richards Club and in at least one other 
campus organization also is required of prospective joiners. 
When a girl has fulfilled these requirements, she must write 
a paper on some extensive study that she has made in the field 
of home economics. These papers are presented at a meeting 
and are kept on file for future use in the department. Honorary 
members of the society are the faculty members Miss Sutherland, 
Miss McClelland, Miss Nyholm, and Miss Hanson, of the training 
school faculty. 
Pledging and initiation are scheduled three times a year. Six 
new members were initiated in the spring term. The initiation is 
an impressive candlelight service in the apartment, followed by a 
dinner and social hour. Alumni members were invited to attend 
the spring ceremony. 
Organized in June, 1934, Theta Theta Epsilon is one of the new-
est groups on the campus. Ramona Esbeck is president of the 
organization for the school year 1940-1941. 
THETA THETA EPSILON 
Joe College: "Betty, what's the reason some of the girls are wear-
ing those white mortar board hats?" 
Betty Coed: "Why, Joe, don't you know - that's the symbol 
of Torch and Tassel. Those girls are being initiated." 
Joe College: "Just what is this Torch and Tassel?" 
Betty Coed: "Since this is only the second year of its existence, 
I'll excuse your ignorance, Joe. You see, it recognizes third quarter 
junior and senior women of outstanding scholarship and leader-
ship. Interest in extra-curricular activities is also a point of 
eligibility. New members are taken in during the ninth week of 
the fall and of the spring quarters." 
Joe College: ''I'd say it was quite an honor to be a member 
of such an organization. Do they have a special purpose?" 
Betty Coed: "Yes, their principal purpose is service. This year's 
achievement was the inauguration of the Student Guide Service. 
For this, students are selected to guide official visitors about the 
campus and show them points of interest." 
Joe College: "Well, I'd say that's a very worthwhile service, 
and a very worthwhile organization, too." 
TORCH AND TASS~L 
Hull, D. Johnson, M. Moen. 
S. Moen, O'Banion, Q uirin, Tesmer. 
* 
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Commercial clubs carol. Nursery school tea. 
Mahaffey and Lenth browse. Chi Brawl. 
Wind leads Training school glee club. Paule in Homecoming Parade. 
John Deere laborer. Conversion technique by Kaufmann. Frosh Frolics. 
Alpha Chi harmony. With the greatest of ease. Math Club Slides. 
Leg art pursues soccer ball. Pigskin rehearsal. 
McConeghey lays out a sign. Swarthout receives S.A.l. bouquet. 
Intermission, please. 
Summer school session under the good Dr. Grant. Hi, kiddie! 
"I" Club relaxes. 
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KAPPA PHI 
BOTTOM Row: Houk, Bothe!, Welch, 
Lyon, E. Wood, Vermeer. 
SECOND Row: Collinson, Wessel, 
Lenocker, Tracy, Buehler, Pa-
den, McCorkel. 
THIRD Row: Siemen, L. Wright, 
M. Henrickson, D. Nelson, R. 
Drake, Chaplain, Sedgwick. 
PHI TAU THETA 
Bo TT o M Row: Keel, Arends, 
Thompson, Eells, Davis, Sturges, 
Gauger. 
SECOND Row: Westbrook, Brown, 
Hoepfner, McFadden, Van Hou-
ten, Sides, Tyler, Bennett. 
THIRD Row: Shepherd, Johnson, 
McDonald, Nuss, Marsden, 
Hartsock, Hobson, Grobe. 
KAPPA PHI 
Methodist girls are given the chance to become a member of a religious organ-
ization - Kappa Phi. The purpose of the group is that "Every Methodist girl 
in college today should be a leader in the church of tomorrow." This national 
organization carries out a program consisting of a study of economic problems 
of the girls, campus problems, Home and Foreign Missions, and phases of 
religious teachings. The outstanding social event of the college year was the 
annual Travel Dinner with Phi Chi Delta and Theta Epsilon, which had for its 
theme "Singing School." 
PHI TAU THETA ... 
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The five-fold purpose the Methodist religious organization, Phi Tau Theta, is 
to promote a study of the Bible; to prepare students both as laymen and workers 
in the church; to promote social activities for its members; to help carry on 
the work of the Wesley Foundation and the church; and to organize their lives 
around Jesus Christ as a master of life. Any Methodist college man is eligible 
for membership. A particularly significant program was "Peace, War, and 
its Consequences," a talk by Dr. Boss, Secretary of the Conference on W arid 
Peace. Members achieve a better ability to speak and to handle responsib ilities. 
* * * 
P~I C~I DELTA ... 
The members of Phi Chi Delta are associated together for the purpose of deeper 
spiritual experience and greater skill in church leadership. The program of the 
organization of Presbyterian women is fourfold: study, fellowship, worship, and 
service. Programs of worship and study are interspersed with social events. 
Fall pledging, the Rose dinner in February, and the Mother's Day luncheon 
in May are some of the year's highlights. A lighted lamp symbolizes the 
purpose and ideals of this organization. The advisory board consists of the 
sponsor and five patronesses. 
STOWAWAY ... 
"This Changing World," "Conscription," "Home as a Basis for Peace," "Main-
taining Our Christian Fellowship in Spite of the Crisis" - these are representa-
tive discussion programs of the Stowaway Club, which provides a program 
of fellowship among college men of the Presbyterian faith. In addition to these 
weighty national and international problems, social events are interspersed 
in a program of variety and intellectual stimulation. Supper-program meetings 
are held every third week, and the group extends a welcome to any college 
man to become a member. 
BOTTOM Row: Miss Stiles, Loc-
head, Duty, Henry, Miller, Cre-
ger, Fisher, Black. 
SECOND Row: Latchaw, Garlick, 
Russell, Abels, Menning, Nor-
ton, Schaefer, H. Kennedy, M. 
Rankin. 
THIRD Row: Phillips, R. Kennedy, 
Christopherson, Goodell, Ep-
pink, Richardson, North, Streed, 
H. Rankin, Sims. 
BOTTOM Row: G. Miller, Van 
Hoven, Cross, Kruse, Powers, 
Simmons. 
SECOND Row: Joines, Bechler, 
Mayer, Southall, Stewart, Stev-
enson, Schuldt. 
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LUTHERAN 
STUDENT'S 
ASSOCIATION 
BOTTOM Row: Thompson, Holroyd, 
M. Bro, Dahlgren, H. Bro, 
Wrede, Betz, Nelson, Olsen. 
SECOND Row: Esbeck, Zell, Mal-
manger, Grinde, E. Anderson, 
Stock, Picht, D. Anderson, Voel-
ker. 
THIRD Row: Ellefson, D. Orton, 
Bidne, E. Bro, L. Orton, Wagner, 
Schroeder, Locker, Brucklacher, 
Jenner john. 
NEWMAN CLUB ... 
NEWMAN CLUB 
BOTTOM Row: Strove!, Mealy, 
Mueller, Toedt, Norris, Herr-
mann. 
SECOND Row: Kult, Conboy, Rad-
ers, Wintakger, Adams, Mul-
roney, Byrnes, Calhan. 
THIRD Row: Weitz, Wedemeyer, 
LoBalbo, Lyon, Barry, Lattin, 
Boyd, Scallon. 
The Newman Club is organized to further the social, intellectual, and moral 
development of its members, who are students of the Catholic faith. Intellectual 
stimulation is provided by a lecture program and a forum discussion of Catholic 
activities and religious problems. A significant meeting on this year's program 
was a talk by a Monk, "History and Life of the Franciscan Order". The social 
life of the Newman Club is also active and varied. 
LUT~ERAN STUDENT'S ASSOCIATION 
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The Martin Luther Foundation provides the meeting place for the bi-weekly 
meetings of the Lutheran Student Association. Here, under the leadership of 
their President, Howard Bro, Lutheran students attempt to achieve the purposes 
of their organization; to strengthen and encourage Lutheran students and others 
in Christian faith and living in accordance with teachings and practices of 
their church, and to meet their practical problems. 
* * * 
UNITED STUDENT MOVEMENT .. . 
"The Responsibilities of Youth," "Contemporary Literature and Religion," Can 
We Americans Be Too Patriotic?" Yes, these are just a few of the stimulating 
topics presented at the Religious Forums sponsored every Sunday evening 
by the United Student Movement. The organization's purpose is to assist and 
cooperate with the Bureau of Religious Activities and other religious groups 
of the campus, community, and nation in developing more religious lives 
and establishing a new and more ethical social order. It also cooperates with 
the campus recreation program by assuming responsibility for Fall Fun Fest, 
the Spring Fling, and by frequent Play Nights. 
T~ETA EPSILON ... 
Baptist girls who are enrolled at Teachers College join in fellowship and 
worship in Theta Epsilon organization. The purposes of the club are the 
formation of mutual friendships and the encouragement of living a life of fuller 
Christian service. There are bi-weekly meetings at the Baptist Student Center, 
with speakers and round table discussions centered around a theme chosen 
for the year. Social activities include rushing parties, Mothers Day dinners 
and holiday parties. 
THETA EPSILON 
BOTTOM Row: Mrs. Weir, Rass-
mussen, Lehr, Barker, Johnson, 
Wheeler, Ley. 
SECOND Row: Rabel, Ruppelt, 
Swanson, Haan, Johnson, Sam-
uelson, Allison . 
THIRD Row: Whitmire, Andersen, 
Eckhoff, Bohstedt, Kamm, O'Ban-
ion, DeVries, DuBois. 
* 
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UNI TED STUDENT 
MOVEMENT 
BOTTOM Row: Mr. Knoff, Harold 
McConeghey, Graber, Mcilrath, 
Smith, Hunter. 
SECOND Row: Stock, Howard Mc-
Coneghey, Todd , Gauger, 
O'Banion, Bottom, Lundy. 
• 
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e FERROL PATRICIA ADAMS, Missouri Valley. B. A. Eng-
lish. Symphony; Social director of Lawther. • ADELAIDE 
ANDERSON, Harmony, Minnesota. B. A . Mathematics. Math. 
Club; Lutheran Student's Association. e ROBERT LOWELL 
ARENDS, Alexander. B. A. Social Science. Pi Gamma Mu; 
Minnesingers; Phi Tau Theta; College Choir; Classical Club. 
e MARJORIE JUNE ARMSTRONG, Fort Dodge. B. A. Com-
merce. Commercial Club. e JOYCE E. M. BAKKE, 
Decorah. B. A. Physical Education. Life Saving Corps; 
Orchesis; Phys. Ed. Club; Lutheran Student Association. 
e JOHN BECHTER, Independence. B. A. Commerce-Social 
Science. Stowaway Club; Commercial Club; Flcrg twirling 
in band; A Cappello Choir. 
e MAXSON D. BISHOP, Cedar Falls. B. A. Industrial Arts. 
Industrial Aris Guild. e WANDA ELAINE BISHOP, Mason 
City. B. A. Public School Music. Orchestra; Mixed Chorus. 
e EVELYN LOUISE BLACK, Algona. B. A. Commerce. 
Phi Omega Phi; Commercial Club. 
e FLORENCE BLISS, Corning. B. A. Physical Education. 
Physical Education Club; Life Saving Corps; Orchesis. 
• BETTIE BLOUGH, Waterloo. B. A. Commerce. Commer-
cial Club; Golden Ledger; Inter Sorority Council; Alpha 
Beta Gamma, Pres. e GWENDOLIN MAE BOGH, Le Mars. 
B. A. Commerce. Lawther Hall Council; Commercial Club; 
4-H Club. 
e JAMES ART BOLAND, Oak Park, Illinois. B. A. Physical 
Education-Biology. Phi Sigma Epsilon; Newman Club; "I" 
Club. e NORMA ADELINE BOLLHOEFER, Haverhill. 
B. A. English-Speech. Kappa Delta Phi; Sigma Tau Delta; 
Playcraft Club. e ARTHUR BORWICK, Roland. B. A. 
Physical Education. Xanho; L. S. A .; "I" Club. 
e MARY ELLEN BOTTOM, Rowan. B. A . English. Pi Theta 
Pi; United Student Movement. e VERNON BREDOW, 
Waterloo. B. A. Mathematics. Lambda Gamma Nu; "I" 
Club; Track team. e MARGARET JANE BRIGGS, Lamoni. 
B. A. Kindergarten-Primary. K. P. B. A., Pres.; Women's 
Chorus. 
e HOWARD MARIUS BRO, Kimballton. B. A. Industrial 
Arts. Lutheran Student Association, Pres.; Epsilon Pi Tau, 
Pres. e ROBERT L. BROWN, Cedar Falls. B. A. Indus-
trial Arts. Alpha Delta Alpha; Phi Tau Theta; "I" Club; Ind. 
Art Guild; Track team. e RUTH ELAINE BUEHLER, Red 
Oak. B. A. Elementary. Beta Alpha Epsilon; Kappa Phi. 
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e BETTY L. BURLEY, Tama. B. A. Home Economics. Ellen 
Richards Club; Tau Chi Eta. e BURTIS LOUIS BUROW, 
Battle Creek. B. A. Music. Band; College Choir; Phi 
Mu Alpha; College Symphony; Director, Tutor Ticklers. 
e JOHN BUSH. Postville. B. A. Public School Music. Phi 
Mu Alpha; Concert Band; Marching Band. 
e HARRY CARNEY. New Hampton . B. A . Commerce. 
Alpha Chi Epsilon, Fall Pres.; Inter Fraternity Council. 
e DON CLAUDE CHARLES, Dayton. B. A. English 
e WILLIAM KIRCHHOF CHESLEY, Sutherland. B. A. Eng-
lish-Art. Sigma Tau Delta; Art League; Writers Club; 
Hobby Shop. 
e JOHN COLE CLARK, Waterloo. B. A. Physical Education. 
Xanho; "I" Club; Track team. e LEONA MILDRED 
CLARK, Alta. B. A. Physical Education. Pi Phi Omega; 
Physical Education Club; Orchesis; Life Saving Corps. 
e WILLIAM CLOSE, Waterloo. B. A. Commerce. Lambda 
Gamma Nu; "]" Club; Men's Union, Pres. 
e JOHN COLVILLE, Cedar Falls. B. A. Social Science. 
Alpha Chi Epsilon, Social Sec.; Blue Key, Vice Pres .; Student 
Council, Orientation Committee; Pi Gamma Mu; Social 
Science Honors. e VIVIAN COOPER. Melbourne. B. A. 
Public School Music. Kappa Theta Psi; Sigma Alpha Iota. 
e MARGARET PAMELA CUPP, Fairfield. B. A. Physical 
Ed. Phi Sigma Phi; Inter-Sorority Council; Beta Beta Beta; 
Kappa Delta Pi; Theta Alpha Phi; Orchesis; P. E. Club; 
Life Saving Corps. 
e DWIGHT M, DAVIS, Lynville. B. A. Mathematics. Kappa 
Mu Epsilon, Pres.; Phi Tau Theta; Senior Counselor; Baker 
Hall House Council; Wesley Foundation Student Council. 
e MARY LOUISE DAVIS, Burlington. B. A. History. Pi 
Gamma Mu; Symphony Orchestra. e DONALD DALE 
DILLY, Aplington. B. A . Commercial. Pi Omega Pi, Pres.; 
Commercial Club; "]" Club. 
e MARTIN THOMAS DOLAN. Cedar Falls. B. A. Science. 
e BESSIE FRANCIS DUSANEK. Wyoming. B. A. Elemen-
tary. Beta Alpha Epsilon. e DON EELLS. Cedar Falls. 
B. A. Social Science. Alpha Delta Alpha; "I" Club; Com-
mercial Club; Phi Tau Theta, Pres.; Wesley Foundation 
Student Council. 
• VELVA MAE EIKLEBERRY. Milford. B. A. Mathematics. 
Gamma Theta Upsilon, Sec.; Math. Club, Program Chairman; 
Cecilians. e RAMONA LUELLA ESBECK, Exira. B. A. 
Home Economics. Alembic; Ellen Richards; Lambda Delta 
Lambda; Theta Theta Epsilon; Lutheran Student Association. 
e NORMA A YLEEN EWING. Buckingham. B. A. Commer-
cial Education. Alpha Beta Gamma. 
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e HOWARD FINN. Belmond. B. A. Physical Education. 
"I" Club; C. S. A. e HELEN LUCILLE FORD. Storm Lake. 
B. A. Physical Education. P. E. Club. e LES JAMES FRY. 
Fairbank. B. A. Speech-English. Alpha Chi Epsilon, Winter 
Pres.; Head Cheerleader; Student Council; Men's Union. 
e ALMINA KATHLEEN FULLER. Morning Sun. B. A . Home 
Economics. Ellen Richards Club; 4-H Club; Commercial 
Club. e CRAIG KERR FULLERTON. Cedar Falls. B. A. 
Social Science. Phi Mu Alpha; Sinfonia; Press Club; College 
Eye; Student Council, Orientation Committee. • BETTY 
MARIE GARLICK. Fort Dodge. B. A . Elementary Education. 
Presbyterian Student Council, Pres.; Phi Chi Delta; Beta 
Alpha Epsilon, Treasurer. 
e SADYMARIE GARMIRE. Gray. B. A. Social Science. 
Delta Phi Delta. e WAYNE EMERSON GIFFORD. Water-
loo. B. A. Commercial Education. e CATHERINE MARY 
GILBERT, Waterloo. B. A. Home Economics. Delta Phi Delta; 
Women's League, Pres.; Ellen Richards Club. 
e CHARLENE GILBERT. Waterloo. B. A. Home Economics. 
Delta Phi Delta, Social Chr.; Student Council, Vice Pres.; 
Ellen Richards Club. e VIOLA ALMIRA GILLHAM. 
Rockford. B. A. Kindergarten -Primary. K. P. B. A. 
e VIRGINIA MARIE GORE. Jefferson. B. A. Commercial 
Education. Theta Gamma Nu, Sec.; Commercial Club. 
e IRENE GRABER. Cedar Falls. B. A. English. U. S. M., 
Pres.; Kappa Delta Pi. e ROBERT CLINTON GRAY, 
Fairfield. B. A. Industrial Arts. Ind. Arts Guild, Program 
Chairman. e MYRTLE 0 . GRINDE. Virginia, Minnesota. 
B. A. Elementary. Alpha Beta Gamma; Lutheran Student 
Association; Beta Alpha Epsilon, Sec.; Kappa Delta Pi. 
e RAYMOND W. GROBE. La Porte City. B. A. Music. Phi 
Tau Theta; Wesley Foundation; Student Council; Minne-
singers. e MARY FRANCES HACKETT. Sioux City. B. A. 
Kindergarten Pr. Theta Gamma Nu. e PAUL WILLIAM 
HAFKE. Farmersburg. B. A. lr,dustrial Arts. Ind. Arts Guild; 
'T' Club; Baseball team. 
e ROBERT HAMILTON. Greene. B. A. Commerce. Phi 
Sigma Epsilon; Commercial Club. • ERLYNN HEATON, 
Watertown, South Dakota. B. A. Commerce. Golden Ledger; 
Cecilians; Commerce Club. e HELEN HEGLAND. Ames. 
B. A. Kindergarten-Primary. Lutheran Students Association; 
K. P. B. A.; Art League. 
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e ROBERT J. HERDMAN. Riceville . B. A. Biology. Beta 
Beta Beta. e KENT HERSHIRE. Clinton. B. A. Industrial 
Arts. Xanho; Industrial Arts . Guild. e VIVIAN HERWIG. 
Council Bluffs. B. A. Home Economics. Pi Phi Omega, Vice 
Pres.; Ellen Richards Club, Social Chairman. 
e FLORENCE RUTH HILL. Manchester. B. A. Elementary 
Education. Beta Alpha Epsilon; Gamma Theta Upsilon. 
e WILLIAM BENJAMIN HITCH, West Union. B. A. Public 
School Music. Phi Mu Alpha; Band; Orchestra; Chorus. 
e DORIS HOBBS. Forest City. B. A. Elementary Education. 
e GILBERT HOBSON. Logan. B. A. Public School Music. 
Phi Mu Alpha; Minnesingers; Wesley Foundation; Phi Tau 
Theta. e HERBERT ARTHUR HOCH, Newell. B. A. 
Speech-English. Theta Alpha Phi. • MARY FRANCES 
HACKETT. Sioux City. B. A. Kindergarten-Primary. Theta 
Gamma Nu; K. P. B. A. 
e ELIZABETH JANE HOFLER. Nora Springs. B. A. Public 
School Music. e BETTY MAE HOLMAN, Mason City. 
B. A. Public School Music. College Symphony. e KAY 
HOLMES, Ames. B. A. Public School Music. Pi Theta Pi; 
Symphony; Chorus; Choir; Cecilians. 
e RUBY MAY HULL. Dunlap. B. A. Mathematics. Kappa 
Mu Epsilon; Kappa Delta Pi; Torch and Tassel; Senior 
Counselor; Women's League. • ROBERT P. HUNT, Rapid 
City, South Dakota. B. A. Commerce. Phi Sigma Epsilon; 
"I" Club; Commercial Club. e ROGER ISAACSON, fort 
Dodge. B. A. Physical Education. Xanho; Blue Key, Sec.; 
"]" Club; Tau Chi Eta, Pres.; Social Life Committee; Senior 
Counselor. 
e FLORENCE ELSIE JENSEN, Cedar Falls. B. A. Public 
School Music. e M. ANN JENSEN. Waterloo. B. A. 
Applied Music. Orchestra; String Ensembles; Mixed Chorus; 
Sigma Alpha Iota. e DOROTHY BERNICE JOHNSON, 
Marathon. B. A. English. Sigma Tau Delta; Purple Pen, 
Bus. Mgr.; Playcraft, Sec.; Wesley Players; Classical Club. 
e LOY C. JOHNSON, Pocahontas. B. A. Mathematics. Phi 
Tau Theta. e QUENTIN LEE JOHNSON, Hillsboro. B. A. 
Industrial Arts. Phi Sigma Epsilon; Ind. Arts Guild. 
e JAMES KAMMEIER, Waterloo. B. A. English. 
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e MARGUERITE ANN KELLY, Waterloo. B. A. Applied 
Music. Epsilon Phi Epsilon; Sigma Alpha Iota; Cecilians; 
Band. e HELEN C. KENNEDY, Rolfe. B. A. Kindergarten-
Primary. Women's Chorus; K. P. B. A.; Phi Chi Delta; Art 
League. e KATHRYN MARIE KLEIN, Sumner. B. A. Com-
merce. V. 0 . V. Sigma Phi, Treasurer; Commercial Club. 
e DORIS VIRGINIA KLEPFER, Washington. B. A. Social 
Science. Theta Gamma Nu; Pi Gamma Mu. • MARTHA M. 
KRONENBERG, Wolcott. B. A. Home Economics. Ellen 
Richards, Pres.; Golden Ledger; Commercial Club; Beta 
Beta Beta. e VERNON H. KRUSE, Holland. B. A. Com-
merce. Commercial Club, Pres.; Stowaway Club, Pres.; 
Chorus; College Choir; Minnesingers; Phi Mu Alpha; 
Biology Club. 
e RUTH ELIZABETH LAMBERTSON, Cedar Falls. B. A. 
English. Senior Counselor. e FRANCES EILEEN LAURIE, 
Mason City. B. A. English. e MILDRED VIOLA LEAMER, 
Hull. B. A. English-Speech. 
e DONALD ARTHUR LENTH, Battle Creek. B. A . Physical 
Education. Xanho, Vice Pres.; "I" Club, Social Chairman. 
9 ROBERT HAROLD LE VAN, Waterloo. B. A. Chemistry. 
e VIRGINIA ROSE LEWIS, Eldora. B. A. Public School 
Music. Women's Band; Cecilians; College Symphony; Con-
cert Band; Mixed Chorus; Senior Counselor. 
e DOROTHY ANNE LICHTY, Waterloo. B. A. Public School 
Music. Women's Chorus; College Symphony. • MARION 
ADELIA LINDEMAN, Waterloo. B. A. English. Pi Theta Pi, 
Treasurer. e JANET CELIA LITTLE, Waterloo. B. A. Com-
merce. V. 0. V., Sec.; Pi Omega Pi, Histmian; Commercial. 
Club. 
• GRACE CONSTANCE LOKEN, Cedar Falls. B. A. Kinder-
garten-Primary. K. P. B. A. e FOREST EUGENE LUELLEN, 
Minburn. B. A. Physical Education. Phi Sigma Epsiion. 
e ARLEYNE MARIE LUNDY, Zearing. B. A. Social Science-
Commerce. Pi Tau Phi, Sec.; Kappa Delta Pi; , Pi Gamma 
Mu; Pi Omega Pi; Social Science Honors; Golden Ledger; 
U. S. M.; Classical Club; Commercial Club. 
e EDWARD FRANCIS LYONS, Rochester, Minnesota. B. A. 
Physical Education. Phi Sigma Epsilon; Wrestling; Football; 
Inter-Fraternity Council; Men's Union. • PAULINE LYON, 
Mt. Pleasant. B. A. Kindergarten-Primary. Kappa Phi, Pres,; 
Kappa Delta Pi; College Choir; Kappa Pi Beta Alpha. 
• CURTIS WESLEY MAHAFFEY, Storm Lake. B. A. Public 
School Music. Symphony; Minnesingers; Chorus; Choir; 
Men's Band; College Singers; Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia. 
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e CLEMENT H. MARSDEN, Red Oak. B. A. Physical 
Education. Wesley Foundation; "I" Club; Pi Tau Theta. 
e JUSTIN EARL MARTIN, Bloomfield. B. A. Social Science. 
Alpha Delta Alpha; College Eye; e VESTA VELMA 
MARTIN. Peoria, lllinois . B. A. Commerce-Social Science. 
Pi Omega Pi; Pi Gamma Mu; Kappa Delta Pi; Commercial 
Club; Golden Ledger. 
e IVAN MAURER. Renwick. B. A . Commerce. Alpha Delta 
Alpha. e LOIS MAE MA YER. Fort Dodge. B. A . Mathe-
matics. Kappa Delta Pi; Kappa Mu Epsilon; Senior 
Counselor. e ROBERT MELVIN McCOWEN, Ball Club, 
Minnesota. B. A. Applied Music. Alpha Delta Alpha; Phi 
Mu Alpha, Sec.; Minnesingers; College Singers; Band; 
Symphony Orchestra; Lecture and Entertainment Committea , 
Chairman. 
e DENNIS KEITH McDONALD, Waterloo. B. A. Speech-
English. Alpha Chi Epsilon; Kappa Delta Pi, Pres.; Theta 
Alpha Phi; Playcraft; Drama; Blue Key. 0 NELLIE 
McFARLAND, Sheldon. B. A. Mathematics. Mathematic 
Club. e CHARLES McGAFFIN. Corning. B. A. Physical 
Education. Alpha Delta Alpha, Pres. 
e MRS. WILLIS E. McMICHAEL, Cedar Falls. B. A. Mathe-
matics. Math. Club, Pres.; Kappa Mu Epsilon, Sec.; Kappa 
Delta Pi. e MYRON MESSERSCHMITT, Martinsburg. B. A. 
Public School Music. Alpha Chi Epsilon; College Choir; 
Minnesingers; College Chorus; Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia. 
e GLENN H. MILLER, Washington. B. A . Mathematics. 
Alpha Chi Epsilon; U. S. M.; Westminster Foundation. 
e CAROLYN MILLER. Cedar Falls . B. A. Public School 
Music. Sigma Alpha Iota; Kappa Delta Pi; Symphony. 
e ROGER EARL MILLER, Alta. B. A. Social Science. 
e ISABELLE MINNIS. Riceville. B. A. Social Science. U. S. 
M.; Romance Language Club; Sacial Science Honors; Senior 
Counselor. 
e MAXINE D. MOEN. George. B. A. Public School Music. 
Tau Sigma Delta; Student Council; Sigma Alpha Iota; 
Torch and Tassel; Kappa Delta Pi; A Cappello Choir. 
e SHIRLEY A. MOEN, George. B. A. Public School Music. 
Tau Sigma Delta, Treasurer; Women's League; Sigma Alpha 
Iota; Kappa Delta Pi; Symphony; A Cappello Choir. 
e MARILYN JANE MOOR, Laurens. B. A. Home Economics. 
Theta Gamma Nu, Vice Pres.; Ellen Richards Club. 
e MARGARET ELMA MOOR, Springville. B. A. Elementary 
Education. Gamma Theta Upsilon, Treasurer; Beta Alpha 
Epsilon, Vice Pres. e MERLE ROBERT MOOTHART. Wat-
erloo. B. A. Commerce. Commercial Club . • JEAN 
MORTON. Rockwell. B. A. Kindergarten-Primary. Theta 
Gamma Upsilon; Kappa Phi Beta Alpha. 
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e THELMA ELLEN NAGLE. Jamestown, North Dakota. 
B. A. Public School Music . Cecilians; College Symphony. 
e GLADYCE EVELYN NASBY. Cedar Falls. B. A. Public 
School Music. Cecilians; Orchestra Club. e BESSIE JULIA 
NELSON. Roland. B. A. Kindergarten-Primary. Theta Gamma 
Nu; Lawther Hall Pres.; Women's League; K. P. B. A.; 
L. S. A. 
e ETHEL LEONA NICOLA. Sigourney. B. A. Public School 
Music. College Symphony; Women's Chorus. • MARY 
JANE O'BANION. Fort Dodge. B. A. Music. Women's 
League; Cecilians; Student Council; U. S. M. Cabinet; Theta 
Epsilon. e LAWRENCE CONRAD ORTON. Williams. 
B. A. Commerce. L. S. A.; Commercial Club; Mathematics 
Club; Romance Language Club; Minnesingers. 
e CHRIS HOLGER OVERGAARD. Cedar Falls. B. A. 
Speech. Alpha Delta Alpha; Alpha Phi Omega, Pres.; 
Director, Tutor Ticklers. e WESLEY PATTERSON. Ban-
croft. B. A . Physical Education. Lambda Gamma Nu, Pres.; 
Men's Union, Sec. e DENNIS HENRY PETERSON. Ode-
bolt. B. A. Public School Music. Alpha Delta Alpha; Phi 
Mu Alpha; Band; Orchestra. 
e ROSENETTE PETERSON. Burlington. B. A. Kindergarten-
Primary. K. P. B. A.; Women's Chorus. e TRAVIS J. 
PHILLIPS. Waterloo. B. A. Science. Kappa Delta Pi; 
Alembic; Chemistry Seminar; Math Club; Biology Club. 
e LORENE KATHERINE PIPPERT. Muscatine. B. A. Kinder-
garten-Primary. K. P. B. A. 
e JAMES THOMAS PODEMSKI, Duluth, Minnesota. B. A. 
Physical Education. "I" Club. e DOROTHY A. QUIRIN, 
Maccus. B. A. Commerce-Social Science. Theta Gamma Nu, 
Pres.; Kappa Delta Pi; Pi Gamma Mu; Commercial Club. 
e RUTH RALEIGH, Ruthven. B. A. Commerce. Kappa 
Delta Pi. 
e MARGARET RASMUSSEN. Correctionville.; B. A. Com-
merce. Epsilon Phi Epsilon; Golden Ledger; Commercial 
Club. e CLAUDE JOSEPH RAYBURN. Manchester. B. A. 
Social Science. Alpha Delta Alpha; Alpha Phi Omega; 
Country Life Club; Camera Club. e MARGARET MILDRED 
RICHARDSON. Richland Center, Wisconsin. B. A. Art. Phi 
Chi Delta; Art League; Old Gold. 
e HARLAND A. RIEBE. Cedar Falls. B. A. Social Science. 
Alpha Delta Alpha; "I" Club; Blue Key; Men's Union 
Board; Student Publication Board. e GENEVIEVE RIVERS. 
Grinnell . B. A. Kindergarten-Primary. Art League; Writer's 
Club; Kappa Pi Beta Alpha. e GRACE ROBINSON. Rein-
beck. B. A. Kindergarten-Primary. K. P. B. A. 
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e WILLIAM FRANK ROGEL, Brooklyn, New York. B. A. 
Physical Education. "I" Club; Track. e JOSEPH W. 
SCHNEIDER, Wilton Junction. B. A. Mathematics. e BETTY 
KATHRYN SCHUCHERT, Cedar Falls. B. A. English. Alpha 
Beta Gamma; Sigma Tau Delta, Pres.; Romance Language 
Club. 
e SARAH JEAN SENIOR, Mason City. B. A . English. 
e MARIAN LOUISE SHOSTROM, Des Moines. B. A . Physi-
cal Education. Phi Sigma Phi; W. A. A.; Lile Saving; 
Cheerleading. e MARJORIE SHEFFLER, Cedar Falls. 
B. A. Speech-English. Playcralt; Romance Language Club. 
e LORRAINE SIEMAN. Stockton, Illinois. B. A. Kinder-
garten-Primary. Kappa Phi; Social Standards Chairman; 
Off-Campus. e VELMA JANE SIMS. Clarion. B. A. Nurs-
ery School Kindergarten. Phi Chi Delta. e GRACIA 
LORENA SMITH. Lamoni. B. A. Kindergarten-Primary. Theta 
Gamma Nu; K. P . B. A.; U. S. M.; Kappa Delta Pi; Women's 
League. 
e JOHN WILSON STAHLY. Harris. B. A. Science. Phi 
Sigma Epsilon. e AUDREY H. STEVENS, Waterloo. B. A. 
Social Science. Pi Tau Phi; Pi Gamma Mu; Kappa Delta Pi; 
Social Science Honors; Purple Pen. e AVIS STEVENSON, 
Clearfield. B. A. Kindergarten-Primary. K. P. B. A. 
e RAYMOND F. STEWART. Lamont. B. A. Commerce. 
U. S. M.; Golden Ledger; Commercial Club. e DONALD 
J. STOUT, San Antonio, Texas. B. A. Biological Science. 
Beta Beta Beta, Pres.; Lambda Delta Lambda; Biology Club; 
Chemistry Seminar. e HELEN AGNES STREED. Middle-
town. B. A . Social Science. Kappa Delta Pi; Westminster 
Council; Phi Chi Delta. 
e HELEN CORREEN STROM, Madrid. B. A . Home Eco-
nomics. Pi Tau Phi; Ellen Richards Club; Commercial Club. 
e HERBERT STURGES, Correctionville. B. A. Commerce. 
Phi Tau Theta; Commercial Club. e EVELYN LOREEN 
TESMER, Waterloo. B. A. Commerce. Kappa Theta Psi, 
Pres.; Kappa Delta Pi; Torch and Tassel. 
e HERMANS. THARP, Waterloo. B. A . Science. e MARIE 
ELIZABETH THEIM, Pierre, South Dakota. B. A. Kinder-
garten-Primary. K.P.B. A . e HELEN ELIZABETH THOMAS, 
Tripoli. B. A. English. Sigma Tau Delta; Purple Arrow. 
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e MARGARET TOEDT, Welton. B. A. Kindergarten-Primary. 
Newman Club; Kappa Pi Beta Alpha. e DOROTHY 
JEAN TOSTLEBE, Cedar Falls. B. A. English. Kappa Theta 
Psi; Purple Pen, Editor; Beta Beta Beta; Gamma Theta 
Upsilon; Sigma Tau Delta; Symphony; Board of Control. 
e GRACE ELIZABETH TROTTNOW, Dysart. B. A. Kinder-
garten-Primary. Kappa Pi Beta Alpha. 
e MADGE KATHRYN WELCH, Webster City. B. A. Kinder-
garten-Primary. Kappa Phi, Sec.; K. P. B. A . e CHARLES 
LEE TUBBS, Maquoketa. B. A. Mathematics. Alpha Chi 
Epsilon; Seerley Hall Pres.; Kappa Delta Pi, Vice Pres.; 
Kappa Mu Epsilon, Vice Pres. e LOIS V_ VALENTINE, 
Marshalltown. B. A. Music. Kappa Theta Psi, Social Chair-
man; Sigma Alpha Iota. 
e HARLAND TROY, Cedar Falls. B. A. Commerce. Alpha 
Chi Epsilon; Commercial Club. e RETA MAY VERDINER, 
Marshalltown. B. A. Mathematics. Beta Beta Beta. 
e JOHN SCHEMPP WAHL, Cedar Falls. B. A. Physics. 
Kappa Mu Epsilon; Alpha Phi Omega. 
e JAMES VAN HOUTEN, Hampton. B. A. Art. Pi Tau 
Theta; Art League; Classical Club; Old Gold. e MILDRED 
LUCILLE WENDEL, Meservey. B. A. Public School Music. 
Symphony. e DOROTHY JANE WILSON, Grundy Center. 
B. A. Applied Music. Kappa Theta Psi; Sigma Alpha Iota; 
Cecilians; Symphor.y. 
e DUANE ALLEN WIND, Cedar Falls. B. A. Public School 
Music. Phi Mu Alpha; Band; Orchestra; Minnesingers. 
e BETTY LOU WOOD, Cedar Falls. B. A. English. KappG 
Theta Psi. e LUELLA WORKMAN, Cedar Falls. B. A. 
Home Economics. Delta Phi Delta, Pres.; Inter-Sorority Council. 
e MARJORIE JUNE ZEIGER, Garner. B. A. Kindergarten-
Primary. Pi Theta Pi, Pres.; Women's League; K. P . B. A. 
e LELAND LEMKE ZIMMERMAN, Meservey. B. h.. English-
Speech. Theta Alpha Phi; Drama. 
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e MARY EVA ALDRICH, Garwin. Elementary. e EUNICE 
R. ANDERSON. Mason City. Kindergarten-Primary. Purple 
Arrow; Lutheran Student Association; 4-H; Off-Campus 
House Pres. e GENEVIEVE MARIE ANDERSON, Ha,var-
den. Elementary. 
e MARIAN JANE ANDERSON. Newell. Elementary. Ele-
mentary Club; 4-H, Vice Pres.; Wesley Foundation; Student 
Council. e KATHRYN AUGUSTINE, Des Moines . Kinder-
garten-Primary. Kindergarten-Primary Club. • MARY 
THAYER BADEN. Guthrie Center. Kindergarten-Primary. Pi 
Phi Omega; Tau Chi Eta. 
e PHYLLIS L. BALLARD. Pisgah. Kinderyarten-Primary. 
e DORIS BAXTER. Clearfield . Kindergarten-Primary. 
e LUCILE M. BAXTER. Sac City. Kindergarten-Primary. 
Purple Arrow; 4-H, Pres.; Kindergarten-Primary Club. 
e EDITH MARY BENSON, Sutherland. Elementary. 
e JAYNE A . BORCHARDT, Atlantic. Kindergarten-Primary. 
Delta Phi Delta, Social Chairman; Purple Arrow; Kinder-
garten-Primary Club; Women's League; Executive Council. 
• JANE BOWEN, Coon Rapids. Elementary. 
e BERNIECE M. BRALAND, Armstrong. Kindergarten-Pri-
mary. Kindergarten-Primary Club. e MURIEL JEAN 
BRAND, New Hampton. Kindergarten-Primary. Kindergarten-
Primary Club; 4-H. e GLADYS WILMA BRATLAND, Bode. 
Elementary. L. S. A.; Elementary Club. 
e DOROTHY MAE BROBEIL. Sac City. Kindergarten-
Primary. 4-H; Kindergarten-Primary Club; Women's Chorus; 
Lawther House Council. e BETTE ONNIS BROOKS. Mil-
ford. Kindergarten - Primary. Kindergarten - Primary Club. 
• HELEN BROWN, Turkey River. Elementary. Elementary 
Club. 
e MARI MAXINE BROWN, Cedar Falls. Kindergarten-
Primary. Tau Chi Eta; Kindergarten-Primary Club. 
e GERTRUDE M. BRUCKLACHER, Marshalltown. Element-
ary. L. S. A.; Writer's Club; Elementary Club. e FRANCES 
JANE BUCKINGHAM, Alta. Elementary. Theta Gamma Nu; 
Tau Chi Eta; Elementary Club. 
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e DOROTHY BUDLONG, Titonka. Elementary. e VIDA 
BLANCHE BURINGTON, Arlington. Kindergarten-Primary. 
Kindergarten-Primary Club. e ARDELLA MAE CAPELLEN, 
Dows. Elementary. Theta Gamma Nu; Elementary Club; 
Lawther Hall Council. 
e MADELON CAPP, Perry. Ki ndergarten-Primary. 
e MILDRED ELIZABETH CHALLGREN, Harcourt. Element-
ary. Purple Arrow; Women's Chorus; Elementary Club; 
Marching Band. e ELEANOR EDITH CHANEY, Cedar 
Falls. Kindergarten-Primary. Kindergarten-Primary Club. 
e RUTH M. CHANTLAND, Bode. Elementary. L. S. A.; 
Elementary Club; Senior Counselor. e ERMA M. CLARK, 
Wayland. Elementary. Elementary Club; Women's Chorus. 
e LOIS IRENE COFFMAN, Hawarden. Kindergarten-Pri-
mary. Kir.dergarten-Primary Club. 
e CHARLOTTE ROENA COLLINSON. Tama. Kindergar:en-
Primary. Kappa Phi; Wesley Players; Methodist Choir; 
Women's Chorus. • FERN CREGER, Lost Nation. Kinder-
garten-Primary. Phi Chi Delta, Secretary. • IRIS IONE 
CUMMINGS, Manson. Kindergarten-Primary. Phi Sigma Phi; 
Kindergarten-Primary Club; Presbyterian Choir. 
e DORTHA L. CUNNINGHAM. Waterloo. Kindergarten-
Primary. Purple Arrow. e HELEN ISABEL DAVIS. Man-
chester. Kindergarten-Primary. Kindergarten-Primary Club; 
Symphony; Life Saving Club. e IRENE D. DEHRKOOP, 
La Porte City. Kindergarten-Primary. Kindergarten-Primary 
Club. 
e JOYCE ALICE DEVLIN, Emmetsburg. B. A. Kindergarten-
Primary. e WANDA JANE DICKINSON, Soldier. Kinder-
garten-Primary. Pi Phi Omega, Pres .; Kindergarten-Primary 
Club; Organization Club. e MARIAN DIRKS, Akron. 
Kindergarten-Primary. Phi Sigma Phi. 
e DONNA MAXINE DONALD. Corydon. Kindergarten-
Primary. Kindergarten-Primary Club. e LILLIAN A LICE 
DONLEA, Rowley. Kindergarten-Primary. Pi Tau Phi; 
Kindergarten-Primary Club. e REGINA MARY DRAKE, 
Cedar Rapids. Kindergarten-Primary. Pi Tau Phi, Treas.; 
Kindergarten-Primary Club; Symphony; Mixed Chorus; Wes-
ley Foundation Council; Kappa Phi. 
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e GERTRUDE EVELYN DUNLAP. Corwith. Kindergarten-
Primary. Pi Phi Omega, Soc. Chairman; Kindergarten-
Primary Club. e BURLETTE ERICKSON. Corwith. Kinder-
garten-Primary. Pi Phi Omega. e OLENA EVANS, 
Poplarville, Mississippi. Kindergarten-Primary. Kindergarten-
Primary Club. 
e LOIS ANN FERGUSON. Oskaloosa. Elementary. Ele-
mentary Club. e EDNA MAY FLEMING. Garrison. 
Elementary. Elementary Club. e LAURA MATHILDA 
FLEMING. Garrison. Elementary. Elementary Club. 
e RUTH ANNA FRANZENBURG. Keystone. Kindergarten-
Primary. Kintergarten-Primary Club. e FERN LOUISE 
FUGLSANG. Atlantic . Elementary. Elementary Club. 
e HELEN I. GARBER. Graettinger. Kindergarten-Primary. 
Pi Phi Omega; Kindergarten-Primary Club. 
e SHIRLEY MAE GILBERT. Monona. Kindergarten-Primary. 
Kindergarten-Primary Club. e RUTH ARUADA HAAN. 
Aplington. Elementary. Theta Epsilon. e MARLYS IRENE 
HARTGRAVE, Geneva. Elementary. Elementary Club. 
e MARJORIE ELAINE HAYDEN, Fort Dodge. Kindergarten-
Primary. Pi Phi Omega; Kindergarten-Primary Club. 
e EVELYN G. HECHT. Belle Plaine. Kindergarten-Primary 
Club. e GRACE V. HEIDEBRINK. Rushmore, Minnesota. 
Elementary. 
e MARJORIE KATINKA HENRICKSON. Floyd. Elementary. 
Kappa Phi; Wesley Players; Elementary Club; Wesley 
Foundation; Student Council. e VIVIAN LUNT HENRY. 
New Sharon. Elementary. e MARY LAVONNE HERRMAN. 
Manson. Kindergarten-Primary. Kindergarten-Primary Club; 
Newman Club. 
e RUTH HERZBERG, Waterloo. Elementary. Nu Omicron 
Nu Sigma Phi; Elementary Club. e BETTY LOU HIGGINS. 
Keswick. Kindergarten-Primary. Kindergarten-Primary Club; 
e MARJORIE ALICE HILLSTEN, Swea City. Eiementary. 
Purple Arrow; Elementary Club. 
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e MARJORIE ARLENE HOBBS. Forest City. Elementary. 
e NADINE LOUISE HOFF, Belle Plaine. Elementary. Ele-
mentary Club. e MARIAN MARGARET HOWLETTE, 
Council Bluffs. Kindergarten-Primary. United Student Move-
ment; Phi Chi Delta. 
e RAMONA HUNTER, Sloan. Kindergarten-Primary. United 
Student Movement; Kindergarten-Primary Club. • JOYCE 
M. JANSONIOUS. Ackley. Elementary. Elementary Club; 
Presbyterian Worship Committee. • WAVA VIOLA 
JARBOE, Fernald. Kindergarten-Primary. 
e MARGARET MAY JOHNSON. Marshalltown. Kinder-
gcrrten-Primary. Theta: Epsilon; Purple Arrow; Kindergarten-
Primary Club. e MARJORIE JANE JOHNSON. Fenton. 
Kindergarten-Primary. Kindergarten-Primary Club. • RUTH 
R. JOHNSON. Buffalo Center. Kindergarten-Primary. Kinder-
garten-Primary Club. 
e VIRGENE JOHNSON. Aurelia. Elementary. Elementary 
Club; L. S. A. e MILDRED M. JONES. Orchard. Kinder-
garten-Primary. Kindergarten-Primary Club; Writer's Club. 
e EDNAH MAE KAMM. West Union. Kindergarten-Primary. 
Pi Tau Phi; Symphony; College Choir; Theta Epsilon; 
Kindergarten-Primary Club. 
e ZELDA KEIDEL, Dysart. Elementary. e MARGARET 
ANN KELLS, Russell. Kindergarten-Primary. e MERNA 
ELIZABETH KENNEDY, Newton. Kindergarten - Primary. 
Theta Epsilon; Kindergarten-Primary Club. 
e MATHILDA L. KLEIN. Ackley. Elementary. e GER-
ALDINE DELORES KOCH, Hampton. Elementary. Element-
ary Club. e WILMA KOERNER, George. Elementary. 
Elementary Club; Women's Chorus, Sec. 
e BETTY KOHLHAAS, Algona. Elementary. Cecilians; 
Newman Club. e KATHLEEN MARIE KOSSACK, Mc-
Gregor. Kindergarten-Primary. Kindergarten-Primary Club. 
e MARGARET NADINE KREAGER. Newton. Elementary. 
Elementary Club. 
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e JANET KROHN, Perry. Elementary. 4-H; Elementary 
Club. e ARABELLE LYDIA KRUEGER, Sac City. Kinder-
garten-Primary. Kindergarten-Primary Club. • DOROTHY 
KRUSENSTJERNA. Sioux City. Elementary. Kappa Theta Psi; 
Student Council; Social Lile Committee. 
e FERN MARIE KUSEL. Dysart. Elementary. Elementary 
Club. e MELVA JOYCE LANGBEHN. Grand Mound. 
Elementary. Elementary Club. e ANNA LUELLA LARSON, 
Buffalo Center. Elementary. Elementary Club. 
e JEANNETTE LAUMAN, Sioux Rapids. Kindergarten-
Primary. Kindergarten-Primary Club. • JEAN R. 
LAUDERDALE. Tama. Elementary. Elementary Club. 
e DONNABELLE LILLIAN LAW, Correctionville. Kinder-
garten-Primary. 
• ANNA LEE. Kinross. Kindergarten-Primary. Kindergar-
ten-Primary Club. e LUCILLE MILDRED LELAND. Swea 
City. Elementary. Elementary Club; Women 's Chorus. 
e RHEA ELLEN LENOCKER. Victor. Kindergarten-Primary. 
Kappa Phi; Wesley Foundation. 
e EVELYN LEONARD. Logan. Elementary. e MARGARET 
BEVERLY LESENEY. Colfax. Kindergarten-Primary. Kinder-
garten-Primary Club. e DORIS MARIE LEYMASTER, 
Charles City. Elementary. 
e DOROTHY MAE LINDBERG, Odebolt. Elementary. Wo-
men's Chorus. e ELSA LINDQUIST, Alta. Elementary. 
Elementary Club. e ILEEN ELIZABETH MAMMEN, Man-
son. Kindergarten-Primary. Pi Theta Pi; Kindergarten-
Primary Club. 
e ARLENE E. MARKEN. Grundy Center. Elementary. Ele-
mentary Club; 4-H Club; Purple Arrow. e VIRGINIA 
McCREARY. Bradgate. Kindergarten-Primary. Pi Theta Pi; 
Cheerleader; Tau Chi Eta; Kindergarten-Primary C:ub. 
e DOROTHY LEE McLEOD. Hawarden. Kindergarten-
Primary. Phi Sigma Phi; Kindergarten-Primary Club. 
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e CATHERINE HAZEL McMAHON, Lawler. Kindergarten-
Primary. Kindergarten-Primary Club; Mixed Chorus; New-
man Club. e JEAN LA VONNE MEILS, Manson. Kinder-
garten-Primary. Kindergarten-Primary Club; Purple Arrow. 
e ELIZABETH VIVIAN MILLER, Waterloo. Elementary. 
e EVELYN BERNICE MILLER, Reinbeck. Kindergarten-
Primary. Phi Chi Delta; Kindergarten - Primary Club. 
e MARIAN E. MILLER, Cedar Falls. Kindergarten-Primary. 
Kindergarten-Primary Club. e KATHLYN MAXINE MOORE, 
Kanawha. Kindergarten - Primary. Kindergarten - Primary 
Club. 
e DOROTHY MOULTON, Fonda. Elementary. Pi Phi 
Omega; Elementary Club. e DORIS LA WENE NELSON, 
Audubon. Elementary. Kappa Phi; Purple Arrow, Vice 
Pres.; Wesley Foundation; Off-Campus Girls Rec . Chairman. 
e JOHANNA EDNA NIELSEN, Kimballton. Elementary. 
L. S. A. 
e BERTYLL MARCELION NORDSTROM, Sioux Falls, South 
Dakota. Kindergarten-Primary. Kindergarten-Primary Club, 
L. S. A. e HELEN G. NORINE, Gowrie. Elementary. Ele-
mentary Club; 4-H Club; Lutheran Students Association. 
e MRS. RUTH ALICE NORTH, Vail. Elementary. 
e MARY LUCILLE NORTON, Wilton Junction. Kindergarten-
Primary. Phi Chi Theta; Westminster Student Center. 
e ALICE FERN OLSON, Forest City. Elementary. Element-
ary Club. e LOUISE MEREDITH ORCUTT, Oelwein. 
Kindergarten-Primary. Kindergarten-Primary Club. 
e MARY LOUISE O'ROURKE, Dubuque. Kindergarten-
Primary. e MARGARET PADEN, Sumner. Kindergarten-
Primary. V. 0. V.; Kappa Phi; Kindergarten-Primary Club. 
e JEAN ELIZABETH PARMAN, Cedar Falis. Kindergarten-
Primary. Phi Sigma Phi, Treasurer. 
e BEYERL Y LOUISE PETERMAN, Belle Plaine. Kinder-
garten-Primary. Kindergarten-Primary Club. • BONNIE 
PETERSON. Laurens. Kindergarten-Primary. Kindergarten-
Primary Club. e DORANCE LYLE PETERSON, Pisgah. 
Elementary. Track. 
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e DOROTHY MAE PORTER. Inwood. Elementary. Women's 
League; Purple Arrow, Pres.; 4-H Club; Elementary Club, 
Pres. e GERTRUDE HELEN RABEL. Ollie. Elementary. 
Theta Epsilon. e MARY ALYCE RADERS. Strawberry 
Point. Kindergarten-Primary. Delta Phi Delta; Kindergarten-
Primary Club. 
e HELEN RANKIN. Woodbine. Elementary. Women's 
League; Elementary Club. e MARIAN RANKIN. Wood-
bine. Elementary. Elementary Club. e FLORENCE 
ESTHER RASMUSSON. Manson. Elementary. Purple Arrow; 
Theta Epsilon; Elementary Club. 
e ONNOLEE REED. Cedar Falls. Kindergarten-Primary. 
Kindergarten - Primary Club. e BARBARA GRETCHEN 
REIS. Odebolt. Kindergarten-Primary. Kindergarten-Primary 
Club. e BERNICE REID. West Liberty. Kindergarten-
Primary. Theta Gamma Nu; Kindergarten-Primary Club. 
e ISLEA LUCILE RECKLEFS. Gilmore. Kindergarten-Primary. 
Theta Gamma Nu; Kindergarten-Primary Club. • ERNA 
ARDELLE ROBERTS. Linn Grove. Kindergarten - Primary. 
Kindergarten-Primary Club. e ILA J. ROCHHOLZ, Adair. 
Kindergarten-Primary. Pi Tau Phi, Sec.; Tau Chi Eta; Sym-
phony Orchestra; Kindergarten-Primary Club. 
e DOROTHY JUNE ROLL. DeWitt. Elementary. e LOVERN 
LOUISE ROSENBERG. Bettendorf. Kindergarten - Primary. 
Kindergarten-Primary Club. e RUTH CAROLYN ROSS. 
Bagley. Kindergarten-Primary. Kindergarten-Primary Club. 
e MAXINE ELIZABETH RYDER. Grundy Center. Kinder-
garten-Primary. Phi Sigma Phi; Kindergarten-Primary Club. 
e MARY JO SALISBURY. Clarion. Kindergarten-Primary. 
Kindergarten-Primary Club. e ETHEL ETTA SAVILLE. 
Redding. Kindergarten-Primary. 
e HELEN MARIE SCALLON. Ackley. Kindergarten-Primary. 
Newman Club; Kindergarten-Primary Club. • ARDITH 
L. SCHIPULL. Goldfield. Kindergarten-Primary. Kindergar-
ten-Primary Club. e ANNABELLE MAY SCHLENKER. Des 
Moines. Elerr.entary. 
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e BERNEICE THELMA SCHNEIDER. Wilton Junction. Ele-
mentary. Elementary Club. e GERALDINE MAE SCHUCK, 
Worthington, Minn. Kindergarten-Primary. • PAULINE 
HELEN SCOTT, Eddyville. Kindergarten-Primary. Kinder-
garten-Primary Club. 
e LEONA MARIE SEW ARD. Dundee. Kindergarten-Primary. 
Kindergarten - Primary Club. e DOROTHA LAVERN 
SMALLEY. Iowa City. Kinde1garten-Primary. Kindergarten-
Primary Club. e LOIS JUNE SMITH, Waterloo. Kinder-
garten-Primary. 
e HARRIET VIRGINIA SNIDER, Weldon. Kindergartsm-
Primary. Purple Arrow. • KATHRYN LOUISE SPROUT. 
Cedar Falls. Kindergarten - Primary. e DOROTHY J. 
STEPHEN, Oskaloosa. Elementary. Elementary Club. 
e ELEANOR ELOISE STEWART, Cedar Falls. Kindergarten-
Primary. Theta Gamma Nu; Purple Arrow; Kindergarten-
Primary Club. • ELEANOR ANNIS STILES, Elk Horn. 
Kindergarten - Primary. e GEORGIA ELAINE STOCK, 
Morrison. Kindergarten - Primary. L. S. A.; Kindergarten-
Primary Club. 
e MARION JEAN STOCKFLETH, Lake Park. Kindergarten-
Primary. Women's Chorus. e RILLA MAY STRANGE. 
Montour. Elementary. Elementary Club. G FLORENCE 
C. STRAUEL. Jesup. Elementary. Elementary Club. 
e LEONORA CHARLOTTE SWANSON, Harcourt. Kinder-
garten-Primary. Kindergarten-Primary Club. • THELMA 
MARCELLA SWANSON. Shellsburg. Kindergarten-Primary. 
Theta Epsilon; Kindergarten-Primary Club. • DONNA M. 
TEMPLE, Ute. Elementary. Newman Club; Elementary Club. 
e ULA MAE THOMAS. Hubbard. Kindergarten-Primary. 
Pi Theta Pi, Pledge Captain; Kindergarten-Primary Club. 
e AURLOINE ADELINE THOMPSON. Larchwood. Element-
ary. Kappa Theta Psi, Sec.; L. S. A .; Elementary Club. 
e MARGERY LOU THOMPSON. Rolfe. Kindergarten-Pri-
mary. Theta Gamma Nu; Kindergarten-Primary Club; Mixed 
Chorus. 
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e ROSEMARY THOMSEN, Cumberland. Elementary. L. S. 
A.; Elementary Club. e RUTH E. TOMLINSON, Fort 
Dodge. Elementary. Wesley Choir. e WANDA N . 
TRACY, Roland. Elementary. Kappa Phi; Elementary Club. 
e ELLEN VERMEER, Orange City. Kindergarten-Primory. 
Kappa Phi, Treas.; Kindergarten-Primary Club. • MARIE 
ADELE VOELKER, Postville. Kindergarten-Primary. L. S. A.; 
Women's Chorus. e DORIS VOLZ, Arnolds ?ark. Ele-
mentary. Purple Arrow. 
e BESSIE MARIE WALSTON, Manchester. Elementary. 
Elementary Club. e ANITA JANE WATKINS, Bayard. 
Elementary. e BARBARA WEGAND, Greene. Element-
ary. Elementary Club. 
e NORA ADELAIDE WELLEMEYER, Klemme. Elementary. 
Elementary Club; Women's Chorus; Mixed Chorus. 
e CLARA ELLEN WESSEL, New Hartford. Elementary. 
Kappa Phi; 4-H Club. e FLORENCE L. WHEELER, Belle 
Plaine. Elementary. 
e DOROTHY MAY WEISENSEE, Lennox, South Dakota. 
Kindergarten-Primary. Catholic Student Association. 
e DORIS WILEY, Arnolds Park. Kindargarten-Primary. 
Alpha Beta Gamma. e MILDRED WILKIE, Rockford . Ele-
mentary. Mixed Chorus; Elementary Club. 
e AGNES K. WINTHER, Woodbine. Kindergarten-Primary. 
Tau Sigma Delta; Cecilians; Kindergarten-Primary Club. 
e VERA ETHEL WOLLENHAUPT. Massena. Elementary. 
Purple Arrow. e CAROL MAUD WOODS, Milford. Kinder-
garten-Primary. Cecilians. 
e EDNA CAROLINE WREDE. Garner. Elementary. Pi 
Phi Omega, Treas.; Elementary Club; Women's Chorus. 
e LEONA ALTA WRIGHT, Redfield. Elementary. Kappa 
Phi; Wesley Players. e LOIS FERN YODER. Kalona. 
Kindergarten-Primary. Kindergarten-Primary Club; Cecilians. 
e MARJORIE YOUNGE. Eagle Grove. Kindergarten-Pri-
mary. Kindergarten-Primary Club; Cecilians . • NORMA 
DOROTHY ZELL, Rockwell . Elementary. Elementary Club; 
Lutheran Students Association. 
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McNabb gets set. Cut Day pep session. Juvenile room. Lillehei 
gives Frosh lowdown on T. C. traditions. 
Piggy-back. Another win for the Panther. Smitty, as others see 
him. Bro listens to Bro. 
Those five lucky girls. Puppett portraits. Pi Omega Pi formal. 
Shylock, 1941 T. C. version. Commons grape-vine. Your move. 
Mickey officiates. Kappa Phi formal. A dream becomes a reality. 
Milverstead serves. Bowen pins one. The coming American sport. 
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When the hours of staid attendance in the classroom are over and 
textbooks are filed away until the next cramming session comes 
around, studious and dignified collegians relax via hobbies and 
recreations. Under the stimulus of informal group gatherings, 
hidden theatrical talent and uncovered musical ability surges to 
the surface. In the dormitories and "rec" rooms, Iowa's future 
educators throw off the inhibitions of superimposed sophistication 
to entertain themselves and each other. Dress-up and make-
believe, games and pantomime come into their own again. While 
"drip grinds" hunch over dusty volumes, fun-conscious campus 
dwellers demonstrate to the book-wary that college life can be more 
than a weary and continuous quaff at the fountain of knowledge. 
Just borrowing. Yaggy and Charley. Orton sings and milks. 
Shostrom does her daily dozen. 
Christmas spirits, a la Marten. It did happen here. Mouser 
Lewellyn. The water looks good. 
" Spree" bubbles. Naughty l:,ut nice. Keen Competition. 
Spring comes to T. C. Oldenburg serves. The Seerley 
Boys have a jive session. 
s ... 
AT PLAY ••• 
SPORTS 
FRATERNITIES & SORORITIES 
PUBLICATIONS 
DRAMA 
CAMPUS NOTABLES 
FORENSICS & MUSIC 
DEPARTMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS 
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:/ 1. Jesse Bayevsky 
2. Cyril Bellock 
3. Art Boland 
4. Russell Bradford 
S. W endlen Burckhard 
6. Bob Canny 
7. Howard Finn 
8. Don Griffith 
9. Bob Hunt 
PANTI-IERS C 
10. Milo Jensen 
11. Marvin Lewellyn 
12. Aaron Linn 
13. Edward Lyons 
14. James Maas 
15. Cl.;,ment Marsden 
16. Leon Martin 
17. Kenneth Maule 
18. Ben McCabe 
19. Charles Melson 
20. Charles Pastorino 
21. Harland Riebe 
22. Claude Santee 
23. Clifford Shirk 
24. Howard Southall 
25. Gene Steinkamp 
26. Will iam Wright 
CONFERENCE LOOP 
Another day, another win. Coach Clyde L. Starl::eck and 
his backfield potentials. 
Burkhard, assisted by Jensen. 
Prelim to Panther roar. Victory smile. 
* * * 
"The Bigger They Are, The Harder They Fall" 
Although outweighed from 10 to 25 pounds per man in every game, Coach 
"Buck" Starbeck's Mighty Midgets of Iowa State Teachers College, backed 
and bolstered by a spirit that had never heard of the word "lose", inspired with 
moral power because of lack of manpower, and picked to do no better than 
third place in the North Central conference, roared through a nine game 
schedule to the first football title that the Panthers have won since entering the 
North Central in December of 1934. After losing the opening game with 
Creighton University 20 to 0, the Tutors showed a decided reversal of form 
to finish the season with eight straight wins, the best record set by a Teachers 
College team since entering the Conference. 
Friday night, October 4, the Panthers, although outweighed nearly l l 
pounds per man, opened the Conference with a 15 to O upset over the University 
of North Dakota eleven. With one win tucked safely away under their belts, 
the purple Panthers travelled to Fargo, North Dakota, Friday, October 11, to 
down the Bison 13 to 7. 
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Taking a week off from conference frays, the Panthers travelled to Kalamazoo, 
Michigan, October 19, to spoil the Homecoming game for the Western State 
Tutors by a score of 20 to 19. The Iowans emerged a s v ictors mainly on the 
strength of two accurate after-touchdown conversions. 
Pittsburg's big, burly Gorillas came to Cedar Falls Saturday afternoon, 
October 26, with hopes of smashing the Panthers' winning streak and putting 
a "wet blanket" on their hopes for a Homecoming victory on the newly dedi-
cated 0. R. Latham Field. Twice the Panthers were near pay dirt. The 
feature of the game came at the half when Benny McCabe raced 95 yards 
for a Panther score. Within a few minutes the Tutors from Iowa again rolled 
another tally to clinch the game. 
An acid test for the Tutors came Saturday, November 2, when they met 
the Maroons of Morningside at Cedar Falls. With ten minutes to play, a 
scoreless tie, and the loss of the league leadership staring them in the face , 
the Panthers put on the old second half scoring power to defeat the Maroons 
by a 13 to O count. 
In a cold, drizzling rain, chilly winds, and a gridiron heavy with mud, 
"Buck" Starbeck's Mighty Midgets rolled over South Dakota State, Saturday, 
November 9, by a count of 12 to 2, thereby clinching their first North Central 
Conference title. The Panthers, although hampered by a stiff south wind, rain, 
and soft footing, came through to top off Dad's Day with a victory. 
It was the Panthers who went on the warpath at Omaha Saturday, November 
16, and when the massacre was over, the Omaha Indians found themselves 
scalped to the tune of 27 to 7. The climax of the season came Saturday, Novem-
ber 23, when the Panthers whitewashed the Indians from Simpson to the tune 
of 52 to 7. It was the final game for a squad of the finest football players 
Teachers College has ever had. 
Bradford to Lyons at Creighton. Charley outguesses a Kansas "Gorilla." McCabe converts. 
On the way down. Burckhard blocks the pigskin. Free, but not for long. 
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Bayevsky, A. Boland. 
Barwick, K. Bowen. 
R. Brown, J. Clark. 
Close, Creel. 
Finn, R. P. Hunt. 
Isaacson, Keyes. 
Lenth, Lieberman. 
Linn, E. Lyons. 
Maas, Marsden . 
Pastorino, Pat\erson. 
Fhillips, Podemski. 
Riebe, Rogel. 
Dilly, Eells. 
Santee, E. Steinkemp. 
An "I" sweater is one of the goals of the aspiring neophyte athletes who come to 
our campus, but these fellows are not neophytes. No sir, they have won a 
varsity letter in football, basketball, wrestling, track, or baseball, and thereby 
became eligible for membership in this organization of athletes. 
Their outstanding victory of the season was the capture of the first prize for 
the winning float in the Homecoming parade. This was a "royal day" for the 
I Club, for they also proclaimed and crowned Muriel Dirks as their queen in the 
traditional coronation ceremony. Queen for the winter term was Loraine 
Andersen. 
With the double purpose of promoting school loyalty and encouraging high 
ideals and worthy character among its members, the club has a wide range 
of activity. Officers of the lettermen group are: president, Art Barwick; vice-
president, Charles Pastorino; secretary, Robert Brown; and treasurer, Clem 
Marsden. 
Returning alumni of the organization were honored by their undergraduate 
brethren at Homecoming time, and a series of entertainments and dinners was 
planned throughout the year. Teachers College athletes are united for fun and 
inspiration in the I Club. 
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The liberty bell in Central Hall rang resonantly; 
students, despite injured and pleading looks 
of instructors, fled from their classrooms; the 
blaring of cornets, the trilling of clarinets and 
the shrill sound of piccolos introduced the 
appearance of the uniformed college band -
it all added up to the inauguration of another 
annual Iowa State Teachers College Home-
coming. 
Students bubbled with pep and enthusiasm. 
This was "cut" day, the purpose of which was 
to stir up pep and send the Panthers on to 
another victory. Students following the cheer 
leader and snappy band gathered on each 
and every part of the campus to yell for their 
alma mater. 
At ten o'clock the next morning, Saturday, 
October 26, student organizations and business 
men participated in a colorful and original 
parade. At the football game in the afternoon, 
while the Iowa State Teachers College Panthers 
were trouncing Kansas State Teachers College 
Gorillas, the winners of the best parade floats 
as well as the winners of the on and off campus 
house decorations were announced. The 'T' 
Club float, from the college, and Bancroft's 
Flower Shop float, from the commercial entries, 
won top awards. On-campus house decoration 
winner was Seerley Hall, and off campus house 
decoration winner was the A. D. A. house. 
Preceding the football game, Henry C. Shull, 
President of the Iowa State Board of Education, 
officially dedicated 0. R. Latham Field. The 
college band opened the dedicatory service, 
and President Malcom Price introduced the spe-
cial guests and Muriel Dirks, "I" Queen for the 
term. 
The Homecoming play, "My Heart's in the 
Highlands," was presented by the drama de-
partment. 
* 
Phi Mu-S.A.I. Band Wagon. 
Kaufmann - designer and carpenter. 
Alpha Chis booming for Kansas. 
The Notables. 
One is a gorilla. Traffic congestion. A.D.A.'s prize-winning decoration . 
Phillips presents the "I" club Homecoming Queen - Muriel Dirks. 
Alpha Phi Omega's cage the Kansas Gorillas. 
Royalty on Parade. The dance. 
Fry and pep band generate Cut Day enthusiasm. 
Send-oft for the team. 
BASK~TBALL 1941 
"Give me a month to work with my boys, and we'll give a:iy team in the conference a battle." Such were the December 
words of head caqe mentor Oliver N. (Hon) Nordly. 
How well this prophecy came true to the deiight of Panther followers! Picked to finish in the depths of second 
division, the Purole five built around two minor lettermen, Bill Close and Nate Jennings, proved to be the surprise team 
of the loop with -a dazzling fast break and uncanny ball handling. Much to the chagrin of the experts and opponents, 
the Tutor five bowled its foes over right and left to make a strong bid for the loop title before Morningside upset them 
in their final game. The Nordly men finished in second place in the conference, while their highly successful season 
record shows 11 wins and six losses. 
The Teachers College men journeyed to St. Paul, Minnesota for their initial game only to go down before a more 
experienced St. Thomas five, 35-23. With the rankle of that defeat still in their minds the Panthers suddenly became 
tough and collected three straight non-conference wins. Coe's powerhouse was short-circuited handily 49-38 at Cedar 
Rapids, following which the Tutors made their home debut a howling success with a smashing 49-24 triumph over 
unbeaten Southwestern Louisiana Institute. Nebraska State Teachers were tumbled into defeat 32-29 in the final 
pre-holiday tilt. 
On January 7 Panther title stock took a sharp rise when the Tutors turned in one of the season's finest exhibitions 
in upsetting the University of North Dakota, 49-40 in the opening conference game. The Western Illinois State Teachers 
five momentarily stopped the Purple victory rush with a heart breaking 52-50 setback, garnered in the last eight 
seconds of the game. This was the only game lost by the Panthers on their homa court during the 1940-41 season. 
The University of South Dakota dampened the Panther crown hopes temporarily by stopping them on the road 
45-37, but the Tutors rebounded the foilowing night to soundly thrash the Jackrabbits of South Dakota State to the 
tune of 49-36. Omaha staged a strong second half rally to deal the Panther hoopsters loop loss number two, 47-27. 
At home the Panthers tangled with Chicago Teachers in a tight defensive battle won by the Purple 20-19. Coe went 
down in defeat for ihe second time in a thrilling 40-36 contest. 
North Dakota State, intent on clinching its claim to the conference laurel, stopped Jong enough in the Panther lair 
to have its title balloon rudely deflated when the Panthers turned in their peak game of the campaign with a rousing 
61-53 victory. Chicago Teachers was spilled again, this time 24-22 on the Chicagoans home court and Morningside 
was thumped 46-32 as the Tutors moved up a rung to second place in the loop. 
Then with a record breaking crowd of 4,000 looking on the Panthers knocked powerful Omaha out of first place 
with a superb 27-19 win and moved into a tie for first place. Thus the Purple went on its final road trip with a chance to 
win the title, but disaster overtook the team. Nebraska State Teachers topped the Tutors 41-36 outside of the loop, and 
the next evening a "hot" Morningside quintet shoved the Panthers out of title consideration with a stunning 48-41 jolt. 
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WR~STLING 
K. Bowen, Chambers, Fer-
guson, Hassman, Isaac-
son. 
Lenth, L. Martin, Melson, 
Moritz, Pastorino. 
Rajcevich, Thomsen, Uban, 
J. Weitz, F. Weltz. 
* 
* 
Coach Dave McCuskey's coaching skill approached its zenith in 1941 and was climaxed by 
the steady rise of his Panther matmen into the national grappling limelight by virtue of an 
undefeated season. Seven opponents, representing the cream of the Midwest's mat teams tried 
to stop the Purple. Only Minnesota, 1941 Big Ten champs, had any success, gained by hold-
ing the Tutors to a tie. It was the best record ever compiled by the McCuskey men. 
Once again the Teachers College wrestlers won the mythical state championship with 
decisions over the University of Iowa, Iowa State college, and Cornell college. Well might 
they have claimed the Big Ten and Big Six crowns, too. For other Big Ten teams who ran 
afoul of the Tutors included the University of Illinois and Chicago U., while Kansas State and 
Nebraska of the Big Six also found the going too tough against the Purple. 
Delbert Jensen, ace 121-128 pounder, rounded out his mat career undefeated in three years 
of dual meet competition and boasting a string of 22 straight wins. Vernon Hassman, stellar 145 
pounder, ended his last season with an unblemished record. Roger Isaacson, senior 136 vet-
eran, lost but one bout during his final year, and sophomore star, Leon (Champ) Martin closed 
his first year of varsity competition with a perfect tally sheet as well as leading the team in 
points scored for the season. All four were entered in the National Intercollegiates at Bethle-
hem, Pennsylvania. 
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The Panthers opened their card at home against mighty Minnesota in what proved to be 
their toughest opposition. Each bout was close with the lead changing hands many times. 
Heavyweight Mike Raicevich saved a 12-12 tie for the Turos by successfully evading a fall 
at the hands of Gopher Lawrence Levy in the final bout of the evening. 
Then the Purple bearers did the unexpected to serve notice on their remaining foes by up-
setting the powerful University of Illinois mat squad at Champaign in a bitterly-fought 14-12 
contest. 
Returning to Cedar Falls, the McCuskeyains toyed with last year's Big Six title-holders, 
Kansas State, to gain an easy 23-7 victory. Grapplers from arch rival, Cornell college, gave 
the Panthers some uneasy moments before the Tutors turned on the heat to come out on top 
with a 17-11 decision. 
Three nights later the Panthers returned to Big Ten competition, snowing under Chicago's 
hapless Maroons, 21-3, to keep their slate clean against the Big Ten. Following which the 
Panthers journeyed to Iowa City to knock the Hawkeyes from the ranks of the unbeaten with 
a 15-11 triumph. Jensen's decision over Sherman of Iowa featured the duel. 
Nebraska's Cornhuskers visited Cedar Falls for the final home match and were soundly 
trounced by the Purple, 27-5. As a fitting final touch for their card, the Tutors headed for Ames 
where they spanked Iowa State 15-9 and dealt the 1941 Big Six champs their second loss. 
Martin came from behind to win a decision over State's hitherto undefeated Johnson as the 
Teachers College team completed its greatest year under Dave McCuskey's tutelage -
champions in every sense of the word. 
Grim de te rmina tion. 
The Little Champion. 
What now, coach? 
Say "Ah! " 
* * 
Martin somersaults. 
Moritz rolls his own. 
* 
Sa fe ty zone. 
Bridge under p ressure. 
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D. Bock, A. Borwick, 
B. Bowen. 
Eddy, Green, Hafke. 
Herbrech tsmeier, 
Mueller, Nottger. 
Patterson, Schaffer, 
Tyler. 
\ 
BAS~BALL 
Storm warnings were hoisted in the Panther baseball camp for 1941 as L. W. (Mon) Whitford, 
head horseshide director, started his fifteenth season of baseball tutorship. With seven return-
ing lettermen for the 1940 Purple nine, "Mon" was expected to put another strong nine on the 
diamond in 1941, with a goodly stock of candidates for each position. 
Of great joy to Coach Whitford was the strength of his hurling corps. The return to school 
of Lyle Dodd, 1939 varsity twirler and one of the better collegiate pitchers, more than offset 
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the loss of last season's ace moundsman by graduation, Ed Puck. While "Pat" Patterson, 
who came into his own on the mound last year, was returning to the team for his last season 
of play with all signs indicating it would be his best year yet. These two men were expected 
to have a battle royal on their hands to win a starting call over Al Lobalbo, New York speed-
baller deluxe, who showed by his chukking in fall and early spring practice that he will be 
a candidate to bear watching. Another newcoming prospect was "Red" Bock, junior college 
transfer from Chicago, possessor of a good curve ball and fine control. Leo Eddy, up from the 
frosh squad, demonstrated his hairline control to good advantage in squad workouts and 
appears to be leading the ex-frosh in the race for a varsity berth. 
Graduation of catcher Bill Bolt was not causing "Mon" any sleepless nights for veteran 
Paul Hannefin, a heavy sticker, was back in the harness raring for duty on the first team. 
Dick Nottger, another ex-yearling and a pretty fair stick wielder, was expected to share the 
backstopping chores with Hannefin. As a further precaution, Whitford has Nate Jennings 
on hand for receiving duty. 
The infield race was conceded to be a wide open affair with two veterans due to hold 
down their same posts. Don Green and Ernie Herbrechtsmeier were all set to battle for the 
first base job; Lynn Schaeffer, Ken Dilly, and Ray Dominy head the second sack aspirants; 
while veteran Art Borwick appears to be the starter at shortstop over reserve Charles McGaf-
fin . Another veteran, Bob Bowen, was expected to carry on with his fine work of 1940 at third. 
The outfield was well stocked with lettermen. Hard hitting Paul "Twinkletoes" Haffke was 
on the job in left field; Don Dilly, another fleet-footed vet, was eager to resume his patrol of 
centerfield, with only the right garden open. Competition was centered among three hope-
fuls, Everett Mueller, Dick Nottger, and Ken Beatty. 
Sixteen rivals made up one of the most attractive Tutor baseball cards of recent years 
with eight games slated to be staged on Panther soil and the remaining eight on the road. 
A newcomer to the Teachers College schedule, Illinois schedule, was to provide the first test 
for the Panthers in a two game series at Jacksonville, Illinois on April 11-12. 
Iowa State's Cyclone nine was to open the Panther's home schedule with two tilts on April 
17-18 and the following week the Purple nine was carded to clash with the Dekalb Teachers 
in a double header at Dekalb. To continue their road trip the Tutors were to meet Illinois 
Normal and Luther in two tiffs each before returning to the home park May 16-17 for two 
clashes with Luther. Western Illinois State Teachers were to tangle with the Tutor sluggers 
here on May 23-24 and Western State Teachers of Michigan closed the season in two contests 
May 30-31. 
Hanifan signals. Berwick hopes. Reaching high. 
Mun and battery talk it over. 
Jones , Rogel, Leibermann, and Jenkins. Keyes a nd Bredow g o high. "Seabiscuit" Jenkins . Get set!! 
Fenske feature s faultless style. Isabelle Rohre r, 'T ' queen. T. C. e ndurance men. 
TRACK & Fl ~LD 
Arthur L. Dickinson, Tutor track coach, and his 1941 track edition are planning to continue 
their monopoly on track and field events in the Middle Western competition of 11 meets. 
With ten returning lettermen from the squad that last season won the Dakota Relays, and the 
conference championship, the Panthers seem to be well on their way to another successful 
season. 
Indications that the Panther squad is going to be a potent one was shown by early season 
performances when the Purple runners walloped Grinnell in a practice meet and scored 22 ½ 
points in the Midwest Relays at Naperville, Illinois in the schedule opener. Their point total 
was good for fourth place in an outstanding field of track competitors. Bill Jenkins, Panther 
distance king, took third in the one mile run, and then came back to win first place in the 
two mile run. Other points in this meet were scored by Jim Vaughn, Bob Keyes, Bill Rogel, and 
Russell Bradford. The Tutors also scored points in the State Indoor A.A.U. track and field meet 
held at Des Moines on the same day, counted by Jack Mayer and John Clark. 
Highlight of the season was expected in the familiar Teachers College Relays where ad-
vance notices predict the strongest field ever present, will race over the Cedar Falls cinder 
paths. On May 3 the Panthers were out to defend their Dakota Relays title won at Sioux Falls, 
South Dakota last season. And on May 17 the Tutors will put their conference title on the block 
with high hopes of winning their third consecutive North Central conference championship, 
a feat no other squad in the loop has been able to approach. 
Panther stars who will defend their individual loop championships are: Bill Jenkins, one 
mile run; Vernon Bredow, 120 yard high hurdles; Bill Jenkins, two mile run; Jim Vaughn, shot 
put; and John Clark, 440 yard dash. 
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Another new meet appears on the 1941 schedule with the revival of the ancient State Out-
door Collegiate meet to be staged on the stadium track on May 21. The event bids fair to be 
one of the most attractive on the card. 
Northern Illinois State Teachers will come to Cedar Falls to provide the only dual meet 
trial for the Teachers College thin clads of the outdoor season. 
Returning lettermen who will form the nucleus of the '41 squad are: Claude Santee, John 
Clark, Bill Rogell, Lionel Lieberman, and Jack Mayer in the sprints; Bill Jenkins, and Bob 
Brown in the distance events; Bob Keyes and Vernon Bredow, hurdles; Bob Keyes and Don 
Eels in the broad jump; Jim Vaughn and Don Lenth in the weights. 
Augmenting these letter winners will be the pick of last year's freshmen squad with 
several strong contenders among the prospects. The versatile Russell Bradford will add strength 
to Panther entries in the shot put, high jump, and pole vault. 
The schedule will be officially close::! for the Tutors with the Central States meet at Milwau-
kee, Wisconsin on June 6. 
V. Bredow, B. Brown, J. 
Clark, Eells. 
Keyes, Lenth, Lieberman, 
). Mayer. 
8. Phillips, Rogel, Santee, 
Sorensen, Vaugha n . 
* * 
Herb drops one in. Beanie serves. 
The tipoff. Home again. Lorraine 
Anderson, Winter "I" queen. 
Some team spirit. 
Head stand. Shasty keeps healthy. 
Is everybody happy? Pooh-ed 
Panthers. 
President Price and royalty. 
Study in pep. On the downbeat. 
• • • 
• 
-.Actiuilie6 • • • 
Intra-mural basketball - Phi-Sig's 
vs. A.D.A.'s. 
Team spirit. Band marches. 
Bradford- victim of circumstance. 
Little but loud. End sweep. 
New scoreboard. Hanifan serves 
brother "Eyes." Not a splash in 
a poolfull. " Did you hear the 
one about . . . " 
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one • • • 
Strained muscles, bare feet, stretching, tumbles - so the life 
of Orchesis glides along. To the beat of a drum, the tinkle of 
a piano, or "one-two-three-four," poised Orchesisters spend 
hours in the women's gymnasium twisting, tilting, and jumping, 
as they transfer personal experience and ideas into rhythmic 
movement. 
Interpretation through the medium of the dance is the pur-
pose of this organization, of which Miss Moore is the adviser. 
Composed mostly of physical education majors, this girls' 
interest group aims to create among other students an aware-
ness of the possibilities of the dance as a power in the field 
of art. Membership is achieved through demonstrated ability, 
and upon the invitation of the group. 
. . . Orche:Ji:J 
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Some Curves. 
Mahaffey and corps lead off. 
"Hi" from the band on High School Band Day. 
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"Hats off! The flag is passing by!" 
"Old Glory" and the Purple and Gold of 
Iowa State Teachers College pass in review. 
The blare of trumpets and the roll of drums 
signify that the band is on parade. With snap 
and precision the bands have executed a deft 
maneuver, and the smartly uniformed formation 
spells "HELLO" to greet students, faculty, and 
alumni. Quickly they form other intricate alpha-
betic combinations to the stirring strains of "The 
Star Spangled Banner" and the "Loyalty Song". 
The Homecoming game this year provided 
the debut for "Onward to Victory," new school 
song by Robert McCabe. The pep and en-
thusiasm instilled by the band was an important 
factor in making the song reality, for an in-
spired football team marched "onward to 
victory" game after game to win the North-
Central Conference championship. 
An innovation this year was flag twirling. 
The dipping and gyrating banners of Keith 
Keel, Richard Lattin, Mayo Newhouse, and 
Raymond Youngman were an added feature, 
accentuated by the dexterity of baton-twirling 
Marion Hook and Dolores Shauger. The in-
auguration of High School Band Day as an 
annual event was a successful ceremony of 
color, marching, and music, in which the T. C. 
band formed a nucleus of perfected cadence. 
The rhythmically glinting baton of lithe, high-
stepping head drum major Curt Mahaffey led 
the band through its intricate, precise maneu-
vers. 
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INTER-FRATERNITY 
The Inter-Fraternity Council, composed of two representatives from each of 
Teachers College social fraternities, is the governing agency which controls the 
activities and functions of the Greek letter organizations of the campus. 
This organization subscribes to a creed: "It is our earnest wish and desire 
to inculcate in our various chapters the principles of true manhood, to promote 
the moral welfare of all our members, to stimulate and encourage loyalty to the 
active interest in the institution, to foster a democratic and friendly spirit 
between our members and all others with whom they may be associated, and 
to inspire among our members a true, loyal, and lasting friendship." Guided 
by a creed with such altruistic aims and ideals, the governing body has a cri-
terion by which to evaluate the programs of its component social organizations. 
James Pritchard served as the 1940-1941 president; Keith Bowen held the 
office of vice-president, John Weitz was secretary, and Merlyn Honsbruch served 
as treasurer. Dean of men, Leslie I. Reed, is faculty adviser. 
The most significant rules which govern pledging are these: No person 
who has broken his pledge with a fraternity may be pledged by another 
fraternity for a period of one year; no person may be initiated as a member of 
a fraternity until he shows that he carried fourteen hours of work during the 
term he was pledged, and that he has an average grade no lower than "C" 
for all of his hours that term; no new man may be pledged until he has been 
in residence on this campus for six weeks; and a pledge must serve a seven-
week period of pledgeship before he may be initiated. 
This group, in a more festive mood, sponsors the Inter-Fraternity Dance, 
where the fraternal spirit is extended to winsome lasses for an evening of 
frivolity. 
R. Abele, K. Bowen, Brindley, Honsbruch, Kurtz . 
E. Lyons, C. Morphew, Pritchard, Weaver, Weitz. 
• • • 
Baber, Blunt, Cleveland, Cupp, Dickinson, Ewing. 
Halvorson, Quirin , Refshauge, Tesmer, Workman, Zeiger. 
COUNCIL 
The Inter-sorority Council, made up of the presidents of all Greek social or-
ganizations for coeds, endeavors to lead the sorority into fulfillment of a campus 
need and integrate its activities into the whole campus program. Its objectives 
for the year included (1) promoting sincere inter-sorority cooperation, (2) making 
it possible for all sororities to have an equal opportunity to become acquainted 
with freshman girls, (3) reducing the expenses of rushing by a cooperative 
program, and (4) sponsoring a more active program for sorority girls during 
the school year. 
Inaugurating a new and varied program this year was the objective of 
Margaret Cupp, president of the Council, and her staff of officers. Assisted by 
Faith Blunt, social chairman, Shirley Cleveland, secretary-treasurer, and Char-• 
Jene Baber, representative to Women's League, she planned and executed 
the first Inter-sorority Play Day this fall. Recreational games, an improvised 
rhythm band, refreshments and group singing resulted in a successful event 
and a wider range of friendships between sorority and non-sorority girls. 
The traditional Inter-sorority Tea for all freshman girls gave further opportunities 
for newcomers on the campus to make friends with their prospective sorority 
sisters. 
The Inter-sorority Council arranged for Greek society participation in the 
Homecoming program by giving a Homecoming breakfast for alumnae and 
entering a float in the parade. An informal style show in the Georgian Lounge 
of the Commons, directed by Rosemary Johnston, style and personality con-
sultant, was sponsored by this group for the benefit of all Teachers College 
girls. The main event in the winter rushing program was the colorful and 
successful Inter-sorority Bazaar, held in the Women's Gymnasium. 
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CHI COMMENTS: 
The Chis were well represented on the frosh football team this 
year with pledges Dave Melcher, Willis Colville, Ike Hooven, 
Dean Carey, and Dick Bowen . ... 
While Student Publications were piloted by Don Templeton and 
Ray Kendle, editors of the "Eye" and 0. G. respectively .... 
A heavy, moist blanket of snow served as fine ammunition for 
a gala fraternal snowball fight on Dec. 15, night of the annual 
Christmas Party and traditional caroling .. .. 
Varsity cheerleading, 0 . G. staff, frosh track, and Mary Ellen 
Laury have kept personable Don Henry on his toes . ... 
Charles "Atlas" Finch, the Harvard Man, had his moments with 
Bette Gibson .... 
Spring prexy, "Big Jim" Vaughan, wowed the boys with his 
Dorothy Lamour publicity stunt, which included a free showing 
of the "Road to Zanzibar" .... 
Consistent wins marked the verbal clashes of Howard Thomp-
son and Harold McConeghey, varsity debaters .... 
The Ted Cross budget was temporarily drained paying for that 
Baker Hall knee-through-the-door incident .... 
Everybody's friend, Myron "Smitty" Messerschmitt, copped the 
Tutor Tickler first place entree act award .... 
Fraternal spirit hit an unprecedented high when Wednesday 
noon lunches and Sunday chapel services were included on 
the regular chrrpter docket .... 
Allen, Aschenbrenner, Ben-
nett, Berg, Bowen, Carey, 
Carl, Carney. 
J. Colville, W. Col ville, 
Cross, Davis, Denny, 
Finch, Fry, Grant. 
Henry, Kendle, Hooven, 
Kienzle, Kurtz, Little, Har-
old McConeghey, How-
ard McConeghey. 
McDonald, Melcher, Mes-
serschmitt, G. Miller, H. 
Miller, Porter, Reid, Ro-
gers, Templeton. 
H. Thompson, K. Thompson, 
Troy, Tubbs, Tucker, Van 
Arkle, Weaver, Werner, 
Yeoman. 
"O. K. I'll go but don't tell my girl" is a stand by for Harland 
Riebe .... 
The "good-as gone" A.D.A.'s are Ivan Maurer, Harland Riebe, 
Bob Kadesch and Dugan Laird, for they all have gone through 
the ceremony of hanging their "frat" pins .... 
"Isn't This Just Capital", the A.D.A.'s production for Tutor Tick-
lers rated first with the judges .... 
Mr. and Mrs. Perry Grier, A.D.A. house mother and father at-
tended I. S. T. C. with several present active members .... 
Robert Brindley digs up the dirt and spreads the gore by his 
weekly column Panther Denotations that appears in the College 
Eye .... 
The fraternity displayed their basketball talent when they 
fought for and won first place in the Intra-Mural basketball 
tournament .... 
The Spring quarter terminates the second year of "hash sling-
ing" on the co-operative plan for Robert Otto .... 
The question is raised: Is Justin Marten fickle or just unfortunate 
with his women during 1940-41? .... 
The A.D.A. "student" is "Chuck" McGaffin who shocked his 
brothers by reporting a 3. plus grade average for the winter-
quarter .... 
The honor of hitting the top in off-campus Homecoming decora-
tions was primarily a result of the artistic ingenuity of Clement 
Morphew .... 
A favorite A.D.A. dinner conversation centers around one OLD 
GOLD photographer . . .. 
Blesie, Brindly, R. Brown, Damiani, 
Dewees, Ekstam, Eells . 
Fields, Haahr, Harris, G . Johnson, 
Kadesch, Kepler, Loeb. 
Marsh, B. Mather, Martin, Mershon, 
J. Mather, Maurer, McGowan. 
McGaffin, Moodie, C. Morphew, R. 
Morphew, Olson, Overgaard, Pet· 
erson . 
Platt, Rayburn, Riebe, Slayton, Todd, 
Wick, Yaggy. 
LAMBDA GAMMA 11/u 
At the beginning of the fall term the officers and members of 
the Lambda Gamma Nu fraternity resolved that this year should 
be the greatest social year in the history of the "frat". At one of 
the early meetings of this school year the plans were laid. Now 
as we look back we see those hours of planning have not been 
wasted. The members unanimously feel that the "fun" they 
have had is well worth remembering. 
Intra-murals and parties took most of the time during the 
winter quarter. George Hermann managed the basketball team 
while Forrest Hanifan was the social chairman in charge of 
the "Bean Affairs". 
MEMORIES WHAT MEMORIES: 
That toothless smile of Jesse Bayevsky .... Those midnight 
snacks on the third floor of the "Bean" house .. .. Jim Pritchard 
master-of-ceremoning at the Men's Union Dance . ... "Butch" 
Hanifan and his girl troubles .. . . George Foster's truck; and 
what a truck ... . The late arrivals of Ralph Bruncheon . . .. 
Those pictures over George Hermann's bed . . . . That hat that 
Dick Abele wears .... Dick Nottger's shots in intra-mural bas-
ketball .... Bill Close's knee guards .. . . Harry McFarland's 
antics at "Bean" Parties .... Wes Patterson's red face when 
confronted by two girls .... and lastly those good old "Bean" 
"get togethers." 
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Abele, Bayev sky, 
Bishop, Bredow. 
Brunscheen, Close , 
G. Foster, Ha ni-
fan, G. Herman. 
Le wis, Mcf arlane, 
N us s , Pa tterson, 
Pritchard. 
PHI SIG FLASHES: 
Ken Maule is marching a long way from home--down at Camp 
Claiborne in Louisiana with the National Guard .... 
Future Air-liner pilots are Forrest Luellen and Jim Maas .. .. 
The only national social fraternity, the Phi Sigma Epsilon b e-
came the Theta Chapter of Phi Sigma Epsilon, the national State 
Teachers College fraternity .... 
Art Boland tied flying colors to his football career when he was 
chosen to be on the Little All-American football team . . . . 
Whether they had to borrow a pin to do it or whether they didn't, 
they all hung them - "Wendy" Burchkard, Earl Kelley, "Bar-
ney" Llewellyn, Carl Selby, John Stahly, Gene Goodwillie and 
Walter Moe .... 
Phi Sig's Bob Hunt and Helen Jepson promised to "love, honor 
and obey", adding another name to the list of Phi Sig "married 
men" .... 
"Old Timers" in the matrimony world are Bob Hamilton and 
"Brick" Bradford .... 
Phi Sig's and their guests tripped the "light Fantasy" to Mel 
Pester's orchestra at Sunnyside Country Club in Waterloo ... . 
Robert Keyes and Ed Lyons represent the Phi Sigs in Blue Key .. . 
The Navy's here -- Keith Bowen and Fred Ritze are both ex-
sailors .... 
The Phi Sig's know beauty - one of the final OLD GOLD beau-
ties, Shirley Gilbert, was sponsored by this fraternity ... . 
The "fellows" seek and get advice and sponsorship from Dr. 
R. 0. Skar .... 
Phi Sigma Epsilon contributed a majority of the football players 
who made up the Conference Championship team .... 
All-Conference men were Ben McCabe, Bill Wright, and Wend-
len Burckhard . . . . 
One of the most successful Phi Sig Homecoming banquets was 
held at Neeley's Cupboard in Waterloo. 
Barnhart, Barry , Bjornstad, 
Bloomer, A . Bola nd , Bot-
tom, K. Bowen, R. Bow en. 
Bradford, Burckhard, Can• 
ny, Christianson, Cleven-
ger, Dominy, Goodwillie, 
Hamilton. 
Henning, Herb rechtsmeier, 
Hubbard , R. P. Hunt, Ire-
land, Jennings, Q . John-
son, E. Kelly . 
Keyes, Linn, Luellen , W . 
Lyon, E. Lyons, McCabe, 
Maa s, Mehle . 
E. Muelle r, J. Muelle r, Ritze, 
Selby, Stahly , St. Cla ir, 
Wittman, 0. Yeoman. 
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XANHO 
XANHO RECORDINGS: 
The elusive pigskin kept many of the actives busy in the fall -
Lenth, Pastorino, Honsbruck, Chambers, Hadenfelt, and Weitz 
were varsity squad players, while A velchas and Panasci held 
first string positions on the frosh squad .... 
Hell Week held many terrors for the frosh pledges - Levine had 
to get a pail of sand from a ice-covered river .... 
Pandemonium reigned when some unidentified prep put a spar-
row and cat in an active' s room .... 
Roger Isaacson, varsity wrestler, and "I" Club prexy Art Bar-
wick took to the marriage road during the school year .... 
Little Freddie Clark wasn't quite as speedy a trackman as his 
big brother John, but he was out their very much in evidence 
among the frosh thin-clads .... 
"Seabiscuit" Jenkins, the Jersey distance man, and Glen Gerdes 
were other Xanhos on the varsity tracksters .... 
Freshman Yeager was named on the Intra-mural second team 
all-stars .... 
Carl Carmichael capably financed the 1941 Tutor Tickler show 
as Business Manager .... 
Hal Stewart's band furnished the rhumbas and rhythmns for 
the Spring Formal at the Hotel Russell-Lamson, in Waterloo, 
May 3. 
Avelchas, Barwick, Car 
michael, F. Clark, j 
Clark. 
Gerdes, Henshire, Hons, 
bruch, Isaacson, Janssen, 
Jenkins, Levine, Lenth, Li 
berman, Messersmith. 
f>etheram, Schuldt, Stoakes 
Strohbehns, Weitz, Yea 
ger. 
INTER-FRATERNITY DANCE 
Fraternity members and their dates danced to the music of Tiny Little and his orchestra Fri-
day, February 7, at the Inter-Fraternity dance. The event, which was held in the Recreation 
Hall of the Commons, was informal. 
The feature entertainment consisted of rabbit-out-of-the-hat sleight of hand tricks by ma-
gician Charles Levett. The dance was sponsored by the following fraternities: Alpha Chi 
Epsilon, Alpha Delta Alpha, Lambda Gamma Nu, Phi Sigma Epsilon, and Xanho. 
Guests present at the affair were President and Mrs. Malcom Price, Dean and Mrs. M. J. 
Nelson, Leslie I. Reed, Dean of Men, Sadie B. Campbell, Dean of Women, Catherine Spooner, 
director of social life, and fraternity advisers and alumni. 
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ALPHA BETA (/amma 
A.B.C.'s FOR ALPHA BETAS: 
All members of the Alpha Beta Gamma sorority were "Gamma 
Sweethearts" at their February dance .... 
Jeanne Leo's "just perfect" Christmas vacation was a trip to 
Annapolis and Al .... 
The Gamma schoiar, who piles up "A's" without any trouble, 
is Virginia Nauman .. .. 
Attractive B'Ann Heron, a Gamma "alum," has a double, Har-
riet Eakers, a Gamma pledge, who is now known as B'Ann's 
little sister . . . . 1, 
The favorite among the Old Gold beauty candidates for 
"Beannie" McNabb is Orlene Campbell, a new Gamma mem-
ber .... 
Literary-minded Betty Schuchert is president of Sigma Tau 
Delta, honorary English fraternity .... 
Jeanette Edgerton, prize ice skater, skated so vigorously during 
Christmas vacation that she landed in a hospital for repairs .... 
Mary Louise McMurray's interests have changed recently to 
New York and boxing champs .... 
Bettie Blough, retired secretary of Student Publications, is kept 
busy as President of Alpha Beta Gamma .... 
Colorful sleds loaded with candy, and corsages made of ever-
greens and pine cones were the favors at the Gamma preferred 
party in December. 
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Marjorie Armstrong, 
Blough, Campbell, 
Ea ker. 
Ewing, Grinde, J. 
Hill, Leo. 
McMurray, Naurr.an, 
Schuchert, Wiley, 
J. Williams. 
DELT HIGHLIGHTS OF 1940-41: 
Delta Phi Delta's president, Luella Workman, is the editor of 
the inter-sorority paper .... 
At the spring formal dinner-dance, May 17, a night club theme 
was carried out .... 
Shirley Bergum, author of the Previews and Profiles column in 
the College Eye, studied latest fashion creations in Chicago 
during Christmas holidays to pass on to unsuspecting Teachers 
coeds .... 
A Delt, Catherine Gilbert, displays her effective leadership as 
president of the Women's League .... 
The pledges needed a friend during Hell Week, and found her 
in helpful Betty W assom, a former Delt .... 
Another Delt "alum," personal consultant Rosemary Johnston, 
attended the meetings and gave advice on dress and make-up 
to the sorority girls ... . 
Marion Meyer is wearing a new Phi Mu Alpha fraternity pin -
and Craig Fullerton's disappeared from his coat lapel at the 
same lime .... 
It was pretty hard on some of the vivacious members to attend 
the "Mum" dinner, November 15, at Black's Tea Room ... . 
Kay Ward is president of the Kindergarten-Primary Club ... . 
One of the pledges, Hester Storey, has the distinction of being 
elected treasurer of this sorority . . . . 
June Kelly's locker is a magnet for Lyman Peterson ... 
Three of the twelve beauty candidates are claimed by the 
Delts: Marion Meyer, Lorraine Paule, and Mary Alice Raders. 
). Adams, Bergum, Betz, 
Borchardt, Conroy, Far-
low. 
Garmire, Catherine Gilbert, 
Charlene Gilbert, B. John-
son, ). Kelly. 
McKercher, M. Meyer, M. 
Moodie, Morrison, Niel-
son, Paule, Raders. 
Sheldon, Storey, Swinbank, 
Talcott, Wagoner, Ward, 
Workman. 
ALPHA CHI EPSILON 
The coveted symbol of allegiance and brotherhood . .. proudest 
possession of a fraternity member's feminine choice ... jewel-
led adornment of lapel or blouse - the Greek sorority and 
fraternity badge plays a prominent part in college society. 
LAMBDA GAMMA NU XANHO 
ALPHA DELTA ALPHA PHI SIGMA EPSILON 
• t . KAPPA THETA PSI DELTA PHI DELTA PHI SIGMA PHI 
• 
ALPHA BETA GAMMA PI PHI OMEGA 
PI TAU PHI PI THETA PI 
TAU SIGMA DELTA THETA GAMMA NU NU OMICRON NU 
HITS AND BITS ABOUT THE KAPPAS: 
Even though Evelyn Tesmer is busy in Kappa Delta Pi, Torch 
and Tassel, and as president of the Kappas, she finds time for 
extensive letter writing to "a" friend .... 
Faith Blunt was a "natural" in playing the part of the beautiful 
daughter in "My Heart's in the Highlands" . ... 
Attractive Helen Levson has displayed a glittering diamond 
since last autumn .... 
Irene Fockler's activity and interest on the Student Council 
extends beyond her particular duties .... 
Marion Hook "struts her stuff" as baton twirler of Iowa State 
Teachers College marching band ... . 
Kappas proudly claim three of the twelve beauty queen candi-
dates - Mary Ann Ruppel, Hazel Kiarsgaard, and Mary Siv-
right .... 
Lois Valentine not only brought her prized violin back after 
Christmas vacation, but something she prizes more - a frat 
pin .... 
This year's Purple Pen editorship fell into the capable hands of 
Kappa's Dorothy Tostlebe .... 
After Christmas vacation it was apparent, as shown by a 
"sparkler," that the ties between Vivian Cooper and West Point 
were stronger than ever .... 
This year's pledges will have to watch their "A's" and "B's" to 
keep the plaque won by Kappa pledges for scholarship for the 
last two consecutive years .... 
The "Spice of Life" rush party was "spicy" from the program to 
the favors, which were clever wooden salt and pepper shakers. 
KAPPA T~ ETA ~i 
Blunt, Cole, V. Cooper, Dycus, Fock-
ler, Gibson. 
Hook, Hutchcroft, Kitchen, Kjarsgaard, 
Krusenstjerna, Laury. 
Martens, Ruppel, M. Schuck, Sivright, 
D. Smith, Tesmer. 
Tharp, A. Thompson, D. Tostlebe, E. 
Tostlebe, Valentine, Wilson, Wood. 
P H I S I G M A Plii 
PHI SIG FUN: 
Lorraine Anderson, sorority President and her escort, Howard 
Finn, received the guests at the Phi Sigma Phi formal dinner 
dance in January .... 
Rural problems instead of suburban ones are disturbing factors 
in the life of petite Jean Parman, a Cedar Falls coed .... 
A snow-white, rose-red theme was carried out at the winter 
party for prospective rushees .... 
Rain or shine, winter or summer, the Phi Sigs have learned 
how to dance by moonlight . ... 
Whether fashioned from cookie dough or pipe stems, "Phi-do" 
made a real presentable dog at the sorority's booth at the 
Inter-Sorority Bazaar .... 
The 'T' Club selected two Phi Sigs for their "I" Queens -
"Mickey" Dirks and Lorraine Anderson ... . 
Strenuous work as a P. T. major and member of orchesis, does 
not dampen the spirits of human dynamo, Margaret Cupp, 
President of the Inter-Sorority council .... 
Frances Bragonier ended Howard Southall's suspense - the 
diamond at last flashes on the correct finger .... 
Two beauties were selected to appear at the OLD GOLD Beauty 
dance in January, Shirley Gilbert and Dorothy Lee McLeod, 
being the fortunate girls . ... 
The Preps got initiated right when the Phi Sigs "Hopped into 
Heaven" at their astronomy dance January 18th. 
A. Anderson, L. Ander-
son, Bragonier, M. 
Brown, Conradi, Cum-
mings, Cupp. 
Deane, M. Dirks, Muriel 
Dirks, Downie, Gil-
bert, Jakeman, Macy. 
McLeod, Nelson, Olden-
burg, Parman, Proth-
eroe, Ryder, Sage. 
Schlicker, Shostrom, Sie-
pert, Tinkham, Wid-
mer, B. Wilson, Volz. 
PI PHI NEWS FLASHES: 
President of Pi Phi Omega got classy one evening and attended 
a dinner wearing gloves that did not match .... 
The Waterloo dinner theatre party, "Spinsters' Spree" really 
wasn't typical of the "Pops," but nevertheless was counted a 
huge success . ... 
Whether for bad or better the fact remains: Edna Wrede lost 
her voice at the preferred party .. . . 
Mary Thayer Baden does not say "Who will Mary marry?" but 
"Who will marry Mary?" - the latest one seems to be a Bob ... 
Vivian Herwig, social chairman of Ellen Richards Club, returned 
to the campus after Christmas with a diamond, showing that 
some gentlemen do prefer blondes .... 
When Marjorie Hayden fell, trying to imitate a three ring circus 
in the auditorium by doing advanced acrobatic stunts, she 
discovered that there are some very gallant young gentlemen 
at this institution .... 
Wanda Dickinson, a Purple Arrow member, learned house-
keeping by running the vacuum sweeper at 1 :30 in the morn-
ing . . . . 
Independent Gertrude Dunlap walks out of class when she gets 
hungry .... 
Slightly "Off the Record" this year was an active Pi Phi Omega 
being rushed by another sorority .... 
The "Pop" cooks believe in variety - sugar instead of salt on 
popcorn, for instance - an accident, of course . ... 
A compass was suggested for Edna Wrede, who has a great 
habit of getting lost in the big city of Waterloo . ... 
Baden, L. Clark, W. Dick-
inson, Dickson, G. Dun-
lap. 
Erickson, Farnsworth, Gar-
ber, Goodrich, Hayden, 
Herwig. 
Moulton, McKinney, Rapp, 
Van Hooser, V✓eidauer, 
Wrede. 
Pl p~ I Ome<ja 
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BITS ABOUT 1940-41: 
Studious expressions are accounted for : Pi Tau actives must 
keep the scholarship trophy . ... 
Alvira Halvorson keeps her sorority sisters busy wondering 
about that home town boy friend, and just what she did on last 
New Year's Eve .... 
Shirley Cleveland drives her arguments home with a punch 
during her debating in and out of the state .... 
Irene Graber, another debater, uses her persuasion to good 
advantage as president of the United Student Movement .... 
Ednah Mae Kamm and that tall, dark, and handsome "Ash" 
(Ralph Aschenbrenner) have demonstrated very well that two's 
a company .... 
Helen Strom, the girl with the "singing" personality, and George 
Roberts are the most enduring couple on the campus . . .. 
Beatrice Bourquin, secretary of Ellen Richards Club was a 
typical (?) "dunce" in "School Daze" at the Inter-sorority Ba-
zaar .... 
Arleyne Lundy is prominent in Pi Omega Pi, United Student 
Movement, Social Science Honors, and Pi Gamma Mu .... 
The sponsors' dinner was held in October to celebrate the 
sorority's fifteenth anniversary .... 
A Pi Tau Phi grad of 1930 was found among the people at the 
homecoming reunion .... 
The question is this: Is OLD GOLD beauty candidate Helen 
Hill's boy friend from Ames or Cedar Falls? 
Pi Tau Phi's contribution to Women's League is prominent 
Charlene Baber. 
Baber, Bourquin, Cleveland, 
Donlea, Drake, Habhab. 
Halvorson, Hill, Kamm, 
Laipple, Lundy, McCol• 
lorn. 
Rock ho I z , Roseburrough, 
Smith, Stevens, Stoutner, 
Strom. 
HEADLINES FROM A PI THETA SCRAPBOOK: 
At the Pi Theta preferred party, incense not only burned itself 
but burned a hole in the table - to the tune of six dollars .. .. 
A Pi Theta Pi misfit seems to be "honorary" member Curt Ma-
haffey .... 
Super salesman Marvel Purvis "lives and dies" for those dollar 
down-payments on the OLD GOLD .... 
A "drummer girl" is Virginia White, who won a national cham-
pionship contest on the drum .... 
The Pi Theta's couldn't wait, so they created their own "bride" 
and "groom" at their Hallowe'en rush party .... 
"Tails and formals" swung out at the Sunnyside at the Pi Theta 
spring formal ... . 
Virginia Shannon's pledge pin had to be moved over to make 
room for an Ames "frat" pin .... 
If the "9" preps had reached an "11" (number of actives), the 
pledge revolt would probably have been a success .... 
Dorothy Clark's heart is in the air; he goes to an air school in 
Colorado .. .. 
"Peg" Zieger exhausts her money supply by purchasing stamps 
that travel to Columbia, Missouri, despite competition that might 
arise from Stevens .... 
Pi Theta's gift to the cheering squad is peppy, blonde Virginia 
McCreary .. .. 
"Shipwrecked" were the Pi Thetas at their February dance .... 
The reason Marion Lindeman wants a trip to California for her 
graduation gift is not just for the scenery that she will be able 
to see. 
Pl TH ETA /9i 
Boyack, D. Clark, Cowles, Cozad, 
Crummer, Hess. 
Holmes, Hoper, Lehr, Lindeman, 
Mammen, McCreary, Purvis. 
Roelfs, E. Shannon, V. Shannon, Tho-
mas, K. White, V. White , Zeiger. 
TA u s I G M A ::lJelta 
TAU SIG TALES: 
Helenora Refshauge may be President, but Harold McConeghey 
is chief advisor .... 
Energetic Jo Faris hurries from place to place carrying out her 
duties as Managing Editor of the College Eye . ... 
The musical Moen twins are exact counterparts, scholastically 
and socially, and where one goes - goes the other .... 
Studious Jean Paine has all of her interests centered on the 
campus - except one .... 
Frances Crabill' s left finger flashes a flashing sparkler - the 
lucky man in this case is Dick Burns . . .. 
Ferrol Adams, the sorority's beauty candidate, and one of the 
selected twelve, seems to stick to "I" men .... 
Three isn't a crowd as far as the Pritchards are concerned at 
Teachers College . .. . 
Mary Ann Smith thinks that T. C. is swell, but favors Parsons 
College as a "Fairfield" for conquest . ... 
Jean Paine and Olive Lillehei wrote and directed the Tutor 
Tickler Act . . .. 
What began as a Tau Sig Tutor Tickler's Act ended up as a Tau 
Sig-Inter Frat Act with a Xanho, Tri Bean, Three Chi's and an 
A. D. A. ... . 
Iowa City is the harbor for many hearts in this Greek group -
Lois Kendall, Avonelle Baughman, Virginialee Davis and Jay 
Prichard all claim affiliation . 
Adams, Baughman, Da-
vis, Faris, Hendrick-
son. 
Johames, Kendall, Lil!e-
hei, M. Moen, S. Moen. 
Muller, Paine, J. Prich-
ard, P. Prichard, Ref-
shauge. 
Rice, Sch i ve, Smith, 
Wiler, Winther. 
GAMMA GOSSIP: 
Dorothy Quirin, new member of Pi Omega Pi, national honorary 
commercial fraternity, guided the destinies of the Theta Garns 
as their president this year .... 
Vice-president Marilyn Moor made campus conversation when 
she passed the treat in traditional Theta Garn style - five 
pounds .. .. 
Virginia Gore, secretary, whiled away her time with Teachers 
College boys, but always fervently wished that the University 
of Michigan were closer . . . . · 
Even while Islea Ricklefs spirit was at Drake, her mind guided 
the uncertain steps of the eight preps of 1941 .... 
Juggling figures was no task for treasurer Janet Johnston, when 
she could bring in such efficient help as Wes Lindskoog .... 
Connie Hoffman and "Tootie" Feldman expressed Theta Garn 
pep and enthusiasm in their cheer leading antics .... 
The sorority's beauty candidate, Frances Buckingham, had not 
only beauty herself, but a "beauty" on her finger .... 
"Busy Bernece" was the sorority's charming corresponding 
secretary - Bernece Reid .... 
As president of Lawther Hall, Bessie Nelson had a large family 
to look after .. . . 
Style-minded coeds read "Tips and Togs for Tutors," written 
by vivacious Norma Ahrens .... 
Theta Garns never lacked entertainment or instruction- Eleanor 
Stewart provided it in SONG, Marge Person in ATHLETICS, 
and Gracia Smith in ETIQUETTE. 
T ~ ET A GA M MA 11/u 
Beckman, Brand, Brown, 
Buckingham, Capellen, 
Feldman, Gore. 
Hocker!, Hackett, Hoffman, 
Jungferman, Klepfer, 
Moor, Nelson. 
Person, Peterman, Plotner, 
Quirin, Raker, Reid, Rick-
lefs. 
Rooker, Sander, Smith, 
Stewart, Thompson, Von 
Voltenbergh, Williams. 
NU OMICRON NU'S MEMOS OF THE YEAR: 
Romantically speaking, Norma Peterson, chapter president, 
seemed to show a liking for Iowa State College at Ames, and 
of course, for what goes with the college - Bob Jackson, not the 
U. S. Attorney-General .... 
And at least two sorority members, Betty Buck and Ruth Hertz-
berg, found the six miles to Waterloo a mere jaunt, or maybe 
Herbie and David have considered the distance between W a-
terloo and College Hill .... 
Margaret Pad um disobeyed the rules during Hell Week. She 
went to "rec" with the command to ask a different fellow for 
each dance. At the end of the evening it was discovered that 
she had danced with Johnny L. for two hours .... 
Accomplished Janet Little, once secretary to Edgar Bergen, is 
also a very fine organist .... 
When preps were heard to bemoan the stiff initiation this year, 
they were reminded of the "good old days" when prospective 
members, wearing long robes, were taken down to Dry Run 
and led through mystic rites .... 
An evening to remember was the night of February 8th, when 
Nu Omicron Nu held its informal Valentine dinner dance at 
the Clubhouse .... 
Another which promises pleasant memories will be the night 
of the formal dance in May with Carl Nebbe and his music-
makers .... 
Looking back, older members recall the time when sorority 
meetings were held in the present-day A.D.A. house .... 
They will be happy to hear that the actives are thinking seri-
ously of changing their name back to the original Nu Omicron 
Nu, instead of using the nickname, V.O.V ..... 
Blackledge, Bliss, Brickley, 
Buck, Farnum. 
Fiann, Graveson, R. Hertz-
berg, Klinn, Larsen. 
L ittle, Meyer, Paden, 
Thoms, Wilson. 
INTER-SORORITY DANCE 
"Shure and be gorie" if the Inter-Sorority colleens didn't celebrate St. Patrick's day with a 
mighty fine dance. Members from all eleven sororities brought their favorite masculine ad-
mirers to this Irish jig at the Commons dance hall. The feature attraction of the celebration 
was a search for the ancient "Blarney Stone." Greek coeds and their dates danced to the toe-
tickling music of Ray Colebum and his orchestral swingsters. 
Special guests present at the occasion were President and Mrs. Price, Dean and Mrs. M. J. 
Nelson, and Catherine Spooner, director of campus social activities. All in all, the night of 
the Inter-sorority frolic was a great evening for the shamrock. 
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Bourquin, Bradbury, Chaplin, Dailey, Farnsworth, 
Henry, Hoffman. 
Holst, M. E. Jones, J. Little, Loban, Mower, Pcrnle, 
Porter. 
Protheroe, Purvis, M. Richardson, Ritze, Roberts, 
E. Tostlebe, J. Van Houten. 
Rabbit dinner at Tostlebe's 
1941 
Roland Wick 
Business Manager 
Mona Van Duyn 
Managing Editor 
Out of the blinding flashes of photo-lights and 
the clicking of camera shutters, the hectic clat-
ter of typewriters turning out copy, the pungent 
smell of rubber glue, and the noisy chaos of a 
publications office - each year a new OLD 
GOLD is born. 
Between the thick, protecting covers lie four 
years' worth of memories . .. bought with 1,008 
days out of a life ... caught in the black and 
gray of a photograph and the slant of print 
across a page. Saddle shoes on the cobbled 
Hilltown street . .. snowy arch of trees over the 
frost-sparkle on the Diagonal walk . . . chrys-
anthemums, hot dogs, thrill-packed moments, 
rhythmic crowd-cheers of the football games ... 
shifting color patterns of gowns and dress suits 
on the Commons dance floor ... cold sting of a 
coke on a sleep-sodden night of cramming ... 
campanile caroling the way to an eight o'clock 
class . . . popcorn and hamburger spreads in 
a crowded dorm room filled with laughter --
four years' worth of memories. 
Typing ... writing ... trailing the elusive 
college professor .. . filing ... pasting - faithful 
OLD GOLD workers have their busy year of 
memories, too. 
Howard McConeghey 
Art Editor 
Loring Carl 
Photographer 
Ray Kendle 
Editor-in-chief 
* 
Don Templeton 
Executive Edito 
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Fullerton, D. Henry, C. Je nsen, B. Johnson. 
H. McConeghey, H. Miller, Morrison, H. Olson. 
Rice, Gore, H. Thompson, K. Thompson. 
A nose for news, a ready supply of ingenuity, a 
fluent vocabulary, and a well-sharpened pencil 
are the requisite equipment of reporters on the 
College Eye, the Teachers College news-organ 
that's "Modern as Tomorrow, Interesting as 
Today, Substantial as Yesterday." 
Interpreting campus headlines and inform-
ing the student body of coming events are the 
self-imposed duties of this weekly newspaper. 
Streamlined in style and concise in thought-
arrangement, the Eye brings its up-to-the-minute 
stories to the mail-boxes and doorsteps of col-
lege subscribers each Friday morning. The 
paper plays its part in democratic living by 
offering its editorial page as a medium for the 
presentation of public opinion, by spreading 
the knowledge of current crises, and by train-
ing its news-writers in accurate thinking and 
clear communication. 
Staff organization results in a division of 
duties among the directors and assistants of 
writing and printing. The network of news beats 
reaches out to every department and activity 
of the college, Out of the meditative silence of 
the editor's sanctum, the tapping of the type-
writers, and the scratching of pencils around the 
copy desk comes the student-read, student-
written College Eye. 
From the editor-in-chief who superintends the entire production 
of the College Eye to the inquisitive reporters who supply copy 
for its columns, the staff of this college newspaper cooperates 
to keep busy classgoers informed of campus happenings. 
Eye salesmen comb the campus for potential subscribers, 
and members of the paper's business department solicit down-
town business men for ads; copy readers, skilled at spying 
errors, survey news stories and proof galleys in the interests of 
correct exactness; sports and society editors make assignments 
and organize page layouts in their respective fields; and the 
photographer, equipped with fast lens and flash bulbs, turns 
in attractive photos for the b enefit of eye-minded readers. 
Martin, Faris. 
Another issue going to press. 
Paine, Ritze, Lillehei. 
* 
PURPLE 
• 
Lyrical effusion or naturalistic life-portrayal 
. . . expository appreciation or impressionistic 
sketch ... the Purple Pen accepts for considera-
tion all student-written contributions. Life, sifted 
through the consciousness of an individual, 
finds its way to the printed pages of this thir-
teen-year-old magazine. 
For an omnipresent percentage of college-
goers who succumb to the lure of pen and word, 
the publication offers an outlet for campus 
creative writing. Edited by Dorothy Tostlebe, 
managed by Dorothy Johnson, advised by Miss 
Terry, and sponsored by Sigma Tau Delta, it 
has followed the present-day literary trend 
toward realism, and occasionally flaunts a bit 
of that most barbed of weapons - student 
satire. 
Subscribers to this year's three issues can 
find a reading diet to suit the most varied tastes 
- free verse, favorite vehicle for undergraduate 
self-expression . . . book reviews by student 
critics ... short stories . . . and polyphonic prose. 
D. Tostlebe 
Reading proof 
D. Johnson 
r 
Boardman, Holmes, Rath, 
Terry. 
Halvo rs on, McNabb, J. 
Pritchard, Riebe. 
• • 
Guiding force behind the Teachers College 
newspaper and yearbook is the Board in Con-
trol of Student Publications. With administra-
tion divided between faculty advisers and stu-
dent representatives, affairs of the budget, the 
sales, the policies, and the contracts are de-
cided and ruled. 
Directed by its president, William McGahey, 
the Board also assumes responsibility for the 
appointment of students to leading positions on 
the staffs of the two publications. Since its 
establishment in 1930 because of a recognized 
need for more carefully chosen staffs and a 
more effectively controlled administration, the 
group has efficiently regulated the vital affairs 
of the OLD GOLD and the COLLEGE EYE. 
Printing, engraving, and photography bids 
are decided upon, and a balancing of finances 
occupies the monthly meetings of this govern-
ing b ody. Guiding college publicity, but 
claiming none for itself, it goes quietly about 
its work. 
. 
• 
in 
STUDENT 
Cntrof o/ 
PUBLICATIONS 
\ 
William McGahey 
President 
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Faris goes unconventional. The Kappa's dine. 
Leg art. Martha and George. Up with the 
new and down with the old. 
Femmes Fancy. Dutch and Santee talk Omaha 
over. 
Chi Brawl. Shirking?? 
Blue Key chatter. Dirks 
oft deep end. 
Phi Sig cribbage. Boy 
Scout initiation. 
With the greatest of ease. 
Christmas carol practise. 
Dirks and Weaver style. 
Melcher wonders at it all. 
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WINT~RS~T 
A blank verse protest against 
social injustice is Maxwell An-
derson's poignant "Winterset," 
1940's spring production of the 
Teachers College drama de-
partment. 
Under the shadowy pier of a 
great bridge and in the dim 
lamplight beside a tenement 
house the tragedy of Mio and 
Miriamne takes place. Caught 
in a mesh of circumstance, 
haunted by the murder of an 
innocent father, and trapped 
into an intrigue with a mob of 
underworld killers, the young 
lovers share their brief moment 
of belief in idealism and in-
tegrity before the silence of 
death overtakes them. Mio's 
last bitter prayer, "Now all you 
silent powers ... give us some 
sign on this longest night when 
Winter sets his foot on the 
threshold to Spring ... we're 
two lovers here together, and 
we want to live" voices the cry 
of all the forgotten people of the 
world who were cheated out of 
a chance at life by the blind 
forces of what we are pleased 
to call justice. 
First degree check-up 
The "mobsters" talk it over 
Domestic tranquility 
New York's "Hyde Park" 
MY HEART'S in tlie 
HIGHLANDS 
From the pen of America's self-confident despiser of tradition, 
William Saroyan, came the moving modern play, "My Heart's 
In The Highlands," which was given by the college theatre 
at Homecoming time. With a simplicity that strikes through 
layers of sophistication to reach the heart, and with a fusion 
of realism and fantasy that enlarges the scope of conventional 
drama, the playwright tells his message. 
An unknown American poet, Ben Alexander, voices his 
defiance at a war-mad civilization with the cry that "there will 
always be poets in the world"; his life-loving son Johnny 
wheedles bread on credit from the kindly groceryman, and 
finds that "there's something wrong somewhere" with a world 
that will not buy the beauty of his father's poems; and a crowd 
of simple friends and neighbors exchange their food for a 
moment of music from the bugle of an old Scotch actor, whose 
kind old heart is not here but in the highlands of unfulfilled 
desire. H. V. Hake's simultaneous setting provided scenic 
environment. 
Poet's inspiration . 
Cha racter study. 
Carefree youth. A capitalist 's problems. 
Their hearts are in the highlands. Reminiscing. 
Studio PRODUCTIONS 
From Shakespeare to Steinbeck and Sheridan 
to Sherwood - playwrights of all periods yield 
material for the Studio Productions of Teachers 
College drama students. 
In preparation for a program of scenes from 
all types of plays, actors and actresses in train-
ing prepare costumes, design settings and light 
plots, and work out dramatic action in a com-
prehensive, creative experience. With the 
emphasis on learning instead of brilliant pro-
duction, students put their classroom theories 
of color, design, acting technique, and inter-
pretation into practice. The result - an enter-
tainment to which patrons of the college theatre 
beg for admission and a valuable experience 
in performance and teaching of drama. 
"Susan and God" with Evelyn Myers 
and Shirley Bergum. 
The Big Bad Wolf? Hock and Carstens 
in Steinbeck's "Of Mice and Men." 
Am I right, Porn-Porn? 
The "old faith" discusses modern folly. Sacristy. The 
Archbishop counsels the Father. 
Romantic element. The Canon talks with church me:mbers. 
Promoters attempt to capitalize upon the miracle. 
f=ATH ~R MALACHY'S r/1/iracl 
A kindly Benedictine monk kneels in prayer, and an Edinburgh dance hall goes whizzing through the air to land on a rocky crag along the Scottish coast. This is the first of the miracles performed by Father Malachy, played by Dennis McDonald, in the midwinter play, "Father Malachy's Miracle", by Brian Doherty. 
Father Malachy unites two lovers by their faith in him and proves to the world that the age of miracles is not past, yet the other results of his achievement are not happy ones. The owners of the Garden of Eden, the "palais de danse," turn his miracle into a commercial venture, the Bishop frowns upon it, and the Church refuses to recognize it. Sick and discouraged, Father Malachy realizes that the people of the world are not yet ready to believe with their hearts as well as with their heads, kneels to pray once more, and returns the Garden of Eden to its Edinburgh street. 
The servants of the parish-house add lightness and color to action that otherwise might be too tense for pleasure, and the romantic interest is provided by the Bishop's handsome young brother and a lovely dance hall girl. The Cardinal from Rome, the Canon, whose restraining hand is often kindly placed upon his football-loving parish priests, an American publicity man, and a troup of chorus girls are woven into the intricate plot of the production. 
Full of sharply-etched characters of priests and laymen, the play is never irreverent, but impartially send~ sharp shafts at modern religion and modern irreligion. It is a comedy intended for those who prefer to laugh with their wits rather than with their waists, and offends neither unbelievers nor robust believers. Four sets, designed by Herbert V. Hake, provided the scenic back-ground against which the dramatic action was laid. 
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Tutor Tickler's unsung heroes. The popular "Smitty's". Tau Sig's "Going 
To Heaven". 
Alpha Delta Alpha's prize-winning act. Delta Phi Delta act. 
Symphonic choir. Dress rehearsal. Phi Sigma Phi interpretative hokum. 
Costume planning. Overgaard style. Disagreement. 
Symphonic choir - T. C. "Lifeline". Van Houten and war dance. Phi Sig fun. 
Stage crew at rest. Backstage patter. Production planning. 
Swing session - ala Burow style. "Kentucky Korn" - Seerley Hall Boys. 
Tau Sigs and draftees. Directors Overgaard and Burow. Kappa-Chi's "Back 
to Civilization". 
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MISS 
S/iir/e~ {)/terl . • • 
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Sponsored by the Phi Sigma Epsilon Frat-
ernity, SHIRLEY GILBERT won the ap-
proval of judge Robert Brown as one of 
the most beautiful girls on the Teachers 
College campus. She is a Phi Sigma Phi 
sorority member, and also belongs to 
Kappa Pi Beta Alpha, kindergarten-
primary club. Archery and dancing are 
two of her favorite pastimes. In June, 
Shirley will be graduated with a kinder-
garten-primary diploma. Monona, Iowa 
is her home town. 
Sponjored by 
PHI SIGMA ~PSILON 
Page 197 
Page 198 
flit!. • • 
Dark-haired, brown-eyed HELEN HILL 
was Pi Tau Phi's lucky candidate for a 
Teachers College beauty. When Helen 
is not in a class, her friends may find her 
at the Wesley Foundation, student Metho-
dist organization, working on a committee. 
She might also be found wielding a ham-
mer or paint brush in the Drama Shop -
Tutor Ticklers had the beauty queen for 
a member of its stage crew. A sophomore 
student, this example of campus pulchri-
tude hails from Shannon City, Iowa. 
Spon:5ored blj 
Pl TAU P~I 
Page 199 
MISS 
~azef JYar:JtJaard . • • 
Page 200 
Pounding a typewriter or balancing the 
accounting books are not the only accom-
plishments of HAZEL KJARSGAARD, as 
she proved when she was chosen as one 
of the Teachers College beauty queens. 
Newell, Iowa is the home of the blonde 
Commerce major. Kappa Theta Psi and 
Pi Omega Pi, honorary commercial club, 
are Hazel's outside activities. Hazel is 
known as a good student, 1:;ut is not too 
"wrapped up" in her books to smile a 
greeting at a passing acquaintance. 
Sponjored b'I 
COMM~RC~ ORGANIZATIONS 
Page 201 
MISS 
Jeanne 
Page 202 
• • 
JEANNE LEO holds the coveted honor of 
being the Sixth Beauty. She was picked 
from the floor at the Old Gold Beauty 
Dance as the girl whose qualifications 
most nearly represented a college beauty 
queen. A junior, Jeanne is a Commercial 
Education major from. Dysart. Besides her 
class work, Jeanne gives her time to her 
Alpha Beta Gamma sorority sisters. 
Blonde, with a fragile loveliness, she is 
known for her dancing ability and her 
friendly smile . 
Page 203 
MISS 
cf!orraine 
Page 204 
• • 
Vivacious and versatile LORRAINE 
PAULE captured the judge's eye and 
won a beauty title tor her sponsors, the 
Alpha Delta Alpha fraternity. She will 
be graduated next fall from a Kinderqarten 
Primary course. Casual sport clothes 
typify Lorraine, whose long black hair is 
envied by her Delta Phi Delta sorority 
sisters. The COLLEGE EYE staff counts 
her as one of its members, while the 
OLD GOLD had some of its candid shots 
snapped with Lorraine's camera. 
Spo,Mored b'J 
ALPHA D~LTA ALPHA 
Page 205 
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_Ann 
• • 
The Kappa Theta Psis applauded loudly 
when the OLD GOLD beauty judge chose 
their sorority sister, MARY ANN RUPPEL, 
as one of the most beautiful Teachers 
College women. She is a Commercial 
Education major from Springfield, Illinois. 
Blonde and petite, Mary Ann is noted for 
her poise and excellent taste in clothes. 
During the summer season she can usu-
ally be found on a golf course. Dancing 
and reading current novels are other 
pastimes of this beauty. 
SponjoreJ by 
KAPPA Tl-l~TA PSI 
Fage 207 
Jeanne Leo, sixth beauty and 
escort, Harry Carr:;ey. 
Paule gets a helping hand. 
Speculation. 
B~AUTY 
* 
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Beauties, escorts, and Judge Brown. 
Publications' staff entertains the judge and Presi-
dent and Mrs. Price. 
Old Gold sales hit new high. Candidates on in-
spection tour. 
Perfectly legal. The judge ponders. 
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* Maker of billfolds, brief cases, coin 
purses, moccasins, and any number of 
other leather products, FRANK LAP-
CHESKE works for profit and pleasure. 
Married at Christmas, he has spent several 
summers teaching leather work at camps. 
Frank gets his materials from his father's 
leather company in Des Moines, also does 
wood carving and metal work. 
* CHARLES JOHN LEVETT is the col-
legiate magician from Waterloo who 
made his first official campus appearance 
at the Inter-Fraternity dance. He has 
traveled about the country plucking bottles 
and unmentionables from bewildered ears, 
and fooling the people with coin tricks 
and disappearing rabbits. Dark, serious, 
and married, he is a pre-medical student. 
* It wouldn't pay to pick a fight with this 
fellow. JOHNNY MARINOS is a cagey 
boxer in the welter-weight class, though 
his pleasant voice and manner belie his 
pugilistic talent. Climbing topwards in 
Golden Glove tournaments in Des Moines 
and Cedar Rapids, the black-haired New 
Yorker is the AD.A. remembered for his 
role as the radical in their Tutor Ticklers 
act. 
* BARBARA JOHNSON is the freshman 
art student from Waterloo who is responsi-
ble for those eye-catching posters in the 
Women's League Bulletin Board. A Delta 
Phi Delta and member of the COLLEGE 
EYE staff, bright-eyed Barbara cleverly 
converts gay paint into neat letters, inter-
esting designs, and attractive figures to 
pleasantly remind class-goers of campus 
events. 
* Working for Dr. Goetch in the Place-
ment Bureau, small, dark-eyed FAITH 
BLUNT is often the bearer of the glad 
tidings that a personal interview is de-
sired. Seeking out elusive students for 
the teacher-hunting superintendents to 
survey is her added responsibility when 
the Bureau plunges into action. Faith 
was the Ophelia in HAMLET, and is 
secretary of the Women's League. 
* PAT HESS. a Commerce major, is 
the student secretary for Dr. Douglas, 
head of the Commerce department. Dr. 
Douglas reaps the results of effective 
teaching in his department, while Pat 
is kept busy applying her acquired 
knowledge and skills. A Senior Coun-
selor and a Women's Leaguer, she is 
one of the most popular blondes on 
the campus. 
* An only child on her first job, 
LAURENE PUTNAM is student secretary 
for Mr. Riebe of the education depart-
ment. Spending several hours every 
afternoon typing, filing, and helping to 
correct examination papers, this fresh-
man Commerce major from Montezuma 
is a Delta Phi Delta pledge. Her chief 
recreational interests are dancing, cos-
tume jewelry, and arguing. 
* Dealing out swimming suits and 
towels at the Y. W. C. A. in Waterloo, 
ELAINE SHANNON helps to support 
the financial end of her college educa-
tion. A freshman majoring in Home 
Economics, she is a member of Pi Theta 
Pi and Kappa Phi. Elaine will be busier 
than ever next year when she assumes 
the responsibilities of the Recreations 
Chairman of Women's League. 
SECRETARIES 
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***WHO'S 
JOHN COLVILLE is the vice-president of Blue Key, as well as vice-president of Alpha Chi Fraternity. 
Chairman of the Orientations Committee of the Student Councii, he is a member of Social Science 
Honors and Pi Gamma Mu. MARGARET CUPP, one of the busiest students on the campus, is president 
of the Inter-Sorority Council, vice-president of Beta Beta Beta, and a member of Kappa Delta Pi, Theta 
Alpha Phi, Phi Sigma Phi Sorority, and Life Saving Corps. JOSEPHINE FARIS spends her afternoons 
in the College Eye office as the Managing Editor. She is also a Senior Counselor, a member of Tau 
Sigma Delta Sorority, and Kappa Delta Pi, national education honorary fraternity. IRENE FOCKLER, 
as chairman of the Organizations Committee of the Student Council, keeps an accurate record of activity 
participation of every campus student. An English major, she is vice-president of Kappa Theta Psi 
, Sorority. LES FRY, head cheer leader, is the treasurer of the Student Council, president of Alpha Chi 
Epsilon Fraternity, a Blue Keyer, and a member of Men's Union. CATHERINE GILBERT is chief execu-
tive of Women's League and a member of Delta Phi Delta Sorority. Majoring in Home Economics, 
she is a member of the departmental Ellen Richards Club. CHARLENE GILBERT, member of Delta Phi 
Delta, serves as vice-president of the Student Council. Like her twin sister, she is also a member of the 
Ellen Richards Club. 
The president of Phi Mu Alpha is GILBERT HOBSON. A music major and a Senior Counselor, he 
serves as De~utations Chairman of the Wesley Student Council, and is a member of Pi Tau Theta, 
Methodist Men's Association. A Commercial Education major, RUBY HULL, is Organizations Chairman 
of the Women's League. Assisting in the orientation program for freshmen, she is also a Senior Coun-
selor, as well as a member of Torch and Tassel, Kappa Delta Pi, national education honorary, Kappa 
Mu Epsilon, honorary mathematics fraternity, and is chairman of the typing division of Commercial 
Club. ROBERT KADESCH, who ranks near the top in accumulative grade points, is secretary of the 
Student Council. A member of Alpha Delta Alpha Fraternity, he was the director of this year's prize 
winning Tutor Tickler act. RAY KENDLE is the busy editor of the 1941 OLD GOLD. His membership is 
also placed with the Alpha Chi Fraternity, the Commercial Club, Golden Ledger, Pi Omega Pi, national 
commerce honorary, and the Board of Student Publications. Sophomore DOROTHY KRUSENTJERNA, as 
chairman of the Social Life Committee of the Student Council, is busy supervising recreational activities 
on the campus. Graduating from a Two-Year Elementary course this year, her social sorority affiliations 
are with Kappa Theta Psi. 
WHO *** 
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Capable and energetic DUGAN LAIRD, president of the Student Council this year, guided the un-
usually active governing body in its progressive policies. He is a member of Blue Key, Sigma Tau Delta, 
honorary English fraternity, Kappa Delta Pi, Alpha Delta Alpha, social fraternity, and Delta Sigma Rho, 
honorary debate fraternity . ROBERT McCOWEN, who can be found wherever music is being made, is 
the secretary-treasurer of Phi Mu Alpha. Chairman of the Lectures and Entertainment Committee of the 
Student Council, he is also a member of Alpha Delta Alpha Fraternity. The year's outstanding drama 
student is DENNIS McDONALD. President of Kappa Delta Pi, he is a Senior Counselor, and a member 
of Alpha Chi Epsilon Fraternity, and Theta Alpha Phi, honorary dramatics fraternity. WILLIAM 
McGAHEY is the chief executive of the Board of Student Publications. President of Biology Club and 
vice-president of Lambda Delta Lambda, this Science major is an outstanding campus debater. The 
vice-president of Torch and Tassel is MAXINE MOEN. Member of the Student Council, she also belongs to 
Kappa Delta Pi, Sigma Alpha Iota, Golden Ledger, Tau Sigma Delta Sorority, and several musical 
groups. SHIRLEY MOEN is chairman of the Women's League Customs and Traditions Committee, 
as well as a member of Sigma Alpha Iota, Kappa Delta Pi, Torch and Tassel, Golden Ledger, and 
Tau Sigma Delta Sorority. 
President of the Inter-Fraternity Council is JAMES PRITCHARD. He is also vice-president of Lambda 
Gamma Nu Fraternity, a Senior Counselor, and participates in meetings of Lambda Delta Lambda, 
Chemistry Seminar, and the Board of Student Publications. DOROTHY QUIRIN is president of both 
Theta Gamma Nu Sorority and Pi Gamma Mu, honorary Social Science fraternity. She is also secre-
tary and treasurer of Torch and Tassel, and a member of Pi Omega Pi. DONALD TEMPLETON is the 
popular editor of the College Eye. Belonging to Blue Key, Alpha Chi Epsilon Fraternity, Kappa Delta 
Pi, and the Board of Student Publications, Don still has time to maintain a high scholastic record. The 
president of Kappa Theta Psi Sorority is EVELYN TESMER. A member of Torch and Tassel and Kappa 
Delta Pi, national education honorary, she attends Women's League meetings, acting in the capacity of 
Chairman of the Study Committee. DOROTHY TOSTLEBE is editor of the Purple Pen, student magazine of 
creative writing. She is vice-president of Gamma Theta Upsilon, and a member of Beta Beta Beta, 
Kappa Theta Psi Sorority, the Board of Student Publications, and Sigma Tau Delta, honorary English 
fraternity. CHARLES TUBBS is the president of Seerley Hall and the vice-president of Kappa Mu Epsilon, 
honorary Mathematics fraternity. A Senior Counselor, he is a member of Kappa Delta Pi, Alpha Chi 
Epsilon Fraternity, and Blue Key. 
WHO *** 
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Supple sportster Margaret Cupp 
apportions extra-curricular time 
equally between the interpreta-
tive dance-rhythms of Orchesis 
and the creative self-expression 
of the drama. Versatility and 
personality entitle this blonde 
Phi Sig to the OLD GOLD honor 
of Representative Student. Pres-
ident of the Inter-sorority Coun-
cil, member of Life Saving 
Corps and Theta Alpha Phi, she 
"likes everything," is proud of 
aquatic achievements, and 
spends spare moments de-
veloping back-hand dynamite 
on the courts. 
f!epreJenlalive 
StudenlJ 
Addicted to promiscuous pun-
ning, writing satire, reading 
Thomas Wolfe, and wearing 
vociferous shirts, Student Coun-
cil prexy Dugan Laird wins the 
OLD GOLD title of Representa-
tive Student this year. Favorite 
prep papa of freshman A.D.A. 
proteges, this lean and dark-
haired Scotsman can include 
in his list of college achieve-
men ts: membership in honor-
aries Sigma Tau Delta, Blue 
Key, Delta Sigma Rho, and 
Kappa Delta Pi, and establish-
ment of claims on the blonde 
beauty of the Fockler family. 
of 1941 
. . . Catherine (filbert 
Being one-half of an identical 
twin duo complicates college 
affairs for capable Catherine 
Gilbert, who earns this year's 
OLD GOLD title of Representa-
tive Student. Fulfilling the duties 
of an executive position over 
all women enrolled in the col-
lege as president of the W o-
men's League, the Waterloo 
senior finds her time dedicated 
to the proposition that rules 
and regulations must be carried 
out. Delta Phi Delta claims her 
social affiliations, and Ellen 
Richards Club her organiza-
tional activity. 
T. C.'s pet Thespian is the 
Alpha Chi senior with the Irish 
eyes. Denny McDonald, hater 
of vegetables, reader of funny-
papers, counsellor of freshmen, 
and crooner of sentimental bal-
lads, wins the Representative 
Student appellative for 1941. 
President of Kappa Delta Pi, 
and member of Blue Key and 
Theta Alpha Phi, he fills in his 
leisure time with practicing 
Orchesis routines and switch-
ing characterizations from the 
little-boy lead in My Heart's in 
the Highlands to the gray-
haired priest in Father Mala-
chy's Miracle. 
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Dr. Lambertson, Bergum, Kadesch, 
McConeghey. 
McGahey, C . Mo r phew, H. 
Thompson, Todd . 
Supporting the somewhat weary argument that it's a man's world, on this 
campus at least, the masculine element dominates that brain-trust - debate. 
Of the twenty-five students participating in inter-collegiate debate, seventy-five 
percent are men. To follow up their supremacy in ability as well as quantity, 
of fifty-eight decisions, the Teachers College teams have wrangled their way 
to forty wins. 
These cosmopolitan speech students are not without background, having 
made numerous debating trips to such out-posts as Winnepeg, Canada; Chi-
cago, Illinois; Fargo, North Dakota; and Pittsburg, Kansas. Offering such support 
as befits a coach, Dr. F. W . Lambertson accompanied his clan as they convinced 
and unconvinced each other of the relative merits of a permanent union between 
Britain and United States. 
A new program of group discussion inaugurated for the first time this year 
sends students to Rotary and Farm Bureau organizations to discuss contempo-
rary problems. Aside from its academic value, this program provides for the 
rigors of deep thought - the millenium of idealism, the cynicism of premature 
pessimism. 
Canadia ns between w ords at 
Baker. 
McGahey and Morphew appear 
b affled. 
Kadesch a nd Thompson vs. Locker 
and Bergum. 
Page 220 
McGahey e xpounds. The male element 
vs . the female element. 
Cars tens at the controls of 
voice recording machine. 
• • • and Speech 
Of a varied nature are the numerous activities in the speech field. Individual or group has an 
excellent opportunity to air such convictions or talents of an entertaining nature as they may 
possess. In the oratory division, Bill McGahey represented the college. Penn College was the 
scene of an extemporaneous speaking contest on the subject of peace, and Dugan Laird, the 
only local contestant, tied for first place with his contribution. 
The after-dinner speaking contest is open to all students on the campus. Speaking briefly on 
a phase of the general theme "Iowa State Teachers College Round-up," students showed versatil-
ity in their clever interpretations. After two preliminary contests, six contestants were selected 
for the finals, out of which two winners were chosen. 
The honorary speech fraternity, Delta Sigma Rho, meeting in Chicago this spring, inaugurated 
a new program: the Senate. Charles Todd, Dugan Laird, Clem Morphew, and Bill McGahey will 
assume senatorial contours, and discuss the arms program and the housing p rogram in imitation 
of the government. 
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CONDUCTOR: Myron E. Russel!. FLUTES: D. Tostlebe, Russel!, Mattison. OBOES: L. Miller, Mal· 
manger. BASSOONS: Hitch, E. Hofler. CLARINETS: Hilton, Noxon, Seltenrich, Lochead, Theimer, 
E. Wood, Carter, J. Johnston, Hackbarth, McCorkel, Bush, Loveless, Locker, Sothman, M. Kelly, 
Walton, Nicol!, Freese, Kautenberg, Turpin. ALTO CLARINETS: M. Baker, Schutt. BASS CLARINET: 
E. Tostlebe. SAXOPHONES: Orcutt, Aldred. CORNETS: D. Peterson, Lindskoog, Granger, J. Chris-
topherson, V. Clark, H. Miller, McCol!om, Dove. HORNS: Jochumsen, Nicola, Yousling, Swan, Albr!ght, 
Uban, Throne. BARITONES: L. Anderson, Kratzer, L. Barker, Pollock. TROMBONES: P. Rietz, W. 
Smith, Bidne, B. Bal!, Mahaffey, Bruns, Hartsock. BASSES: Drollinger, McCowen. STRING BASSES: 
Meier, Dearborn, D. Lichty. PERCUSSION: Truesdell, V. White, Kurlin. TYMPANI: R. Johnson, C. Jensen. 
The flying baton of Mr. Myron Russell, director of the Concert Band, weaves 
threads of melody into a harmonious pattern of song. The well-instrumented 
seventy piece Teachers College band is made up of both men and women who 
have proved their skill and technique on their chosen instruments. 
In its varied programs, presented for the public and the student body, 
Conductor Russell attempts to select music which will satisfy good tastes, rather 
than popularizing the performances with flamboyant musical effects. Proof that 
serious music can be given fine interpretation through the medium of a college 
band are the selections offered. The winter concert included parts of Saint-Saens' 
"Symphony No. 1," Wagner's "Invocation of Alberich," Herbert's "L'Encore," 
and the Allegro moderato from Borodin's "Second Symphony." 
Outstanding instrumental performers gain experience in public appear-
ances by playing soloes and special arrangements with background accom-
paniment by the band, and student composers are often given opportunities to 
test their originality and creative ability in making band arrangements of new 
compositions. 
A group of serious musicians, dedicated to teaching the students and public 
that music is an art, not merely an entertainment, the symphony orchestra pre-
sents three concerts a year in the college auditorium. 
The winter program, dedicated to Jan Ignace Paderewski in commemoration 
of the Golden Anniversary of his arrival in the United States, featured Mr. Emil 
Bock in a violin interpretation of Sibelius's Concerto in D. Minor. The spring 
concert annually presents original compositions by members of the Teachers 
College music department. The works of the world's greatest composers from 
Bach to Debussy are chosen by Dr. Edward Kurtz, conductor of the orchestra, 
for practice and presentation. An exercise in cooperative performance and 
aesthetic appreciation, participation in one of these concerts is a valuable ex-
perience for music majors. 
Cedar Falls music lovers as well as college undergraduates find Symphony 
concerts a valuable addition to the cultural life of the community, and future 
teachers of instrumental music in Iowa high schools gain practice in understand-
ing and interpreting symphonies, suites, and fugues. 
CONDUCTOR: Edward Kurtz. CONCERTMASTER: Emil Bock. ASSISTANT CONCERTMASTER: Ann 
Jensen. VIOLINS: L. Miller, Sparks, Jensen, Holman, Valentine, Brenton, Greene, Bishop, Popoff, 
Bairnson, Dycus, L. Anderson, Ward, Allison, F. Adams, F. Jensen, Price, Sheldon, Wendel, Truesdell, 
Cosand, Filer, Ford, Crees. VIOLAS: Hill, Barriger, D. Miller, Neumeier, M. J. Johnson, Holmes, Bye, 
McCorkle, Birks. CELLOS: Lichty, J. Miller, Meier, Wilson, Kamm, Roelfs, Dearborn, H. Davis. 
BASSES: Searight, McCowen, E. Tostlebe, Wilson. FLUTES: D. Tostlebe, Warner, Mattison. PICCOLO: 
Warner. OBOES: Russell, Malmanger, Mitze. CLARINETS: Hilton, Carter, Lewis, Noxon. BASS 
CLARINET: E. Tostlebe. BASSOONS: Hitch, Hofler, Pringle. FRENCH HORNS: Wirth, Nicola, Jochum-
sen, Yousling, S. Moen, Throne. TRUMPETS: Burow, Granger, Peterson, Wind, Clark. TROMBONES: 
Mahaffey, Rietz, Bidne, L. Anderson. TUBA: Drollinger. PERCUSSION: Schlicher, Hanson, Cooper, 
White. HARP: Nagle. PIANO: Kitchen. 
- \ 
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A vocal director's dream come true - the combination of the choice men and 
women voices on the campus; it did happen here this past year when the 
Cecilians and Minnesingers abandoned their traditional individual capacities 
and joined hands. 
Miss Olive Barker and Mr. W. E. Hays, voice instructors, passed on their 
supervision of the two organizations to Mr. Harald Holst. 
A balanced arrangement of feminine and masculine voices of outstanding 
quality, the group is capable of admirable interpretations of the music which 
it presents. From this group are chosen quartets, sextets, and other small singing 
groups to perform at college occasions. From modern composers to the old 
masters go members of the organization to select the program for their concerts. 
In demand for special occasions, as well as for the main concert of the 
season, sections of the group entertain continually at campus gatherings. 
Outstanding performances of the individual groups in years past served as 
an inspiration to the embryonic combination. 
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BOTTOM Row: Pollock, Stewart, Nagle, C. Moklebust, S. Moen, 
Kelly, M. Moen, I. Moklebust, Roelfs, Smith. 
SECOND Row: Kohlhaas, Levsen, Winther, Evans, Baum, Nasby, 
Malmanger, Eikleberry, Yoder. 
THIRD Row: Messerschmitt. Buck, Martens, Wulke, Wood, Widmer, 
O'Banion, Jarboe, Heaton, Rietz. 
FouRTH Row: Grobe, Southall, L. Anderson, Phillips, Mahaffey, 
McCowen, Carmichael, Arends, Price. 
FIFTH Row: Hobson, Lindskoog, Dearborn, L. Orton, Filer, Thomsen, 
Coobs, Wind, Cosand, Wilkin. 
* * 
Harald Holst, Director 
... STU D~NT Jlfe 
Our Home Guard. Gladys Swarthout and S .A .l. Streamline . 
Off to an eight o'clock. The one that got away. Frosh bewilderment. 
* * * 
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Page 228 SCIENTISTS AND 
AL~MBIC 
CLUB 
BOTTOM Row: Mr. Getchell, Mc-
Gahey, Esbeck, Ebel, Bourquin, 
Shafer. 
SECOND Row: Johnson, Albright, 
Price, Kadesch, Miller, Belz. 
THIRD Row: Wagner, Laipple, 
Coobs, Pritchard, Phillips, Mc-
Ilralh, Willis . 
BIOLOGY 
CLUB 
BOTTOM Row: Redding, Abele, 
Mcilrath, G. Miller. 
SECOND Row: Hightshoe, Sturges, 
Stout, T. Phillips, M. Bro. 
CH~MISTRY 
S~MINAR 
BOTTOM Row: Mr. Getchell, Prit-
chard, Dolan, Ward, Mr. Shafer. 
SECOND Row: Skar, Phillips, Stout, 
Mcilrath, Cobbs, Miller. 
SERVERS 
ALEMBIC CLUB ... 
A three-fold purpose starts out the annals of this science interest group - social 
contacts, discussions of views on new developments in chemistry, and training 
of members in the art of group speaking. Every Thursday noon, enrollees in 
the organization meet in the Commons alcove for an after-lunch session of 
student reports, under the direction of Mr. Getchell. Avid devotees of the 
beaker and the test tube find kindred spirits among Alembic's members. 
BIOLOGY CLUB .. . 
The skeletal system, the evolution of the horse, and the heat energy of a calory 
do not escape consideration in the active gatherings of this group of biologists. 
Biology Club claims credit for preparing students for membership in Beta Beta 
Beta, and aiding student research in the field. Meetings take place on the first 
Tuesday in each month from 7 to 8 p.m.1 and anyone who has had a biology 
course may become a member. Mr. Rath is faculty adviser. 
CH EM ISTRY SEMINAR ... 
Seated before an intricate array of shining glass beakers and flasks, Bunsen 
Burners and complicated apparatus, is a group of interested students listening 
intently to a discourse on some phase of chemistry. This is not a class, but 
one of the bi-monthly sessions of the Chemistry Seminar, departmental club 
for all those interested in chemistry. If no outside speaker is available, 
members themselves give reports on new developments in the field. 
4-H CLUB. 
From all counties of the state former county presidents, demonstration team 
winners, participants in all projects and activities come and unite in the college 
4-H club. This social organization aims to promote fellowship among those 
interested in continuing association and companionship with former 4-H girls. 
The twenty members participate in activity programs planned by Helen Norine, 
program chairman, including crafts, picnics, carol sings, and bridge lessons. 
BOTTOM Row: Porter, Brobeil, Bax-
ter, Bogh, Jones. 
SECOND Row: Marken, Brown, 
Snider, Kreager, Baedke. 
THIRD Row: Anderson , Paustian, 
Soenke, Frye, Stevenson, Nor-
ton. 
*** 
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CLASSICAL CLUB 
BOTTOM Row: Miss Miller, Lundy, 
Tatge, Arends, Eggland, Kolb. 
SECOND Row: Schlottman, D. John-
son, Youngman, Van Houten, 
Yousling, Staveley, Hull. 
ROMANCE LANGUAGE 
BOTTOM Row: Little, Schuchert, 
Chesley, Van Duyn, Thoms, 
Roseburrough, Lauderdale. 
SECOND Row: Hammetter, Noxon, 
Nicoll, Griswold, MacRae, 
Cleveland, Secor. 
THIRD Row: Jones, Smith, Jensen, 
Tostlebe, Cosand, Bowersox, 
Wilson. 
ALPHA PHI OMEGA 
BOTTOM Row: Mr. Schneider, Ray-
burn, Overgaard, Mcilrath, Mr. 
Buffum. 
SECOND Row: Kratzer, Albright, 
Yeoman, Preston, Adkins, Mow-
rer. 
THIRD Row: Keel, Petersen, Dolan, 
Jensen, Wahl, Boose, White. 
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LINGUISTS and 
Classical Club 
"Veni, vidi, vici," is thought-expression in a familiar language to members of 
the Classical Club, which is made up of interested and enthusiastic Latin 
students. The adventures of Caesar, Virgil, and Cicero are tales on which these 
scholars test their knowledge of grammar and vocabulary. Book reports on 
the life and culture-settings of the Latins, Latin songs, showing of colored slides, 
and lectures by the faculty adviser, Miss Miller, make up the organization's 
meetings. 
Romance Language Club 
Transforming the Commons dance hall into a colorful, thronging New Orleans 
carnival scene for a night is the self-imposed task of the Romance Languages 
Club. Masked and costumed prom-trotters come to the Mardi Gras Ball to 
dance under flying confetti and to crown the two elected student deities. 
Spanish and French students join in arranging the organization's program 
meetings, with lectures, colored slides, book reviews, and informal talks. 
Alpha Phi Omega 
"Where's the Registrar's office?" "What do I do next with these registration 
cards?" "Who's head of the English Department?" These questions and count-
less others are answered every fall by the members of Alpha Phi Omega at the 
Information Booth conducted during freshman orientation. The Information Booth 
a nd the All-College Jaunt are examples of the service projects of this fraternity 
of Scouts, whose purpose is to unite in fellowship of the Scout Oath and Law. 
Life Saving Corps 
Live Saving Corps is a group of twenty-two girls, with Miss White as faculty 
adviser, who have earned their Red Cross Standard Senior Live-Saving Certifi-
cates. They meet once a week to practice and work for their Water Safety 
Instructor's Badge. One of the outstanding projects of the organization is the 
striking and picturesque Water Carnival presented every spring. Colored 
lights on a blue pool create novel effects for Carnival crowds. 
LIFE SAVING CORPS 
BOTTOM Row : Olde nb1.:rg , Cupp , 
Wack, Bakke , Person , Eaker, 
Allen. 
SECOND Row: Hoffman, Bennett, 
Meyers , Case , Bollz, Houck, 
Davis. 
LIFE - SAVERS 
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FIRST YEAR 
PRIMARY CLUB 
BOTTOM Row: Magee, Johnk, Mor-
ton, Crummer, Stainbrook, Stev-
enson, Moody, Keith. 
SECOND Row: Spry, Wittrock, Har-
berd, Hoeger, Giefer, Dunlap, 
Barnes, York, 
THIRD Row: Lyman, Connole, 
Holdeman, Hunt, Hicks, Christ-
opherson, Schlicker, Meyers. 
FOURTH Row: Dove, Shawver, 
Bothe, Bollhoefer, Coburn, Cobb, 
Johnston, Piper, Luwe, Steddom. 
FIRST YEAR 
PRIMARY CLUB 
BOTTOM Row: West, Blumgren, 
Creelman, Dotson, Ward, Gray, 
Wray, Meyer, Julian. 
SECOND Row: Armstrong, Larsen, 
Toft, Brown, Birks, Ratcliff, A. 
Meyer, Lindstrom, Reimers, Lien. 
THIRD Row: Wilson, Plotner, Christ-
ianson, Schram, Peterson, Kurth, 
Calhan, Erickson, Strand, Azel-
tine. 
FOURTH Row: Goodell, Wirlder, 
Henningser, Booth, vVunder, 
Hansen, Anderson, Paustian, 
Clark, Jacobsen. 
PRIMARY 
First Year Primary Club 
Any first year student enrolled on a kindergarten-primary course may become 
a member of the First Year Kindergarten Primary Club. Membership may be 
started any time during the year upon payment of the club dues. The purpose 
of the group is to give the girls an opportunity to participate in activities on the 
campus, and to give them a direct interest in their work. 
Meetings of the club are held every two weeks, generally in some classroom 
in the Administration building, and officers are elected at the beginning of 
each term. There are two traditional dinners given in cooperation with the 
Second Year primary club - one at Thanksgiving and one during the Mothers 
Day week end. Picnics and hikes are held in the fall and spring quarters, and 
the first-year students entertain second-year girls at a tea sometime during the 
school year. This year the club, advised by Miss Smith, helped bring Dorothy 
Aldis, children's poet, to the campus. 
Second Year Primary Club 
Second year kindergarten primary students may become members of the 
Second Year Kindergarten Primary Club at any time upon payment of club dues. 
The organization is a continuation of the activities carried out in the first 
year group. These girls, who will graduate at the end of their second year, 
are given a greater chance for participation in campus social life, as well as 
experience in leadership through their membership in the club. They also gain 
added interest in their future profession. 
Every two weeks the group meets to discuss problems of common interest to 
primary students. Election of officers and instructive lectures by members of 
the faculty are topics with which meeting time is taken up. 
Each quarter the club holds one special social event - a dinner, a tea, or a 
party. Entertaining mothers at Mothers Day, bringing lecturers on poetry to 
the campus, and cooperating with the First Year Club in its activities - the 
group of energetic teachers-to-be carries out its program under the direction 
of Miss Smith. 
SECOND YEAR 
PRIMARY CLUB 
BOTTOM Row: Ryder, Scott, Sar-
gent, Schive, Baxter, Dickinson, 
Hayden, Kossack. 
SECOND Row: Warner, Sivright, 
Gilbert, Krueger, Dirks, Mam-
men, Dunlap, Roberts, Hecht. 
THIRD Row: Hunter, Davis, Meils, 
Stock, Johnston, Cole, Braland, 
Donlea, Orcutt, Donald. 
FOURTH Row: Norton, Johnson, 
Swanson, Reid, Leseney, Evers, 
Hutchcroft, Rochholz, Stockfleth, 
Horsley, Smalley. 
FIFTH Row: McMahon, Salisbury, 
Rosenburg, Kamm, Seward, 
Franzenberg, Miller, Anderson, 
Lauman, Brobeil, Cummings. 
PEDAGOGUES 
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BET A ALPHA EPSILON 
BOTTOM Row: Hill, Garlick, Mil-
ler, Dusanek, Grinde, Buehler, 
Hobbs. 
SECOND Row: Watanabe, Jones, 
Truitt, Becker, Gordon, Kidd. 
THIRD Row: Day, Pueggel. Kolb, 
Brenton, Nelson, Thompson, 
Lauderdale. 
FOURTH Row: North, Hamilton, 
Jarvis, Deeny, Lindeman, Baber, 
Kennedy. 
Kappa Pi Beta Alpha 
KAPPA PI BET A ALPHA 
BOTTOM Row: Sivright, Kennedy, 
Welch, Briggs, Taylor, Toedt, 
Newcomer. 
SECOND Row: Coulson, Warr.er, 
Drake, Goodrich, Morgan, Picht , 
Loomer, Krieger. 
THIRD Row: Pippert, Morton, Pul• 
ley, Ebers, Brandsmeier, Van 
Roekel, Larson, Voss. 
FouRTH Row: Gebert, Hutchcroft, 
Dahlgren, Talcott, Eppink, Stev-
enson, Siemen, Lyon, Paden, 
Hegland. 
Kappa Pi Beta Alpha, an organization for girls who have completed the two 
year kindergarten primary course and are juniors with a grade point average 
of 2.0, has as its purpose the promotion of professional and social life within 
the group. It helps with the Thanksgiving and Mother's Day dinner. The out-
standing event for the group this year was the sponsoring of a formal dinner 
and a lecture by Dorothy Aldis, eminent children's poet. 
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Beta Alpha Epsilon 
The purpose of Beta Alpha Epsilon is to further the interests in the elementary 
degree course through acquainting and unifying the group and providing social 
opportunities and educational interests for the members; such are the "guide 
posts" for this organization of junior and senior students majoring in elementary 
education. "Happiness" was the central idea for this year's program. Represen-
tatives were sent to regional meetings, widening the scope of the organization. 
BETA ALPHA'S 
and 
Women's Chorus 
Assembled every Monday afternoon in 119 Central Building, you can find a 
group of fifty girls singing under the direction of Robert McCowen. The organ-
ization is known as Women's Chorus, and is not limited to music majors alone. 
Any women students interested in learning the art of singing together are 
welcome to join. The chorus of singers assists at musical programs and assem-
blies, as well as preparing its own recitals. 
Tau Chi Eta 
"Buy your balloon to take to the game!" "Have you bought your Homecoming 
button yet?" From all over the campus came the Tau Chi Eta queries, heralding 
the approach of a major football game and the activity of the newly organized 
pep fraternity. Social sororities and fraternities vied for top selling honors in 
the contests directed by the organization. Roger Isaacson was president for 
the year, and Dr. Erbe faculty adviser. 
WOMEN'S CHORUS 
BOTTOM Row: Onnen. Sargent, 
Burrow, Kennedy, Moody, Col-
linson, Briggs, Dahlgren, Bar-
ker. 
SECOND Row: Jacobsen, A. An-Jer-
sen, Hammetter, Zuck, Conboy, 
Van Hooser, Wrede, Sponheim, 
Newcomer, Hofler. 
THIRD Row: A. Morgan, Freese, 
Blumgren, Freeman, A. Larsen, 
Voilker, Weidauer, Stockfleth, 
D. Stevenson, Mattison, B. Frye. 
FouRTH Row: Brobeil, Andersen, 
Henningsen, M. Coburn, Good-
ell, Wedemeyer, Hoper, D. Mil-
ler, Kerr, Lindberg, Wilson, 
Lealand, Bower. 
TAU CHI ETA 
BOTTOM Row: Buckingham, Feld-
man, Isaacson, Kurtz, M. Brown , 
Baden. 
BOOSTERS 
SE co ND Row: Schaeffer, Sage, 
Cole, Weidauer, Burley, Paden, 
Horsley. 
THIRD Row: Ferguson, Gerdes, 
Muller, Weaver, Gravison, 
Stoutner, Rochholz, Farlow. 
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ELEMENTARY CLUB 
BOTTOM Row: Wrede , Buckingham, 
Lindquist , Chantland, T ho m p-
son, Porter, Ca pelle n, Heide-
brink, Rodimaker. 
SECOND Ro w: Herzberg, Challgren , 
Hobbs, Koch, Stephen, Marken, 
Rasmusson , Schneider, M. And-
e rson. 
THIRD Ro w: G . Anderson , Brown, 
Wellemeyer, He nrickson , Ran-
kin, Nie lsen, Hale, Hartgrave, 
Fuglsang , Clark. 
FOURTH Row: Fleming, H. Rankin, 
Ze ll, Larson , Bra tland, F<?rgu-
son , Se ll, Brucklacher, W right, 
Norine , E. Fleming. 
GOLDEN LEDGER 
BOTTOM Ro w: Mr. Skar, Betz, Egg-
land, Hutchens, Wheeler, Ise-
minger, Lundy. 
SECOND Row: Lindberg, Weidauer , 
Locker, Wood, Stoutner, Lehr, 
Barry, Myers . 
THIRD Row: Boltz, Heaton, Kronen-
berg, Niedringhaus , Dilly, Cross, 
Stewart, Ball. 
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Elementary Club 
A group of coeds listen intently to an outside speaker discussing pertinent 
problems of elementary teaching - this is one of the monthly meetings of the 
Elementary Club, an organization for all girls planning to teach children from 
the fourth to the eighth grades. Included in the club's activities for the year 
were a Christmas party and a formal dinner in the spring. An active interest 
group on the campus, Elementary Club sponsors lectures and readings. 
Golden Ledger 
A basketball game on roller skates? Yes, that's how members of the Golden 
Ledger amused themselves at one of their parties. This honorary organization 
of outstanding freshman and sophomore students in the field of Commerce 
meets every three weeks. Eligibility for membership is a three point grade 
average in ten or more hours of Commerce and a "C" average in all other 
subjects. Formal initiation banquets are held twice a year -- during the fall 
and spring terms. 
TYPISTS and 
Commercial Club 
What's this? A cow made from a sawhorse, rubber glove filled with milk, and 
twine for a tail? Yes, such were the props used for "Truth or Consequences" 
program at the Commercial Club's December party this year. Get-togethers 
and a picnic at the beginning and end of the school year complete the social 
activities of this group. Bi-weekly meetings consist of a short business meeting 
and an interesting program. The membership is divided into six interest groups; 
office machines, accounting, typing, shorthand, commercial law, and sales-
manship. 
Writer's Club 
In the give-and-take of reading original compositions and criticizing construc-
tively those of other students, Writer's Club members learn both the art of 
creative writing and the discipline of selective appreciation. Abilities of self-
expression are encouraged and developed in this small group of interested 
students and their adviser, Miss Selina Terry. 
WRITER'S CLUB 
BOTTOM Row: Stewart, Little, Dun-
lap, Dickson, Ross. 
SECOND Row: Benson, MacRae, 
Van Duyn, Shaeffer, Jones. 
TRAINERS 
COMMERCIAL CLUB 
BOTTOM Row: Bogh, Hamilton, R. 
Hamilton, Raleigh, Wheeler, 
Kruse, McCutchion, Lundy, Or-
ton, Lehman, Iseminger. 
SECOND Row: Farr, Townsend, 
Sprole, Redding, Porteous, Stew-
art. Stoutner, Wood, Meyers, 
Protheroe, Fia nn, Cairy. 
THIRD Row: Mershon, Betz, Jung-
ferneman, Weidauer, White, 
Raomussen, Lindberg, Heaton, 
Schmidt, Kiarsgaard, Quirin, 
Locker, Gilbert. 
FOURTH Row: Bothe!, Klingaman, 
Herman, Orton, Hutchins, Chap-
lin, Eggland, Lubbock, Nye, Kro-
nenberg, Wood, Ball, Hurries. 
FIFTH Row: Stavely, Bechler, 
Sturges, Moothart, Anderson, 
Bidne;, Lomen, Wilkins, Short, 
Niedringhaus, Dilly, Cross. 
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COMPUTERS, 
MATH CLUB 
BOTTOM Row: Mr. Van Engen, N. 
McFarland, Eggland, McMich-
ael, A. Anderson, Verdiner. 
SECOND Row: Westbrook, Skar, T. 
Phillips, Aschenbrenner, L. John-
son, Davis, Todd. 
SOCIAL SCIENCE 
HONORS 
BOTTOM Row: Mr. Thompson, 
Arends, Wilkinson, Ullrich, R. 
Fleming, Abele, Mr. Sage. 
SECOND Row: Tatge, Ruppelt, Kap-
lan, Streed, Andersen, Davis, 
Lundy. 
THIRD Row: Klepfer, Quirin, Jung-
ferman, H. Thompson, McCone-
ghey, McNabb, Colville, Selby, 
Moodie. 
ART LEAGUE 
BOTTOM Row: Norton, Stevens, 
Baumgartner, Bragonier, Little, 
Dean. 
SECOND Row: McConeghey, Van 
Houten, Chesley, Fisher, Hoff-
man, Richardson. 
COMMENTATORS 
Math Club 
Those queer-looking symbols and figure notations on the blackboards of the 
second floor of the Administration building may be all Greek to you, but they're 
Math to the members of the Mathematics club, which meets once a month. 
The main interest of the organization is bringing current mathematics problems 
and experiences before the students. This is accomplished by means of illus-
trated talks and occasional movies. Members also enjoy several parties and 
picnics during the year. 
Social Science ~onors 
Contemporary-affairs-conscious citizens-to-be, students of trends in sociology 
and economics, voracious collectors of historical data - these find their talents 
appreciated in the Social Science Honors Club. Invitations to membership must 
be earned by a three-point grade average in twenty hours of Social Science. 
News broadcasts, discussions of current political issues, and lectures by 
members of the department faculty are included in the club's regular program 
meetings. 
Art League 
The Art League, open to all students interested in art, holds bi-weekly meetings 
for the discussion of art problems. Sponsoring art exhibits, displaying paintings 
in the hallway of the Administration building, taking trips to art centers to hear 
prominent contemporary artists, and bringing art lectures to the campus are 
among the projects of this active organization. A deeper appreciation and a 
closer understanding of art and its values is given its members. 
~llen Richards Club 
How to make your college room more attractive, how to tell a piece of beef 
steak from a pork chop, how to arrange your hair more attractively, vocations 
in Home Economics - these are just a few of the myriads of topics outside 
speakers or the girls themselves discuss at the bi-monthly meetings of the 
Ellen Richards Club, departmental club for Home Economics majors and 
minors. Homecoming, faculty, and Mother's Day teas are traditional activities. 
ELLEN RICHARDS CLUB 
BOTTOM Row: Miss Sutherland, 
Esbeck, Moore, Kronenberg, 
Betz, Bourquin, Willis. 
SECOND Row: Johnson, Fuller, Eab-
hab, Smith, Burley, Halvorson, 
Strom. 
THIRD Row: Flemming, Kelsen, 
Stoutner, Hoffman, Wagner, 
Duty, Ca. Gilbert, Ch. Gilbert. 
and CULi NARi ES 
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In the midst of the pungent smell of rubber cement, the spasmodic staccato of 
busy typewriters, the blinding sensation of a camera flash-bulb, and the irri-
tating chatter of busy staff members - all part and parcel of the last minute 
rush to meet the printing deadline - the editor wipes his feverish brow, 
straightens his ruffled tie, and hunches himself over his streamlined typewriter, 
determined to compose as sincere and cosmopolitan a conclusion as has ever 
been composed. 
He stares at the blank sheet of paper he has inserted in his typewriter and 
pauses to mentally re-live the maze of headaches and happy hours of the past 
40 odd weeks - the hot summer nights when he could get neither sleep nor 
an inspiration for a theme which would fit into his budget ... the influx of 
animated freshmen, eager to enlist their energies toward a bigger and better 
OLD GOLD . . . grueling hours copying and revising page layouts from other 
yearbooks ... verbal chastisement from the faculty adviser for exceeding 
editorial authority ... temporary indignation at campus in general for accept-
ance of malicious rumor that the Beauty Dance was "fixed" ... four day vaca-
tion from class to attend Press Convention in Detroit where he met some of the 
Southern belles he had read about ... bewilderment upon receipt of the Fall 
and Winter term grades and rationalizing and concluding that an editor is a 
victim of circumstance ... his gratification and indebtedness to the individuals 
and organizations whose workmanship and counsel so greatly minimized his 
duties - Mr. Holmes, faculty adviser; Waterloo Engraving Co. and president, 
Mr. Gwynne Weston; Stewart-Simmons Printing Co., Waterloo, Iowa, and Sales-
man C. A. Sullivan; Mr. and Mrs. Harry Hollett of Holletts Photos, Waterloo, 
Iowa; Mr. Robert Brown, Beauty Judge, and his charming wife; Mr. Vic Fedder-
sen of Charter Oak, Iowa for his campus views; and the twenty-nine persons 
who compose the ever-faithful and tolerant 1941 OLD GOLD staff ... 
Typewriters continue to click, flash-bulbs continue to flash, and the staff 
continues to chatter, but the editor is oblivious to it all; he leans over his type-
writer and begins to peck out the finis to his brain child, convinced that his 
has been an enviable experience. 
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Faculty and Administration Directory 
A 
Abbott, Dr. Roy L., 56 
Professor of Biology 
Adney, Verna J 
Instructor in Teaching 
Aitchison, Alison E., 56 
Professor of Geography 
Anderson, Lucile E., 
Instructor in Teaching 
Anderson, Mary C., 56 
Assistant Professor of Teaching 
Arey, Amy F., 56 
Associate Professor of Education 
B 
Bailey, C. H., 56 
Professor of Industrial Arts and Head of the 
Department of Arts 
Bakken, Alice, 
Instructor in Teaching 
Barker, Olive, 56 
Instructor in Voice 
Barnes, Mary 
Circulation Librarian 
Baum, Russell, 56 
Instructor in Piano 
Beard, Dr. M. R., 56 
Associate Professor of History 
Begeman, Dr. Louis 
Professor of Physics, Emeritus 
Bender, Dr. Paul F., 56 
Assistant Professor of Physical Education for Men 
Boardman, Benjamin, 20, 21, 189 
Business Manager and Secretary and Treasurer 
Bock, Emil, 56, 223 
Instructor in Violin 
Bock, Mrs . Madge, 44 
Director of George T. Baker Hall for Men 
Boehlje, Esther 
Instructor in Teaching 
Bowman, Beverly, 56 
Instructor in Commercial Education 
Brandt, Louis K. 
Instructor in Economics 
Brown, Dr. A. E., 56 
Professor of Education 
Brugger, M. Elisebeth, 56 
Instructor in Teaching and Director of the 
Nursery School 
Buffum, Dr. H. S., 56 
Professor of Education 
Buxbaum, Katherine, 56 
Assistant Professor of English 
C 
Cable, Dr. Emmett J., 57 
Professor of Earth Science and Hea d of the 
Department of Science 
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Caldwell, Mary P., 57 
Assistant Professor of Teaching 
Campbell, C. Evelyn 
Juvenile Librarian 
Campbell, Sadie B., 20, 21 
Dean of Women 
Charles, Dr. J. W., 57 
Professor of Education 
Cole, Agnes, 57 
Assistant Professor of Art 
Cole, E. E., 20, 21 
Superintendent of Buildings and Grounds 
Condit, Ira S., 5 7 
Professor of Mathematics, Emeritus 
Conlon, Corley, 57 
Instructor in Art 
Cram, Fred D. 
Associate Pscfessor of Education 
Cory, Charles S. 
Registrar and Examiner, Emeritus 
Crowder, Louis, 57 
Assistant Professor of Piano 
Cummins, Harry C., 57 
Associate Professor of Commercial Education, 
Emeritus 
Currie, Jane, 34 
Fountain Room Manager 
D 
Delaney, Verner 
Instructor in Music Education 
Denny, Dr. E. C., 57 
Professor of Education and Head of the 
Department of Education 
DePree, Mrs. Mae, 47 
Director of Homer H. Seerley Hall for Men 
Dickinson, Arthur, 57 
Assistant Professor of Physical Education for Men 
Dieterich, Mary 
Assistant Cataloguer 
Dietrich, John F., 57 
Instructor in Art 
Divelbess, Margaret, 57 
Assistant Professor of Teaching 
Douglas, Dr. L. V., 57 
Associate Professor of Commercial Educa tion and 
Head of Department of Commercial Education 
Duncan, Anne Stuart, 33 
Head Librarian 
Durfee, Dr. Max L., 31, 57 
Director of Health 
Edwards, Rowena 
Head Cataloguer 
Ehresman, Irene 
E 
Librarian in Charge of Periodicals and 
Extension Service 
Erbe, Dr. Carl H., 57 
Professor of Government 
F 
Fagan, W . B., 58 
Professor ol English 
Fahrney, Dr. Ralph R., 58 
Associate Professor of History 
Ferguson, Jessie L. 
Librarian, Emeritus 
Fitzimons, Ethel M. 
Instructor in Teaching 
Fletcher, Merna I. 
Instructor in Teaching 
Fuller, A. C., 26 
Director ol Bureau ol Alumni Service 
and Public School Relations 
Fuller, F. E. 
Assistant Professor of Natural Science 
Fullerton, C. A. 
Professor of Music, Emeritus 
G 
Gafhn, Myrtle, 58 
Instructor in Commercial Education 
Getchell, Dr. Robert W., 58, 228 
Professor ol Chemistry 
Goetch, Dr. E.W., 32 
Director ol Placement Bureau 
Graham, Zelwyn 
Instructor in Teaching 
Grant, Dr. Martin L., 58 
Assistant Profesor of Biology 
Gross, Mabelle M. 
Assistant Professor of Teaching 
Gullickson, Agnes 
Instructor in Teaching 
H 
Haight, Mary E., 40 
Director ol Lawther Hall 
Hake, Herbert V., 58 
Assistant Professor of Speech 
Halvorson, Dr. Nelius 0 ., 58 
Associate Professor ol English 
Hanson, Rose L., 58 
Assistant Professor ol Teaching 
Hart, Irving H., 30 
Director ol Bureau ol Extension Service 
Hoys, W. E., 58 
Assistant Professor ol Voice 
Henrikson, Dr. E. H., 58 
Associate Professor ol Speech 
Hersey, S. F., 58 
Associate Professor ol Physics, Emeritus 
Hill, Frank W ., 58 
Instructor in Violin, Viola and Theory 
Hjelle, Marie 
Instructor in Teaching 
Holmes, George, 27, 58, 183 
Director ol Bureau ol Publications 
Holst, Harold, 58 
Assistant Professor ol Voice 
Horns, John W., 58 
Instructor in Art 
Humiston, Dr. Dorothy, 59 
Assistant Professor ol Physical Education for Women 
Hunter, Mary B., 59 
Associate Professor ol Economics 
Hyde, Marguerite, R. 
Instructor in Teaching 
J 
Jackson, C. L., 59 
Associate Professor of Teaching and Principal ol 
College High School 
Kadesch, Dr. W . H., 59 
Professor ol Physics 
Kearney, Dora E., 59 
K 
Assistant Professor ol Teaching 
Knoll, Dr. Gerald E., 28, 59, 91 
Director ol Bureau ol Religious Activities 
Koehring, Dr. Dorothy M., 59 
Assistant Professor ol Teaching 
Kurtz, Edward, 59, 223 
Professor ol Violin and Composition and Head of 
Department ol Music 
L 
Lantz, C. W ., 59 
Professor ol Biology 
Lambert, Lillian, 59 
Professor ol English, Emeritus 
Lambertson, Dr. F. W ., 59, 220 
Professor ol Speech 
Larson, Dr. Selmer C., 20, 21 
Registrar 
Lillehei, Dr. I. L., 59 
Professor ol French and Spanish and Head ol 
Department ol Languages 
Lynch, S. A ., 59 
Professor ol English, Emeritus 
M 
Mantor, Edna, 59 
Instructor in Teaching 
Martin, Eleanor, 59 
Instructor in Teaching 
McClelland, Agnes, 60 
Instructor in Home Economics 
McClelland, Marybelle 
Reference Librarian 
McCollough, John, 60 
Instructor in Indushial Arts 
McCusky, David H., 60 
Instructor in Physical Education !or Men 
Mead, Dr. F. N. 
Health Director, Emeritus 
Mendenhall, L. L., 60 
Professor ol Physical Education for Men and Head 
ol Department ol Physical Education !or Men 
Merchant, Dr. Frank I., 60 
Professor ol Latin and Greek, Emeritus 
Messing, Margaret L. 
Instructor in Teaching 
Michel, Dorothy, 60 
Instructor in Physical Education !or Women 
Michaelson, Ruth J. 
Instructor in Teaching 
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Miller, Edna 0., 60, 230 
Assistant Profesor of Latin 
Mooers, Ruth, 60 
Instructor m Teaching 
Moore, Maude E., 60 
Instructor in Physical Education for Women 
Morton, Mary, 42 
Director ot Bartlett Hall 
Mullins, Evelyn 
Assistant Circulation Librarian 
N 
Neff, Edith 
Assistant Cataloguer 
Nelson, Dr. M. J., 20, 21 
Dean of the Faculty 
Nordly, Oliver M., 60 
Instructor in Physical Education for Men 
Nyholm, Elizabeth, 60 
Instructor in Home Economics 
0 
Osbor:1, Dr. Richard C. 
Instructor in Economics 
Opfer, Emma 
Instructor in Teaching 
p 
Paine, Dr. Olive, 60 
Assistant Professor of Teaching 
Palmer, Harold G. 
Assistant Professor of Industrial Arts 
Patt, Bertha L., 60 
Professor of Art, Emeritus 
Paul, Dr. J. B., 29 
Director of Bureau of Research 
Peterson, Marna, 60 
Associate Professor of Teaching 
Plaehn, Dr. Erma B., 60 
Instructor in Teaching 
Pollock, Annabelle, 61 
Assistant Professor of Teaching 
Price, Malcom, 18 
President of College 
R 
Rail, E. Grace, 61 
Associate Professor of Teaching 
Rath, Dr. H. Earl, 61, 183 
Professor of Health Education 
Read, 0. B. 
Professor of Chemistry 
Reed, Leslie I., 20, 21 
Dean of Men 
Reninger, Dr. H. Willard, 61 
Assistant Professor of English and Head of 
Department of English 
Rice, M. Mildred 
Instructor in Teaching 
Riebe, Dr. H. A., 61 
Professor of Education 
Ritter, Elmer L. 
Professor of Education 
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Robinson, Dr. E. Arthur, 61 
Instructor in English 
Robinson, Dr. George C., 61 
Professor of Government 
Rohlf, Ida C., 61 
Assistant Professor of English 
Ruegnitz, Rose Lena, 61 
Assistant Professor of Piano 
Ruppel, Mae E., 61 
Instructor in Teaching 
Russell, Myron E., 61, 222 
Assistant Professor of Wood-wind lnshuments 
s 
Sage, Dr. L. L., 61,238 
Associate Professor of Histo1y 
Samson, G. W., 61 
Instructor in Organ and Piano 
Schaefer, Dr. Josef, 61 
Associate Professor of German 
Schneider, Marjorie, 34 
Assistant Director of Foods 
Schneider, N. 0., 61, 230 
Assistant Professor of Teaching 
Schumann, Selma 
Instructor in Teaching 
Scott, Dr. Winfield, 62 
Professor of Agriculture 
!::earight, Roland, 62 
Assistant Professor of Violincello and Conducting 
Shaler, William M., 62, 228 
Instructor in Chemistry 
Short, Thelma, 62 
Instructor in Physical Education for Women 
Shepherd, Lou A. 
Associate Professor of Primary Education 
Skar, Dr. R. 0., 62 
Associate Professor of Commercial Education 
Slacks, John R., 62 
Associate Professor of Rural Education 
Smiley, Mary, 34 
Director of Feeds 
Smith, Ernestine L., 62 
Instructor in Teaching 
Smith, May, 62 
Associate Professor of Education 
Sorenson, Anna M., 62 
Associate Professor of English 
Spooner, Catherine, 34 
Social Director of The Commons 
Storbeck, Clyde L., 62 
Instructor in Physical Education for Men 
Starr, Minnie, 62 
Assistant Professor of Teaching 
Stone, Myrtle, 62 
Assistant Professor of Teaching 
Strayer, Hazel B., 62 
Associate Professor of Speech 
Struble, Dr. Marguirette, 62 
Assistant Professor of Teaching 
Sutherland, Elizabeth, 62 
Associate Profesor of Home Economics and Head 
of Department of Home Economics 
T 
Terry, Selina, 63, 183 
Professor of English 
Thomes, Isabel, 63 
Associate Professor of Spanish and French 
Thompson, Dr. M. R., 63, 238 
Professor of Economics and Head of the 
Department of Social Science 
Thoroman, Dr. Margaret, 42 
Health Dire,ctor 
Trimble, H. C., 63 
Instructor in Mathematics 
Todd, C. A., 63 
Associate Professor of Education 
Turner, Eulalie 
Assistant Professor of Teaching 
u 
Uttley, Dr. Marguerite, 63 
Associate Professor of Geography 
V 
Van Engen, Dr. Henry, 63, 238 
Assistant Professor of Mathematics and Head of 
the Department of Mathematics 
Van Ness, Grace, 63 
Assistant Professor of Physical Education 
for Women 
w 
Walters, G. W., 63 
Professor of Education, Emeritus 
Watson, E. E., 63 
Professor of Mathematics 
Wellborn, Dr. Fred W., 63 
Associate Professor of History 
Wessels, 0. Richard, 63 
Instructor m Commercial Education 
Wester, Charles W. 
Professor of Mathematics 
Wilcox, Dr. M. J., 63 
Associate Professor of Education 
Wild, Dr. Monica, 63 
Professor of Physical Education for Women and Head 
of the Department of Physical Education for Women 
Wilkens, Annette, 63 
Instructor in Voice 
Wilmarth, Alta L. 
Assistant Professor of Teaching 
Wirth, Carl A., 63 
Instructor in Brass Instruments and Theory 
White, Doris E., 63 
Associate Professor of Physical Education for Women 
Whlliord, Lawrence, 63 
Instructor in Physical Education for Men 
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A 
Abele, Richard W.- Waterloo, 24, 68, 154, 158, 224, 238 
Abels, Barbara Ellen- Manson, 89 
Abramowitz, Jack- Brooklin, N. Y. 
Adams, Ferro! Patricia- Missouri Valley, 94, 170, 223 
Adams, June Rose- Des Moines, 163 
Adams, Junne-Missouri Valley 
Adams, Mary Helen- Missouri Valley, 90 
Adkins, Paul M.- Fernald, 230 
Ahrens, Norma ).- Jewell 
Albert, Jean Shirley- Arlington, Va. 
Albright, Merritt Wayne-Waterloo, 222, 228, 230 
Aldred, Arline Adair- Sutherland, 222 
Aldrich, Mary Eva- Garwin, 106 
Alessio, Victoria Sue----Oelwein 
Alexander, Robert James- Waterloo 
Allen, Arthur Henry- Waterloo 
Allen, Faye M.- Stanhope, 231 
Allen, Kathryn Louise-Glidden 
Allen, Richard H.- Dumont, 156 
Allison, Doris A.--Osage, 91, 223 
Amidon, Georgiana- Toledo 
Andersen, Arleen Marjorie-Dike, 166, 235 
Andersen, Ila Loraine-Dike, 77, 169, 223, 224 
Andersen, Maurine Marjorie-Merner, 91, 238 
Anderson, Adelaide Theressa- Harmony, Minn. , 71 , 94, 
238 
Anderson, Audrimae Naomi- Cedar Falls 
Anderson, Dorothy Jean-Sioux Rapids, 90, 233 ~ 
Anderson, Eunice Rocelia- Mason City, 78, 90, IOo 
Andersen, Genevieve Marie-Hawarden, 106, 236 
Anderson, James- Waterloo 
Anderson, Lynn Marian-Waterloo, 72, 222, 223, 237, 238 
Anderson, M. Virginia-Cedar Falls 
Anderson, Marion Jane-Newell, 106, 229, 236 
Anderson, Marjorie Lillian- Stanhope, 235, 252 
Anderson, Maxine Elizabeth- Dumont 
Anderson, Merle Wilbur- Rip!Jey 
Anderson, Robert Faner- Cedar Falls 
Anderson, Roger Charles- Arthur 
Anderson, Victoria Anna Ruby- Mt. Pleasant 
Andres, Betty Marie-Waterloo 
Andrews, Darlene Leota- Melbzourne 
Annis, Norris Sam-Waterloo 
Applebaum, Flora Janet-Huntington, L. I., N. Y. 
Archambault, Eldon Doane-Hampton 
Arends Grace Lucille-Sanborn, 224 
Arends: Robert Lowell- Alexander, 75, 88, 94, 230, 238 
Argot3inger, Victor Eugene-Harlan 
Armstrong, Marjorie June-Webster, 94, 162 
Armstrong, Maxine-Waterloo 
Armstrong, Mildred Gloria~arrison, 252 
Arnold, Helen Ilene-Keota 
Arnold, Robert Carter- Cedar Falls 
Arthur, Ralph- Waterloo 
Aschenbrenner, Ralph- Dysart, 72, 74, 156, 238 
Ashlock, Arlene-Center Point 
Augustine, Kathryne Selma- Des Moines, 106 
Ault, G . Mervin- Waterloo 
Austin, Betty Mary-Elizabeth- Clarion 
Avelchas, Nick William- Waterloo, 160 
Azeltine, Emma June-- - Latimer, 252 
B 
Baber, Charlene E.- Stockton, Ill., 155, 168, 234 
Bachman, Dorothy Louise-Clarence 
Back, Marilyn Mae-Ventura 
Baden, Mary Thayer-Guthrie Center, 106, 167, 235 
Baedke, Erma Ann- Fort Dodge, 229 
Bahl, Norbert Francis- Jesup 
Baker, Melvin- Mason City, 222 
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Bakewell, William Ernest- Cedar Falls 
Bakke, Joyce- Decorah, 94, 231 
Balensiefer, Don- Waterloo 
Ball, Barbara Jean Stuart, 78, 222, 236, 237 
Ballantyne, Charles- Des Moines 
Ballantyne, Selby- Des Moines 
Ballard, Greta Neola- North English 
Ballard, Phyllis Lanore-Pishgah, 106 
Bancroft, Betty Fauntelle-Cedar Falls 
Bandeld, Dick John Waterloo 
Barker, Leone Marie-Little Cedar, 91, 222, 235 
Barnes, John Henry Waterloo 
Barnes, Mary Ella-Gilman, 252 
Barnhart, Don G.- Dixon, Ill., 159 
Baro, Hattie Johanna Dumont 
Barratt, Phyllis June-Irwin 
Barrigar, John Alva-Cedar Falls 
Barrigar, Lois Arlyne-Cedar Falls, 223 
Barringer, M. Jean- Emmetsburg 
Barrow, R. Helen- Elkhart 
Barry, David George-Belmind, 90 159 
Barry, Eleanor Celeste-Belmond, 77, 236 
Bartholomew, Dorothy- Dunkerton 
Bartholow, John Alpheus- Yale 
Bassel, Eldon R.- Waterloo 
Bast, Henry William-Cedar Falls 
Bates, Georgia Dawn- Glidden 
Baty, Margaret Calvin- Walker 
Baughman, Avonelle-Cedar Falls, 78, 170 
Baum, Mrs. Lyle Lillian- Cedar Falls 
Baumgartner, Race! Lois-Cedar Falls, 72, 238 
Baxter, Doris Marie- Clearfield, 106 
Baxter, Lucile Marie-Sac City, 78, 106, 229, 233 
Bayevsky, Jesse-New York City, N. Y., 130, 135, 1~8 
Beard, Barbara Elizabeth- Decorah 
Beatty, Kenneth K.- Edgewood 
Bechler, John Edward- Independence, 89, 94, 237 
Becker, Charlotte Louise-Waverly 
Becker, Jone Jeanette-Worthington, 234 
Beckman, Eleanor Marie-Cedar Falls 
Beckman, Lorraine Inez- Waterloo, 171 
Beebe, Marion Mae-Waterloo 
Beem, Shirley Zell Fort Dodge 
Bell, Everette Lyle-Williams 
Bell, June E.- Galt 
Bellinger, Dale Adelbert- Waterloo 
Bellock, Cyril Thomas- River Forest, 130 
Bemis, Marion Louise-Ankeny 
Benjamin, Wendell Phillips- Waterloo 
Bennedsen, Eva Elsie-Kimballton 
Bennett, Charles D.- Rockwell City, 88, 156 
Bennett, Charlotte V.- Rockwell City, 231 
Benson, Edith Mary- Sutherland, 106, 237 
Bentley, Margie Ione-Sac City 
Benton, Cleo Jane-Cedar Falls 
Benton, Jess Leo, Jr.- Oto 
Bentz, Eunice Lorraine-Waterloo 
Berg, Jack-Cedar Falls, 156 
Bert, John Richard- Cedar Falls 
Bergum, Shirley Nathlie-Cedar Falls, 25, 163 
Berntsen, William Bernard- Chicago, Ill. 
Berntson, Ardyth Thelma- Paullina 
Berry, Raymond Lewis- Vinton 
Berryman, Marion Combs- Waterloo 
Betz, Erhardt Robert- Hermann, Mo. 
Betz, Fern E.- Maynard, 90, 163, 236, 237, 239 
Bidne, Howard O.-Cedar Falls, 222, 223 
Bidne, Iver Leanard Cedar Falls, 237 
Bigler, Robert Frances- Cedar Falls 
Binns, Lois Eris- Perry 
Birdsall, Mrs. Roger P.- Waterloo 
Birks, Donna Evaline-Logan, 223, 252 
Bisbee, Gerald- Waterloo 
Bishop, Maxson D.-Cedar Falls, 94, 158 
Bishop, Wanda Elaine-Mason City, 94, 223 
Bjornstad, Larry Alvin- Red Wing, Minn., 139, 159 
Black, Evelyn Louise-Algona, 77, 94 
Black, Mrs. Nell Woods-Cedar Falls 
Blackledge, Norma Augusta- Waterloo, 172 
Blesie, Dorothy Evelyn- Renwick 
Blesie, Laurence L.- Renwick, 157 
Bliss, Florence-Corning, 94, 172 
Bloomer, Richard Franklin- New Boston, Ill., 159 
Blough, Bettie-Waterloo, 94, 162 
Blumgren, Katherine H.- Odebolt, 235, 252 
Blunt, Faith Allene-Charles City, 25, 155, 163 
Bock, Daniel Raymond- Chicago, Ill ., 142 
Bockelmann, Albin Paul-Charter Oak 
Bodwell, Nancy Mary- Waterloo 
Boeke, Gertrude Frederick- Hubbard 
Boevers, Charles E.- West Bend 
Bogen, Max Martin- Stone Ridge, Mo. 
Bogh, Gwendolin Mae-Le Mars, 94, 229, 237 
Bohstedt, Adelaide A.- Victor, 91 
Boice, Jerry Linden- Waterloo 
Boland, James Art-Oak Park, Ill., 94, 130, 135, 159 
Bollhoefer, Laura Ruth- Haverhill, 252 
Bollhoefer, Norma Adeline- Haverhill, 31, 72, 94 
Boltz, Sylvia M.- Lansing, 72, 231, 236 
Bonaventure, Dolly L.- Marshalltown 
Bonesteel, Ila Rosina- Waterloo 
Boose, Arthur John- Rockwell City, 230 
Booth, Sara R.- Perry, 252 
Borchardt, Jayne Adele-Atlantic, 78, 106, 163 
Borchert, Bruce Wayne- Tripoli 
Borwick, Arthur- Roland, 94, 135, 142, 160 
Bothe, Betty J.-Council Bluffs, 222 
Bothe!, Marjorie Mae-Monona, 78, 88, 237 
Bottom, John Allen- Rowan, 159 
Bottom, Mary Ellen- Rowan, 91, 94. 
Bourquin, Beatrice Hannah--Geneva, 168, 228, 239 
Bowen, Keith Edward-Casey, 135, 140, 154, 159 
Bowen, Richard William-Cedar Falls, 24, 156 
Bowen, Robert Wayne-Maxwell, 159 
Bower, Augusta Jane-Coon Rapids, 106, 235 
Bowers, Carol Ellen- Newton 
Bowersox, Irma Bernice-Waterloo 
Bowersox, William Vernon- Waterloo, 230 
Boyack, Vivian Eileen- Afton, 169 
Boyd, Francis Virgil- Livermore, 90 
Boysen, Marie Elizabeth- Morning Sun 
Bradbury, June Marie-Calmar 
Bradford, Russell Logon- Mitchell, Neb., 130, 159 
Bragonier, Frances Margot- Cedar Falls, 166, 238 
Brainard, Esther Elaine-Anamosa 
Braland, Berniece M.- Armstrong, 106 
Brand, Muriel Jean- New Hampton, 106, 171 
Brandes, Ruth- Waterloo 
Brandsmeier, Elvina Lucille-Waukon, 234 
Brasted, Arvilla Morrison-Conrad 
Bratland, Gladys Wilma- Bode, 106, 236 
Bredow, Vernon Max- Waterloo, 94, 145, 158 
Breidenbach, Victor- Waterloo 
Brenton, John A.-Clarion, 223 
Brevick, Arthur-Chicago, Ill 
Brickley, Mary Genevieve-Winthrop, 172 
Briden, Don-Cedar Falls 
Briggs, Margaret Jane-Lamoni, 94, 234, 235 
Brindley, Robert William-Cedar Falls, 154, 157 
Brinker, Keith Clark- Waterloc 
Brinks, Adeline Ann-Orange City 
Bro, Harold Edwin- Kimballton, 90 
Bro, Howard Marius- Kimballton, 90, 94 
Bro, Manville-Kimballton, 90, 224 
Brobeil, Dorothy Mae-Sac City, 106, 229, 233, 235 
Broer, Mirian- New Providence 
Brooks, Bette Onnis- Milford, 106 
Brown, Harold Wright- Waterloo 
Brown, Helen Irene-Turkey River, 106, 229, 236 
Brown, Joydeane-Orient 
Brown, Lucy Jane-Paullina 
Brown, Mari Maxine-Cedar Falls, 106 
Brown, Rita Elizabeth-Turkey River, 171,222 
Brown, Robert Lowell-Cedar Falls, 88, 94, 135, 145, 157 
Brucklacher, Gertrude Margery Marshalltown, 90, 106, 
236 
Bruns, Hilda Margaret--George, 222 
Bronscheon, Ralph Henry-Waterloo, 158 
Buchanan, Thomas Frank - Waterloo 
Buck, Bernice Betty- Melbourne, 172 
Buckingham, Frances Jane-Alta, 106, 171, 236 
Buckles, Gene E.- Waterloo 
Budlong, Alice-Titonka 
Budlong, Dorothy- Titonka, 108 
Bu9hler, Ruth Elaine-Red Oak, 88, 94, 234 
Bundy, Eugene Allan-Cedar Falls 
Bunte, Harvey Ernest- Hubbard 
Burckhard, Wendlen Paul- Grand Forks, N. D., 130, 159 
Burger, Alice Mary-Cedar Falls 
Burington, Vida Blanche-Arlington, 108 
Burke, William Franklin- Waterloo 
Burley, Betty Lorain-Tama, 96, 239 
Burns, Richard Webster-Cedar Falls, 24 
Burow, Burtis Louis- Battle Creek, 96, 223 
Burr, Pauline Mabel- Walker 
Burrow, Maxine Amy- Fredericksburg, 235 
Bush, John- Postville, 96, 222 
Biss, H. E.- Hudson 
Butler, Alice Luella- Melbourne 
Byrnes, Dorothy Marie- Riceville, 90 
C 
Cairy, Mildred Rae-Eagle Grove, 237 
Calhan, Frances Ellen- Estherville, 90, 252 
Calkin&, Henrietta Elizabeth- Sheridan, Wyoming 
Calkins, Russel Crosby-Cedar Falls 
Campbell, Janice Elizabeth- State Center 
Campbell, Orlene Bernice-Waterloo, 162 
Canny, Robert E.- Burlington, 130, 159 
Capellan, Ardelle Mae-Dows, I 08, 171, 236 
Capp, Madelon Irene-Perry, 108 
Carey, Dean Ronald- Ames, 156 
Carey, Richard E.- Waterloo 
Carl, Loring M.- Waterloo, 156 
Carlson, Rachel E.--Camanche 
Carlson, Seth Wright- Coon Rapids 
Carmichael, Carl Dension- Pueblo, Colo, 160, 224 
Carney, Harry- New Hampton, 96, 156 
Carpenter, Loren Lloyd- Waverly 
Carrothers, Ina Arnette-Masonvill 
Carson, Donald Everette-New Hartford 
Carstens, William Frederick-Quimby 
Carter, Elizabeth Jean- Mason City 
Carter, Harry Milford- West Union, 222, 223 
Case, Mary Elizabeth- Milford, 231 
Casey, Dennis Michael-Cedar Falls 
Challgren, Mildred Elizabeth- Harcourt, 78, 108, 236 
Chalupsky, Lillian Mary- Tama 
Chamberlain, Eileen Marjorie-Luana 
Chambers, Donald E.--Anderson, 140 
Chaney, Eleanor Edith-Cedar Falls, 108 
Chantland, Ruth M.- Bode, 108, 236 
Chaplin, Lois Irene-Iowa Falls, 88, 179, 237 
Chapman, Violet H.- Sigoumey 
Charles, Don Claude-Dayton, 96 
Chatfield, Audrey L.- Marengo 
Chatterton, Fred Harry-Cedar Falls 
Cheever, Helen Irene-Waterloo 
Chesley, William Kirchhof- Sutherland, 31, 96, 230, 238 
Christensen, Jean Marjorie-Cedar Falls 
Christensen, Juanita Caroline-West Liberty 
Christiansen, Russell Martin-Cedar Falls 
Christianson, Inez Jeannette-Osage, 252 
Christianson, James Woodrow Harlan, 159 
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Christopherson, Jeanne Elizabeth- Lake Park, 89, 222, 252 
Church, Kenneth Ray- Muscatine 
Cisna, Laura Mae-Walker 
Clark, Bill M. Waterloo 
Clark, Dorothy Eleanor- Waterloo, 78, 169 
Clark, Erma M.- Wayland, 108, 236 
Clark, Fred George-Waterloo, 160 
Clark, John Cole-Waterloo, 96, 135, 145, 160 
Clark, LeOna Mildred- Alta, 96, 167 
Clark, Naomi Jean- Ogden, 252 
Clark, Verna Marie-Dundee, 222, 223 
Claude, Mildred- Woolstock 
Clay, Virginia- Cedar Falls 
Clayton, Jeanne Louise-Algona 
Clayton, Ted- Corydon 
Clemens, Gertrude Louise-Waterloo 
Cleveland, Shirley Louise-Cedar Falls, 78, I 55, 168, 230 
Clevenger, Charles Lamont, 159 
Clifton, John Henry Earlville 
Close, Bill- Waterloo, 24, 96, 135, 139, 158 
Clubine, Eldora- Independence 
Cobb, Dorothy Frances Sutherland, 252 
Cobbs, John, 228 
Coburn, Mary Mabel- Marcus, 235, 252 
Coffman, Lois Irene-Hawarden, I 08 
Cole, Francis John- Cedar Falls 
Cole, Ruby Alice-Cedar Falls, 165, 233 
Cole, Wayne Stanley- Slater 
Collender, Oliver Dewey- Waterloo 
Collinson, Charlotte Roena-Tama, 88, 108, 235 
Colson, Elsie Lo1ine-Waterloo 
Colville, John- Cedar Falls, 23, 75, 96, 156, 238 
Colville, Willis Beecher- Cedar Falls, 156 
Co2;\oy, Kathleen Vaneeta- Strawberry Point, 90, ]63, 
Cone, Ned Scott, Jr.- Waterloo 
Connell, Jane Florence-Cedar Falls 
Connell, Mary Margaret- Cedar Falls 
Connole, Jo Anne-Onawa, 252 
Conradi, Rosella Mae-Dike, 166 
Conry, LeRoy Louis- Waterloo 
Convy, James W.- Laurens 
Coobs, John H.- McGregor, 224 
Cook, William A.- Waterloo 
Coon, Helen Laurene-Morning Sun 
Cooper, Jean Elisabeth- Cedar Falls 
Cooper, Vivian- Melbourne, 79, 96, 165, 223 
Corning, Robert Nathan- Cedar Falls 
Cosand, Dale Wayne-Winterset, 76, 223, 224, 230 
Coulson, Charlette Lewise-Lake Preston, S. Dak., 234 
Court, Loren Edward- Cedar Falls 
Cowles, Maxine Luella- Waterloo, 78, 169 
Cozard, Marilyn Jean- Waterloo, 169 
Crabill, Frances Darlene-Council Bluffs 
Cr::ibill, June Marie-Council Bluffs 
Cram, Elizabeth Jean- Cedar Falls 
Creel, Allan-Cherokee, 135 
Creelman, Helen Elizabeth- Mediapolis, 252 
Crees, Bonita Minnie-Atalissa, 223 
Creger, Fern- Lost Nation, 89, 108 
Crisman, Mary Jane-Cedar Falls 
Cross, Theodore Ryland- Cedar Falls, 89, 156, 236, 237 
Crowston, Josephine Arlene-Cedar Falls 
Cruikshank, Ruth Esther- Burt 
Culbertson, Alice Cornelia- Waterloo 
Crummer, Lois Aileen- Pocohantas, 169, 252 
Cummings, Iris Ione-Manson, 108, 166, 233 
Crummins, Mary Ellen- Kankakee, Ill. 
Cunningham, Dortha Lucile-Waterloo, 78, 108 
Cupp, Margaret Pamela- Fairfield, 68, 72, 96, 155, 166, 
231 
Curtis, Charlotte Jane-Cherokee 
Cutler, Kathleen Ruth- Little Sioux 
Cutshall, Robert Tanies-Waterloo 
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D 
Dahlgren, E. Lucille-Cherokee, 90, 234, 235 
Dailey, Max Eugene-Des Moines, 179 
Dale, Earleen Mercie Minneota, Minn. 
Damiani, Anthony Dominic Des Moines, 157 
Davenport, Jean Elisabeth Springville 
Davis, Dwight M.- Lynnville, 73, 88, 96, 238 
Davis, Helen Isabel- Manchester, 108, 223, 233 
Davis, Mary Louise-Burlington, 75, 96, 238 
Davis, Ruth Alice-Brewster, Minn. 
Davis, Virginialee-Waterloo, 170 
Davis, Wayne-Waterloo, 156 
Dawson, Margaret Louisa -Gilmore City 
Day, Ruth lone-Fort Dodge, 234 
Dean, Doris--Marshalltown, 238 
Deane, Dorothy Audell- Cresco, 166 
Dearborn, Norman Paul Rock Valley, 223, 224 
Deeny, Mabel Loretta- Waukon, 234 
Dehrkocp, Irene D. La Porte City, 108 
Delaplane, Lois Mason City 
Dempsey, Mary Lou- Oelwein 
Denny, John Blackburn Cedar Falls, 156 
Devlin, Joyce Alice-Emmetsburg, 91, 108 
DeVries, Bessie-Ackley 
DeVries, Lorraine Evalyn- Steamboat Rock 
Dewees, Richard William Waterloo, 157 
Dexter, Glenn William Waterloo 
Dick, Marian Fmrand- Spencer, S. Dak. 
Dickinson, Marian Phyllis Mason City 
Dickinson, Wanda June-Soldier, 78, 108, 155, 167, 233 
Dickson, Adrienne Elaine-Menlo, 167, 237 
Dickson, Harriett -Council Bluffs 
Diehl, Rachel Janet- Cherokee 
Diekmann, Marjorie Jean Waterloo 
Dierenlield, Richard Bruce-Waterloo 
Dirks, Norman Wilhelm Rockwell City, 233 
Dietz, Lois Grace-New Liberty 
Dilly, Donald Dale-Aplington, 77, 96, 135, 236, 237 
Dilly, Kenneth Galen Aplington 
Dirks, Bette Phyllis Decorah 
Dirks, Marian Wilma- Akron, 108, 166 
Dirks, Muriel Carlynn- Decorah, 166 
Dixon, Dorothy Elizabeth- Knoxville 
Dodson, Henry James- Marshalltown 
Doggett, Verla Ellen- Sigourney 
Dolan, Martin Thomas- Cedar Falls, 96, 228 
Domer, Edith Lucile-Springville 
Dominy, Raymond Lawrence-Estherville, 159 
Donald, Donna Maxine - Corydon, I 08, 233 
Donlea, Lillian Alice-Rowley, 108, 168, 233 
Donnelly, Eleanor- Kiron 
Doss, Keith Lowell- Arnolds Park 
Dotson, Harriet Maxine-Wapello, 252 
Dougan, John Edward- Iowa Falls 
Dougherty, LeRoy Henry- Davenport, 77 
Doughten, Peggy Joanne-Stratford 
Dove, Eleanor Beth- Janesville, 222, 252 
Downie, Janann- Decorah, 166 
Drake, Carroll Darlene-Exline 
Drake, Doris Morie-Waterloo 
Drake, Regina Mary- Cedar Rapids, 88, 108, 168, 234 
Drollinger, Ralph Leslie-Kalona, 222, 223 
DuBois, Mildred- Hedrick, 91 
Dunlap, Alene Elizabeth- Waterloo, 237 
Dunlap, Gertrude Evelyn- Corwith, 109, 167, 233, 252 
Dunlop, Barbara Beth- Jefferson 
Dunn, Rita Mae-Clemons 
Dusanek, Bessie-Wyoming, 96, 234 
Dutcher, Erma Belle-Dayton 
Duty, Ruth Elsie-Lansing, 89, 239 
Dycus, Catherine-Hammond, Ind., 165 
Dysart Mary Louise-Marshalltown 
E 
Eaker, Harriet Jean- Marshall, Minn., 162 
Ebel, August A. Waterloo, 238 
Ebel, Ethel- Waterloo 
Eberline, Ila Mae--George 
Ebers, Betty Louise--Des Moines, 234 
Eby, Blanche E.- Lawther Hall 
Eckhoff, Marjorie Jean- Steamboat Rock, 91 
Eddy, Leo Charles- Swaledale, 142 
Edgerton, Jeannette Claudia-Cedar Falls 
Edwards, Robert ).- Waterloo 
Eekhoff, Stella Maxine- Waterloo 
Eells, Don Rolland- Cedar Falls, 88, 96, 135, 145, 157 
Egorenkov, Eugene--Ozone Park, New York 
Eggland, Ida S.- Roland, 230, 236, 237, 238 
Eichmeier, Maxine--Waterloo 
Eikleberry, Velva Mae--Millord, 71, 97, 224 
Eickelberg, Bertha E.- Janesville 
Ekstam, John C.- Laurens, 157 
Ellefson, Verdun Edward Waterville, 90 
Ellerbrock, Doris Jean- Sheldon 
Elwick, Doris Arlene--Vinton 
Entz, Margaret Estelle--Waterloo 
Eppink, Anna Sioux Center, 89, 234 
Erickson, Burlette--Corwith, 109, 167 
Erickson, Ruth Elaine--Ogden, 252 
Esau, Robert Louis Burlington, 139 
Esbeck, Ramona Luella- Exira, 74, 90, 97, 234, 238 
Evans, Edith Elizabeth- Lime Springs 
Evans, Esther- Lime Springs, 224 
Evans, Miriam Elizabeth Newton 
Evans, Olena- Poplarville, 109 
Evers, Bethany Anne- Hanwood, 233 
Ewing, Norma Ayleen Buckingham, 97, 155 
F 
Fairbanks, William Steward Waterloo 
Fallon, Marguerite Marie--Waverly 
Faris, Josephine Helen- Cedar Falls, 72, 108, 170 
Farley, Mary- Indianola 
Farlow, Kay G.- Chicago, Ill., 163 
Farnsworth, lrvene--Primghar, 167, 179 
Farnum, Charlotte Jane--Waterloo, 172 
Farnum, Wesley Ray Waterloo 
Farr, Helen Lorraine--Maquoketa, 237 
Feldman, Ruth Cedar Falls, 78, 171 
Fenimore, Dorothy Mae- -Clio 
Fenimore, Hazel Vera -Clio 
Fergeman, Delores Lucile--Waterloo 
Ferguson, Charles E.- Lake View, 140 
Ferguson, Lois Ann Oskaloosa, 109, 236 
Fett, Arlene Lucille--Urbana 
Fields, Jim Samuel -Clarksville, 157 
Filer, William Glenn- Marshalltown, 223, 224 
Finch, Charles Atlee--Des Moines, 156 
Finkel, Caroline May- Paducah, Ky. 
Fiun, Howard- Belmond, 97, 130, 135 
Fisher, Frances Mae--Waterloo, 89 
Fisher, Fred G.- Waverly, 238 
Fisk, Denzel Wells Kent 
Fiann, Thelma Harriet- Virginia, Minn., 172, 237 
Fleming, Edna May- Garrison, 109, 236 
Fleming, Laura Matilda- Garrison, 109, 236 
Fleming, Rosemary -Cedar Falls, 71, 77, 238 
Flemmig, Mary Lois Renwick, 239 
Flickinger, Betty Anne--Aurora 
Flint, Ruby Alice--Ree Heights, S. Dok. 
Flynn, John Bernard Waterloo 
Fockler, Irene Elizabeth- Syracuse, N. Y., 23, 163 
Ford, Helen Lucille--Storm Lake, 97, 223 
Foss, Gerald- Wilmot, S. Dok. 
Foster, George Clark- Waterloo, 158 
Foster, Robert Richard Waterloo 
Fowler, Emerson Ward- Waterloo 
Fox, Betty Jane Jesup 
Fox, Jim- Waterloo 
Foxworthy, Esther Grace· Woodward 
Fraenzl, Darlene Lorraine· Waterloo 
Frahm, Mary Ann- Kiron 
Francis, Betty Ann-Osage 
Frank, Richard C. Waterloo 
Franzenburg, Ruth Anna Keystone, I 09, 233 
Freeman, Bonnilee--Clarence, 235 
Freese, Ida Mae- Dumont, 222, 235 
Freet, Dor.aid C.- Toledo 
French, Marguerite--Prairie City 
Fry, Les James- Fairbank, 24, 97, 156 
Frye, Archie William- Melcher 
Frye, Beatrice Adele--lndependence, 235 
Frye, Dorothy Adele--Davenport, 229 
Fuglsang, Fern Louise--Atlantic, 109 
Fuller, Almina Kathleen Morning Sun, 97, 239 
Fullerton, Craig Kerr-Cedar Falls, 97, 108 
Furlin, Mary Ann- Centerville 
Furnas, Annetta Louellen Letts 
G 
Gaedke, Evalyn L. Manson 
Galloway, John Franklin- Cedar Falls 
Gappa, Kathleen Mae--Waterloo 
Garber, Helen lmogene--Graettenger, 109, 167 
Garlick, Betty Marie--Fort Dodge, 89, 97, 234 
Garmire, Sadymarie--Gray, 97, 163 
Gauger, John Henry- Charles City, 88, 91 
Gebert, Jean Frances Boone 
Geick, Jack Delano-Pomeroy 
Gemmell, Helen Niblo-Waterloo 
Genovese, Franic Wm.-Chicago, Ill. 
Gerberding, Arline Bernice--Waverly 
Gerdes, Glenn Richard Monticello, 235 
Gibbs, Roland Jerome--Waterloo 
Gibson, Bette--Waterloo, 165 
Gibson, Florence Lillian Jesup 
Gidley, Dale Russell Newton 
Giefer, Maxine Deone--Jewell, 252 
Gifford, Wayne Emerson Waterloo, 77 , 97 
Gilbert, Catherine Mary- Waterloo, 25, 97, 163, 239 
Gilbert, Charlene-Waterloo, 97, 163, 239 
Gilbert, Lois Charmain Lawler, 237 
Gilbert, Shirley Mae- Monona, 109, 166, 233 
Gillam, G . Eloise- Des Moines 
Gillham, Viola Almira Rockford, 97 
Girken, Eleanor Mary -Charles City 
Golinveaux, Fred Joseph· Waterloo 
Good, Doris Irene--New Hartford 
Goodell, Margaret Helen· Lake Park, 89, 235 
Goodeel. Mary Elizabeth- Vinton, 252 
Goodman, Michael New York, N. Y. 
Goodrich, Gladys Grace--Fort Dodge, 167, 234 
Goodwillie, Eugene Douglas Oak Park, Ill., 159 
Gordon, Ruth W. Lake City, 234 
Gore, Virginia Marie--Jefferson, 97, 108, 171 
Graber, Irene Marie -Cedar Falls, 72, 91. 97 
Grader, Jack J. Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Graham, Delpha Louise- Eldora 
Granger, Robert Lee-West Union, 222, 223 
Grant, Carrie Kathryn Madrid 
Grant, Harold Glenn- State Center, 156 
Gravesen, Gertrude Marion -Cedar Falls, 172, 235 
Gray, Clarice Pauline--West Branch, 252 
Gray, Robert Clinton Fairfield, 97 
Green, Don Austin- Burlington, 139, 142 
Greenberg, Murray- Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Greene, Loris Carol Columbus Junction, 223 
Greenstein, Sonia- Waterloo 
Griffith, Donald Rodney- West Chester, 130 
Griflorst, Norman Junior Kanawha 
Grinde, Myrtle 0. Virginia, Minn., 72, 90, 97, 162, 234 
Grinnell, Darrell Dean Dunkerton 
Grinnell, Marilyn Dunkerton 
Griswold, Josephine Ethel Tama 
Grobe, Raymond W. La Porte City, 88, 97, 224 
Groeneveld, Henrietta Nadine--Kellogg 
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Groff, Lloyd Edwin- Lake Park 
Gross, Frieda Clara-Muscatine 
Groth, Leola Frances-Olin 
Grover, Richard Conniff-Cedar Rapids 
Gullixson, Roger Anthony-Story City 
Guritz, Mary K.- Clermont 
Guth, Marry] Jean- Meservey 
Guthrie, Lois Ellen- Escondido, Calif. 
H 
Haahr, Kenneth D.- Cedar Falls, 157 
Haan, Ruth Arvada- Aplington, 91, 109 
Habhab, Mary- Fort Dodge, 168, 239 
Hackbarth, Kathryn Florence-Dows 
Hackbarth, Winston Philip-Hampton, 222 
Hackett, Donald Gordon- Waterloo 
Hackett, Mary Frances- Sioux City, 98, 171 
Hadenfeldt, Robert William- Marengo 
Hafke, Paul William- Farmersburg, 98, 142 
Hagan, Dorothy Lorraine-Shellsburg 
Hagarty, Mary Patricia- Greene 
Hagerstrom, Robert- Waterloo 
Hale, Ruth Leora- Whiting, 236 
Halfwassen, Lena- Chapin 
Halvorson, Alvira M.- Ledyard, 155, 168, 183, 239 
Hamblin, Vivian Irene-Manchester 
Hamilton, Frances M.- Derby 
Hamilton, Mrs. Marvel Bossman- Cedar Falls, 234, 237 
Hamilton, Robert- Greene, 98, 159, 237 
Hammaml, Mabel C.- Jud, N. Oak. 
Hammetter, Leota- Sumner, 230, 235 
Hanifan, Forrest- Swea City, 158 
Hanlon, Dorothy Jean- Waterloo 
Hannah, James Clayton- Hampton 
Hansen, Alta Berniece-Rowan, 252 
Hanson, Florine Esther- Gowrie 
Hanson, Maxine Carol- Belmond 
Hanson, Monefay Grace-Tingley 
Hanson, Norman A.- Cedar Falls 
Harbert, Jean Meredith- Ladora, 252 
Harbour, Elizabeth Emma- Rathbun 
Hardy, Leonard James-- Greene 
Harken, Elmer F.- Ackley, 237 
Harries, Kathryn Ann- Paullina 
Harris, George Taylor- Waterloo 
Harris, Robert Edward- Waverly, 157 
Harris, VaNita Mae-Earlville 
Harrold, Kathryn Maureen- Palmer 
Hartgrave, Marlys Irene-Geneva, 109, 236 
Hartman, Kenneth Forest- Waterloo 
Hartsock, Gerald Alva- Fort Dodge, 222 
Hartsock, Lester L.- Modale, 88 
Hasbrouck, Cecil Francis- Waterloo 
Hascall, Paul Irvin- Davis City 
Ha~s, Pearl Elaine-Walnut 
Hassman, Vernon- Parkersburg, 140 
Hathaway, Mary Ellen- Sioux City 
Hauan, Martin- Thompson 
Hauer, Lester S.- Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Haupt, Henry McCaleb--Reinbeck 
Hauser, Herbert Alan- Waterloo 
Hawk, Verla Arlene-Havelock 
Hayden, Mmjorie Elaine-Fort Dodge, 109, 167, 233 
Hazen, Rex Eugene-Washington 
Heaton, Erlynn Loraine-Watertown, S. Oak., 98, 224, 
236, 237 
Hecht, Evelyn Geraldine-Belle Plaine, 109, 233 
Hegland, Helen M.- Ames, 98, 234 
Heidebrink, Grace V.- Rushmore, Minn., 109, 236 
Heilmann, Harriett Mildred- New Hartford 
Heintz, George-Waterloo 
Heinz, Helen M.- Ackley 
Heiselman, Betty Jean- Cedar Falls 
Henderson, Esther Yvonne-Belknap 
Henke, Barbara Maye-Waterloo 
Henning, Earl Allred- Oelwein, 159 
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Henningsen, Doris Faye-Graettinger, 235, 252 
Hendrickson, Marjorie Katinka- Floyd, 88, 109 
Hendrickson, Tom- McGregor 
Hendrickson, Shirley Alzzada- Inwood, 170 
Henry, Donald R. Waterloo, 108, 156, I 79 
Henry, Mildred- Traer, 89 
Henry, Vivian Lunt- New Sharon, 109 
Herbrechtsmeier, Ernest Louis Hubbard, 139, i42, 159 
Herdman, Robert V.- Riceville, 98 
Herman, Kenneth Jay- Buckingham, 237 
Herman, Robert Dale-Fairbank, 68 
Hermann, George William- Waterloo, 24, 158 
Hermann, Leask Hewison- Waterloo 
Hermann, Myldred Jean- Stockton 
Herrman, Mary LaVonne--Manson, 109 
Hershire, Kent- Clinton, 98, 140 
Herwig, Mary Virginia- Wadena 
Herwig, Vivian Marie-Council Bluffs, 98, 167 
Herzberg, Dorothy Ann- Victor 
Herzberg, Ruth Louise-Waterloo, 109, 172, 236 
Hess, Pat- Charles City, 25, 169 
Hewlett, Evelyn M.- Rolfe 
Hicks, Hazel Elsie-Lohrville, 252 
Higgins, Betty Lou- Keswick, I 09 
Higgins, Harlan A.-Garrison 
High, Jean Louvee-Grundy Center 
Hightshoe, Clarence Cecil- North English, 224 
Holbert, Malinda Helen Delmar 
Hill, Florence Ruth- Maquoketa, 71, 98, 234 
Hill, Helen Louise-Shannon City, 168 
Hill, Janet Mary- Cherokee, 162 
Hill, Mary Caroline-Woodbine 
Hillerson, Mrs. Dorothy B.- Sioux Falls, S. Oak. 
Hills, Jean Carol Shell Rock 
Hillsten, Marjorie Alice-Swea City, 78, 109 
Hilton, Lewis Booth-Cedar Falls, 222, 223 
Hines, William Murphy Cedar Falls 
Hitch, William Benjamin Elgin, 76, 98, 222 
Hobbs, Doris Maxine-Forest City, 98, 234 
Hobbs, Marjorie Arlene-Forest City, 110, 236 
Hobson, Stephen Gilbert Logan, 76, 88, 98, 224 
Hoch, Herbert Arthur- Newell, 81, 98 
Heckert, Betty Lou Sutherland, I 71 
Hoeger, Dorothy Ann- Hawkeye, 252 
Hoepfer- 88 
Hofer, Marjory- Strawberry Point 
Holl, Nadine Louise-Belle Plaine, I JO 
Hollman, Connie A. Worthington, 78, 171, 231 
Hoffman, Twylah Jean Cedar Falls, I 79, 238, 239 
Holler, Elizabeth Jane-Nora Springs, 98, 222 
Holler, Frances Lucile-Nora Springs, 235 
Holdeman, Geraldyne Ruth Lone Tree, 252 
Haldiman, Ray Alton Waterloo 
Holley, Dave William Waterloo 
Holliday, McKay Gordon -Cedar Falls 
Holman, Betty Mae-Mason City, 98, 223 
Holmes, Katherine Elizabeth- Ames, 98, 169, 223 
Holroyd, Margaret Ann- Albion, 90 
Holst, Martin Thorvald- Cedar Falls, 179 
Holsteen, Richard Elliott- Burlington 
Honsbruch, Merlyn Henry- Aurelia, 140, 154 
Hook, Marion- Parkersburg, 165 
Hooven, Clint Allred- Marshalltown, 156 
Hoper, Marian Elizabeth- Hartley, 169, 235 
Hopkins, Kathleen- Aredale 
Hoppe, Kathryn Ann-Cedar Falls 
Horning, Kenneth Lavern- Gray 
Horsley, Vergene- Laurens, 233, 235 
Houck, Ann Louise-Plover, 88, 231 
Howletts, Marian Margaret-Council Bh,lls, 110 
Hubbard, Andrew Leo-Mason City, 159 
Huff, Dorothy Marie- Minburn 
Huff, Evelon Ruth- Minburn 
Huffman, Eleanor M.- Walnut 
Hughes, Margaret Ellen- Webster City 
Hughes, Paul Joseph- Cedar Falls 
Hull, K. Marcella- Weldon, 230 
Hull, Ruby May Dunlap, 25, 72, 73, 83, 98 
Hummel, Robert O.- Waterloo 
Hunt, Clarice Edna-Oelwein, 252 
Hunt, H. Hemenway- Marshalltown 
Hunt, Robert Price-Rapid City, S. Dok., 98, 135, 159 
Hunt, Robert R.- Marshalltown, 130, 139 
Hunter, Ramona Cleone-Sloan, 91, ll0, 233 
Hurley, Vincent Joseph- Sioux City 
Hushaw, Joyce Eleanor-Clear Lake 
Hutchcroft, Laura Jean- Mediapolis, 165, 233, 234, 236 
Hutchens, Warren Henry- New Providence, 77, 237 
Hynick, John Junior-Civin 
Ireland, Robert Lee-Oskaloosa, 159 
Irvine, Mabel Jean- Dysart 
Isaacson, Roger Green- Fort Dodge, 98, 135, 140, 160, 
235 
!sack, Irene Ruth- Sibley 
Iseminger, Ruth E.- Hudson, 236, 237 
J 
Jackson, Robert William Hampton 
Jackson, Wathena Margaret- Eldora 
Jacobia, Dorothe L.- Postville 
Jacobsen, Maxine June-Dike 
Jacobsen, Velma Leora Popejoy, 252 
Jacobson, Harriet Jean- Waterloo 
Jakeman, Evelyn Louise-Rockwell City, 166 
Jansa, Leona Tillie-Cedar Rapids 
Jansenius, Ethel May- Council Bluffs 
Jansonius, Joyce M.- Ackley, 110 
Janssen, Leonard Frederich- Pomeroy, 160 
Jarboe, Wava Viola- Fernald, 110 
Jarman, Dorothy Marine-Shenandoah 
Javis, Lela Adah- Danville 
Jaspers, Alvin Wilbur- Steamboat 
Jenkins, William Downs- Bound Brook, N. J., 160 
Jennerjohn, Elgene Thresea- Strawberry Point, 90 
Jennings, Nate-Maloy, 139, 159 
Jensen, Aldon Homan Massena 
Jensen, Anna Marie-Ames 
Jensen, Charles Wagner- Waterloo, 108, 222, 230 
Jensen, Delbert Wayne-Waterloo 
Jensen, Esther Rose Ann- Cedar Falls 
Jensen, Florence Elsie-Cedar Falls, 98, 223 
Jensen, Folmer E.- Atlantic 
Jensen, Mrs. M. Ann- Waterloo, 98, 223 
Jensen, Milo Nelson Waterloo, 131 
Jespersen, Glenn Edward-Cedar Falls 
Jochumsen, William Thomas- Cedar Falls, 222, 223 
Johannes, Mary Clare-Ashton, 170 
Johansen, Norma Bruhn Clinton 
Johnk, Dorothy Helen- Hancock, 252 
Johnson, Ardythe Gertrude-Atkins 
Johnson, Barbara Irene-Waterloo, 25, 108, 163 
Johnson, Blanche Irene-Northwood 
Johnson, Curtis Leland- Pomeroy 
Johnson, Delman-Cedar Falls 
Johnson, Dorothy Berniel- Marathon, 83, 182, 230 
Johnson, Eleanor Gayle-Carpenter 
Johnson, Gordon Lloyd- Garwin, 157 
Johnson, Irmagene-Allendorf 
Johnson, June Maxine-Story City, 78 
Johnson, Loy Crummer- Pocahontas, 88, 100, 238 
Johnson, Margaret May- Marshalltown, 78, 110 
Johnson, Marjorie Jane-Fenton, 110, 233 
Johnson, Mary Jane-Cedar Rapids 
Johnson, Nadine Louise-Grand Junction 
Johnson, Quentin Lee-Hillsboro, I 00, 159 
Johnson, Robert Ray- Osage, 222 
Johnson, Ruth Erlene-Union, 78, I 10, 228, 239 
Johnson, Ruth Ramona- Buffalo Center, 91 
Johnson, Virgene-Aurelia, 110 
Johnston, Arlene Margaret- Crawfordsville 
Johnston, Janet Tipton, 222, 223 
Johnston, Lois A.- Zearing 
Johnston, Mary Ethel West Liberty 
Joines, Lorne Earland- Peterson, 89 
Jones, Eleanor Mae-Eldora 
Jones, Mrs. Helen Jeanette-Waterloo 
Jones, Margaret H. Lime Springs 
Jones, Marvel Jean- Waucoma 
Jones, Mary Ella Ira, 78, 179, 230, 237, 239 
Jones, Mildred M.- Orchard, 110 
Jorgensen, Arlene Maxine-Correctionville 
Juhl, Kenneth Petersen- Cedar Falls 
Julian, Lois Georgene-Lehigh, 252 
Jungferman, Marcelline E.- Battle Creek, 171, 237, 238 
K 
Kadesch, Robert Rudstone-Cedar Falls, 157, 220, 228 
Kalinich, Agnes Jean Waterloo 
Kamm, Ednah Mae- West Union, 91, ll0, 168, 223, 233 
Kammeier, James R. Waterloo, 100 
Kane, Cheryl Ann- Stratford 
Kaplan, Esther- Waterloo, 75, 238 
Kaplan, Jerome-Waterloo 
Kasch!, Robert Lawrence-Waterloo 
Katz, Rose-Waterloo 
Kaufman, Isidore Mike-Bronx, N. Y. 
Kautenberg, Betty Faye-Sioux City, 222 
Keel, Keith LeRoy Traer, 88, 230 
Keidel, Zelda Faye-Dysart, 110 
Keiter, Mavorette- Waterloo 
Keith, Mary Margaret Reinbeck, 252 
Kellar, Earl Raymond De Smet, S. Dok. 
Kelley, June Elinor- Waterloo, 163 
Kells, Margaret Ann- Russell, 110 
Kelly , Charles H. Waterloo 
Kelly , Earl Joseph· Oak Park, Ill., I 59 
Kelly, Marguerite Ann Waterloo, 79, 100, 222, 224 
Kelly, Patrick Dale- Buckingham 
Kelsen, Genevieve Rosella Dike, 239 
Kelsey, Louise Ruby Rudd 
Kendall, Lois- Cedar Falls, 170 
Kendle, Ray Sioux Falls, S. Dok., 69, 77, 156, 179 
Kennedy, Donald Cameron Morning Sun 
Kennedy, Helen C. Rolfe, 89, I 00, 234 
Kennedy, Merna Elizabeth Newton, 110 
Kennedy, Roberta Rolfe, 78, 235 
Kepler, Merle F.- Greene, 157 
Kerbey, Bill-Cedar Falls 
Kercheval, Fred Rowan, 68 
Kerr, Beatrice Jane-Hudson 
Kerr, Jane Blanchard- Philadelphia, Pa., 235 
Keyes, Robert Oak Park, Ill., 24, 135, 145, 159 
Kidd, Helen Maxine- Oelwein, 234 
Kienzle, Mari- Cedar Falls, 156 
Kienzle, Russell- Cedar Falls 
Kienzle, William Kenneth Gladbrook 
Kilpatrick, Jean Waterloo 
Kins, Mabel L. Pisgah 
King, Morgan- Dickens 
Kirby, Mazine Evelyn Story City 
Kirlin, Vernon L. -Cedar Falls 
Kitchen, Dorothea Maxine-Cedar Falls, 165, 223 
Kjarsgaard, Hazel Mae-Newell, 77, 165, 237 
Kleeberger, Jean Maxine-Clinton 
Klein, Kathryn Marie-Sumner, 100 
Klein, Mathilda L.- Ackley, 110 
Kleinkopf, Jerry Jack Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Klempau, Malinda Aletha Waterloo 
Klenk, Jean Mary- Oxford 
Klepfer, Doris Virginia Washington, 75, 100, 171, 238 
Kline, Mrs. Berniece-LaPorte City, 172 
Kline, Sara Mae-Waterloo 
Klingaman, Marlene Ellen Waterloo, 237 
Klinhart, Dora W .- Nashua 
Knoll, Mary Katherine-Marshalltown 
Knudsen, Irene Beryl Janesville 
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Kober, Bertha Mae-Traer 
Koch, Geraldine Delores- Hampton, 110, 236 
Koefoed, Winona Viola -Cedar Falls 
Koerner, Wilma Bernice-George, 110 
Kohlaas, Betty Dena- Algona, 110, 224 
Kolb, Elinore Gertrude-Cedar Falls, 230 
Kolb, Frances Arlene-Spencer 
Koob, Lorna Mae- Waterloo 
Kopp, Yvonne Joyce-Sioux City 
Kossack, Kathleen Marie-McGregor, I 10, 233 
Kramer, Priscilla- Ackley 
Kratzer, Merle Thomas- Manchester, 222, 230 
Krause, Edmund Walter- Fenton 
Kreager, Margaret Nadine-Newton, 110, 229 
Krieger, Evelyn Lorraine-Muscatine, 234 
Krohn, Janet Marie-Perry, 112 
Kronenberg, Martha M.- Walcott, 68, 100, 236, 23'7 
Krueger, Arabelle Lydia- Sac City, 112, 233 
Kruse, Gilbert- Chopin 
Kruse, Vernon H. -Holland, 89, 100, 237 
Krusenstjerna, Dorothy Sioux City, 112, 165 
Kult, Rita Barbara- Coon Rapids, 90 
Kurlin 
Kurth, Eleanor Laurene-Waterloo, 252 
Kurth, Robert Johnr-Waterloo 
Kurtz, Glenn Robert- Eldora, 156, 235 
Kusel, Fern Marie-Dysart, 112 
Kwolek, Stephen- Cedar Falls 
L 
Laipple, Aron- Hampton, 228 
Laipple, Margaret Lucille-Cedar Falls, 168 
Laipple, Mary Kathryn- Faulkner 
Laird, Dugan- Rockwell City 
Lambertson, Keith- Cedar Falls, 139 
Lambertson, Ruth Elizabeth -Cedar Falls, 100 
Langbehn, Melva Joyce-Grand Mound, 112 
Lapcheske, Frank Edward Des Moines 
Larsen, Aileen Lucille-Keokuk, 172, 252 
Larsen, Bernard- Cedar Falls 
Larsen, Marie C. Newell 
Larson, Anna Luella- Buffalo Center, 112, 236 
Larson, Marion Frances-Odebolt, 72, 234 
Larson, Robert Story City 
Latchaw, Elda Mae-Wilton, 89 
Lattin, Richard Thomas- Dakota City, 90 
Lauderdale, Jean R.- Tama, 234 
Lauderdale, Roberta Mae- Tama, 112, 230 
Laugerman, Delores Louise-Williams 
Lauman, Jeanette Lenore-Sioux Rapids, 112, 233 
Laurie, Frances Eileen- Mason City, 100 
Laury, Mary Ellen- Grandview, Mo., 165 
Law, Donnabelle Lillian- Correctionville, 112 
Lawrence, Galen- Doon 
Lawrence, Howard Wallace- Doon 
Leamer, Mildred V1olu Hull, 100 
Leavitt, Jeanette Marie-Des Moines 
Lederman, Marvin- Waterloo 
Lederman, Miriam- Waterloo 
Lee, Anna Elisabeth- Kinross, 112 
Lee, Bernice Dorothy-Osage 
Lehmann, Elfrieda- Algona, 237 
Lehman, Ruth Eileen Doon 
Lehmann, Lora Mae-George 
Lehr, Doris Evelyn- Springville, 91, 169, 236 
Lehr, Ellen Louise-Aplington 
Leisure, Dorothy Laverne-Packwood 
Leland, Lucille Mildred- Swea City, 112 
Lenocker, Rhea Ellen- Victor, 88, 112 
Lenth, Donald Arthur- Battle Creek, 100, 135, 140, 145 
Leo, Jeanne D.- Dysart, 162 
Leonard, Evelyn- Logan, I 12 
Leseney, Margaret Beverly-Colfay, 112, 233 
Letsch, Robert Donald- Cedar Falls 
LeVan, Robert Harold Waterloo, 100 
LeYett, Charles John--Waterloo 
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Levine, Aaron Brooklyn, N. Y., 140 
Levsen, Helen- Wyoming, 224 
Lewellyn, Marvin Des Moines, 131 
Lewis, Leo Edward - Waterloo 
Lewis, Virginia Rose-Eldora, I 00, 223 
Leip-91 
Leymaster, Doris Marie-Charles City, 112 
Lichty, Dorothy Anne-Waterloo, 100, 222, 223 
Lichty, John Weis- Waterloo 
Liebenstein, Doris Agnes Fredericksburg 
Lieberman, Lionel- Brooklyn, N. Y., 135, 140, 145 
Lien, Esther Hildred- Kanawha, 252 
Lillehei, Olive !.- Cedar Falls, 78, I 08, 170 
Lincoln, Dorothy- Grinnell 
Lincoln, Ruby Frances -Moscow 
Lindberg, Dorothy Mae-Odebolt, 112 
Lindberg, Ruthe Leota-Cedar Falls, 236, 237 
Lindeman, Marion Adelia Waterloo, 100, 169 
Lindeman, Pauline-Dysart, 234 
Lindquist, Earl Chariton 
Lindquist, Elsa Marie-Alta, 112, 236 
Lindskoog, Wesley- Odebolt, 222, 224 
Lindstrom, Dorothy Jean- Paullina, 252 
Linn, Aaron- Chicago, Ill., 131, 135, 159 
Little, Janet Celia Waterloo, 77, 100, 172, 230, 237 
Little, Jeannette Grace-Cedar Falls, 179, 238 
Little, William Cushman -Cedar Falls, 156 
LoBalbo, Alfred Anthony- New York, N. Y., 90 
Loban, Jane-Waterloo, 179 
Lochead, Gwendolyn Lucille-Jesup, 78, 89, 222 
Lockard, Lillie Louise-Montezuma 
Locker, Elvira Myrtle-George, 90, 222, 236, 237 
Lockwood, Homer A. Cedar Falls 
Loerch, Phyllis- Steele, N. D. 
Lofquist, Fred Biwabik, Minn. 
Loken, Grace ConGtan::e-Cedar Falls, 72, 100 
Loman, Allan E. Rolfe, 237 
Long, Llewelyn Loyd Waterloo 
Loomer, Mildred- Spencer, 234 
Lounsberry, Clare James -Colo 
Loveless, Boyd Hanlontown, 222 
Lown, Jack Allen Waterloo 
Lozosky, John Joseph Waterloo 
Lubbock, Margaret Rebecca- Shellsbury, 237 
Lucas, Genevieve Helen Greene 
Luellen, Forrest Eugene- Minburn, 100, 159 
Lund, Ira LeRoy -Camanche 
Lund, James Victor Rolfe 
Lundberg, Donald Emil Waterloo 
Lundberg, Roger Francis Peterson 
Lundy, Arleyne Marie-Zearing, 25, 72, 75, 77, 91, 100, 
168, 230, 236, 237, 238 
Luwe, Kathryn Ann- Wellsburg, 252 
Lux, LoElla Jean- Earlville 
Lyman, Marjorie Mae-Manchester, 252 
Lyon, Pauline Lucille-Mt. Pleasant, 72, 88, 90, IOI 
Lyon, Ward L.-Cedar Falls, 159 
Lyons, Edward Francis Rochester, Minn., 24, IOI, 13, , 
135, 154, 159 
M 
Maas, Jim Martin Charles City, 24, 131, 135, 159 
MacRae, Donald A.- Eldora, 230, 237 
Macy, Virginia Martha Grundy Center, 166 
Mae Jones, Eleanor- Eldon 
Magee, Kathleen Merle-Fairbank, 252 
Maguire, Bonnie Jean Missouri Valley 
Mahaffey, Curtis Wesley- Storm Lake, 76, 101, 222, 223, 
224 
Malmanger, Phyllis Jeanne- Story City, 78, 90, 222, 223, 
224 
Malone, Naydene Wahneta Stratford 
Mammen, Ileen Elizabeth- Manson, 112, 169, 233 
Manning, Mary Maxine-Spencer, 89 
Marinos, John A. New York, N. Y. 
Marken, Arlene E. Grundy Center, 78, 112, 229, 23E 
Marsden, Clement H.- Red Oak, 88, 101, 131, 135 
Marsh, Thelma Elizabeth- Webster City 
Marsh, Tom Cedar Falls, 157 
Marsh, Wilma May Ainsworth 
Martens, Carol Helene-Charles City, 165, 224 
Martin, Archie Wayne-Cherokee 
Martin, Frank- Des Moines 
Martin, Helen Pauline--Wayland 
Martin, Justin Earl- Bloomfield, 101, 108, 157 
Martin, Leon Edgar- Eagle Grove, 131. 140 
Martin, Vesta Veino- Peoria, Ill., 72, 75, 77, [:)J 
Matheny, Margaret- Newton 
Mather, Bill August- Laurens, 157 
Mather, John Jean Rolle, 157 
Matsuda, Charlotte Nobuko-Haiku Maui, Hawaii 
Matthiesen, Ruth Lois- Bryant 
Mattison, Merle Virginia- Rockwell City, 222, 223, 235 
Maule, Kenneth Carroll- Mondamin, 131 
Maurer, Ivan Wilbur Renwick, 101, 157 
Mayer, George E. Marcus, 89, 145 
Mayer, Lois Mae--Ft. Dodge, 72, 101 
McCabe, Benjamin F.- Naperville, JI!., 131, 159 
McCabe, Rosemary Agnes-Cresco 
Mc:Clain, James Hudson- Waterloo 
McCollom, Grace Eileen- Colo, 168, 222 
McConeghey, Harold Newton, 91, 108, 156 
McConeghey, Howard Wellace--Newton, 91, 156, 238 
McCorkel, Myrna Arminta -Quimby, 88, 222, 223 
McCowen, Robert Melvin- Ball Club, Minn., 23, 76, 101, 
157, 222, 223, 224 
McCoy, Margue1ite A.- Boone 
McCreary, Virginia Lee--Bradgate, 112, 169 
McCubbin, Reba E.--Green Mountain 
McCutheon, Wilda P. -Goldfield 
McDonald, Dennis Keith- Waterloo, 72, 83, IOI, 156 
McDonald, Robert Dale--Irwin, 88 
McFadden, King- Waterloo, 88 
McFarland, Claudia- Cedar Falls 
McFarland, Donald LeRoy- Age:1cy 
McFarland, Nellie Lavera- Sheldon, 101, 238 
Mcfarlane, Harry Lee--Waterloo, 158 
McGaffin, Charles Mellen, Corning, 101, 157 
McGahey, Wm. B.- Brooklyn, 68, 74, 228 
McGovern, Melvin Peter Dubuque 
McGrath, Veronica- Corning 
McHugh, Harriette Elizabeth- Cedar Falls 
Mcilrath, Wayne J.- Newton, 68, 91, 228, 230 
McIntire, Violet Marie--Des Moines 
McKay, Harriet Ell€n- Burlington 
McKenzy, Harold Sidney- Mason City 
McKercher, Joyce Jeanette--Sioux City, 163 
McKinney, Helen Adelle--Wapello, 167 
McLeod, Dorothy Lee-Hawarden, 112, 166 
McMahon, Catherine Hazel- Lawler, I 13, 233 
McManus, Dean Walton- Waterloo 
McMichael, Mrs. Betty Jane--Cedar Falls, 72, 73, IOI, 238 
McMillan, G€orgiana Hudson 
McMurray, Mary Louise--Waterloo, 162 
McNabb, John-Cedar Falls, 183 
McNabb, Robert Henry- Waterloo 
Mealman, Arvilla Isabelle--Hartley 
Mealy, William Robert- Elma, 90 
Meek, Mavis Vernice-Charles City 
Mehle, William H.- Des Moines, 159 
Meiey, Richard Jacob Nashua, 222, 223 
Meils, Jean LaVonne--Manson, 78, 113, 233 
Melcher, Karl David Jr.- Marshalltown, 156 
Mellem, Virginia Lenore--Northwood 
Melson, Charles Arnold Osage, 132, 140 
Meredith, Paulir.e--Mallard 
Meriweath€r, Paul Francis -Newton 
Merris, Dorothy Mae--Livermore 
Merryman, Joan- Marshalltown 
Mershon, Richard Lee-Cedar MFalls, 24, 157 
Mershon, Robert Dean- Cedar Falls, 237 
Messerschmitt, Myron- Martinsburg, 76, 101. i56, 224 
Messersmith, William George Waterloo, lb0 
Messingham, Lavern Andrew Waterloo 
Mevis, Willis H. Waterloo 
Meyer, Arlene Janet Wellsburg, 252 
Meyer, Doris D. Lake Park, 231 
Meyer, E. Marjorie Exira, 163 
Meyer, Geraldine M.- Exira 
Meyer, Gladys Eileen Wellsburg, 172 
Meyer, Helen Louise--Wellsburg, 252 
Meyer, Marion Ida Burlington 
Meyerholz, Anna Lea Wapello 
Michaelson, Don Humboldt 
Middleton, Mildred Lois-Coon Rapids 
Millard, Gilford Waterloo 
Miller, Donald W . Waterloo 
Miller, Dorothy Gladys Lake City, 223, 235 
Miller, Eliza Vivian Waterloo, 113 
Miller, Evelyn Bernice- Reinbeck, 89, 11 3, 233 
Miller, Galer Jacob-Hampton, 228 
Miller, Glenn H. Washington, 89, 101, 156 
Miller, Harold Lewis Union, 108, 156, 222 
Miller, Jean Carolyn -Cedar Falls, 72, IOI, 223 
Miller, Lloyd Lynn Reinbeck 
Miller, Lois Wanda Eldora, 78, 79, 222, 223 
Miller, Lowell Cedar Falls 
Miller, Marian Elise Cedar Falls, 11 3 
Miller, Milan Cleveland Fayette 
Miller, Paul LeRoy Marne 
Miller, Robert Harold Waterloo 
Miller, Roger Earl Alta, 101 
Miller, Ruth Lorraine Oelwein 
Miller, Wavie Ellen- Oto, 234 
Millman, Anna Belle Pipestone, Minn. 
Milversted, Dorothy Margaret Dubuque 
Minnis, Isabelle--Riceville, IOI 
Missildine, Myrna Hazel Dumont 
Mitchell, Rcland Edgar- Buckingham 
Mitze, Clark- Cedar Falls, 223 
Moe, Walter Earl Lake Mills 
Moen, A. Shirley George, 25, 72, 101, 170, 223, 224 
Moen, D. Maxine--George, 72, 79, 83, 101, 170, 224 
Moklebust, Constance Lucille--Thor, 224 
Moklebust, Inez Camilla Thor, 224 
Moldolf, Albeit M. Crotona Park East, N. Y. 
Moodie, John- Rockwell, 157 
Moodie, Marjorie Diane Waverly, 163 
Moody, Elaine Janice--Columbus Junction, 235, 252 
Moon, Ann Frank Cedar Falls 
Moon, Milton Lewis Union 
Moor, Marilyn Jane- Laurens, 71, JOI, 171 
Moore, John Knipe--New Hartford 
Moore, Kathlyn Maxine--Kanawha, 11 3 
Moore, Margaret Elma Springville, 102, 113 , 239 
Moothart, Merle Robert Waterloo, 102 
Morford, Maurie€- Clarion 
Morgan, Albert LaVerne--Cedar Falls, 234 
Morgan, Ann Ellen Bloomfield, 235 
Morgan, Phyllis J. Harlan 
Moritz, Bert Wayne--Waterloo, 140 
Morphsw, Clem Waterloo, 154, 157 
Morphew, Dick M. Waterloo, 157 
Morrison, Ellen Louise--Waterloo, 108, 163 
Morton, Jean Lucille--Rockwell, 71, 102, 234 
Morton, Leland Roger- Bagley 
Morton, Ruth Elaine--Onawa, 252 
Mosby, Virgie Evangeline--West Union 
Mosel, LaVonne Louise--Farnhamville 
Moser, Barbara Marian- Eldora 
Mosher, Roger- Waterloo 
Mosier, Barbara Anne--Waterloo 
Moss, Robert Gaylord Waterloo 
Moulton, M . Dorothy Fonda, 113, 167 
Mowrer, Clifford Perry, 179, 230 
Moylan, Eugene--West Liberty 
Mueller, Everett Henry -Cranville, 142, 159 
Mueller, Joseph George Brooklyn, N. Y., 90, 159, 235 
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Muir, John H.- Cedar Falls 
Muldoon, John Thomas- Waterloo 
Muller, Hazel Moe---Sumner 
Muller, Virginia Lea- Sumner, 170 
Mullin, Lavina Ruth- Des Moines 
Mully, Delbert-Cedar Falls 
Mulroney, Mary Vivian- Mallard, 90 
Murphy, Dolores-Reinbeck 
Murphy, Michael John- Waterloo 
Murphy, Thomas Emmett- Sumner 
Murphy, Verna Mae-Rowley 
Murray, Marian Agnes- Stockton, Ill. 
Murray, Ralph Laverne-Waterloo 
Murty, Dorothy- Traer 
Myers, Eva Marie-Remsen, 236, 252 
Myers, Evelyn May- Janesville, 237 
N 
Nagle, Thelma Ellen- Jamestown, N. Dok., 102, 223, 224 
Nasby, Gladyce Evelyn- Cedar Falls, 102, 224 
Nauman, Virginia Sue-Waterloo, 162 
Nebendahl, Ruth Marie-Elberon 
Nelson. Bessie Julia- Roland, 25, 102, 171 
Nelson, Donald Leroy- Rolle 
Nelson, Doris Lowene-Audubon, 88, 113 
Nelson, Eleanor-Goldfield 
Nelson, Florence Annette-Cedar Falls, 166 
Nelson, Florence Margarei- Gowrie 
Nelson, Howard Joseph-Gowrie 
Nelson, James- Waterloo 
Nelson, Orlee Jone-Underwood, 90 
Nelson, Roy Clifton- Jewell 
Nelson, Woodrow Irving- Storm Lake, 234 
Neumeier, Florence-Gladbrook, 223 
Newberg, Sam Long Branch, N. J. 
Newcomer, Mrs. Hildred- Grinnell, 235 
Newhouse, Mayo Keith- Riceville 
Newland, Maxine-Drakesville 
Nicol, Robert LaVerne-Waterloo, 222, 230 
Nicola, Ethel Leona- Sigourney, 102, 222 
Nicola, Eleanor Joy- Mechanicsville 
Niedringhaus, Kurt Helmut Sheffield, 73, 236, 237 
Nielsen, Burnita Baagoe---Mapleton, 163 
Nielsen, Johanna Edna- Kimballton, 113, 236 
Nielsen, Maryon B.- Belmond 
Nissen, Virginia Ann- Meservey 
Nordstrom, Bertyll Marcellyn- Sioux Falls, S. Dok., I 13 
Norine, Helen G.- Gowrie, 113, 236 
Norris, Frank Luke-Marcus, 90 
North, Mrs. Ruth Alice-Vail, 113, 234 
Norton, Mary Lucille-Wilton Jct., 89, 113, 229, 233 
Norton, Velva Pearl- Hubbard, 238 
Nottgher, Richard Melvin- Waterloo, 142 
Novak, Helen- Dysart 
Noxon, Arthur Owen- Missouri Valley, 223, 230 
Nuss, Dale H.- Lena, Ill. 
Nuss, Deane Cecil- Lena, Ill., 88, 158 
Nye, H. Lucille-Dunkerton, 237 
0 
O'Banion, Mary Jean- Fort Dodge, 25, 72, 83, 91, 102, 224 
Obrecht, Vivian Ruth- Thornton 
O 'Brien, Margaret Helen- Pomeroy 
Odland, Segnora Corrine-Clarion 
Oehlert, Herschel Allen- Woodburn, 73 
Oesterle, Elsie Erlene-Amano 
Ohlson, Filmore Lloyd- Cherokee 
Oldenburg, Elizabeth Marion- Eldora, 78, 166, 231 
Oleson, LeMoyne: Julian- Waterloo 
Olsen, Esther Irene-Missouri Valley, 90 
Olsen, Romona Marie-Cedar Falls 
Olson, Alice (Fern)-Forest City, 113 
Olson, Harry 0.- Postville, 108, 157 
Olson, Kathleen Mae-Northwood 
Olson, Lyla L.- Pocahontas 
Olson, Robert Edwin- Kiron 
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O'Neill, William Harry- Waterloo 
Onnen, Edna W .- Rockwell City, 235 
Orcutt, Louise Meredith- Oelwein, 113, 233 
Orcutt, Robert William- Oelwein, 222 
O 'Rourke, Mary Louise-Dubuque, 113 
Orr, June Helen- Yeomans, Saskatchewan, Canada 
Orton, Dale Eugene-Williams, 90, 102, 237 
Orton, Lawrence Conrad- Williams, 90, 224 
Osterholm, Carol Jane-Waverly 
Ostheimer, Warren R.- Waterloo 
Otte, Marjorie-Sidney 
Otto, Robert William- Denison 
Overgaard, Chris Helger Cedar Falls, 102, 157, 230 
Overturf, Beulah Fern- Tama 
p 
Paden, Margaret Eloise-Sumner, 88, 113, 172, 234, 235 
Paige, Warren Sterling- Waterloo 
Panasci, Frank Patrick- Ozone Park, L. I., N. Y. 
Paine, Jean- Cedar Falls, I 08, 170 
Parington, Melvin- Columbus Junction 
Paris, Marylee Lucille-Wapello 
Parks, Neil H. Waterloo 
Parman, Jean Elizabeth Cedar Falls, 113, 166 
Parmely, Bette Lois- Waterloo 
Parmeter, Betty Jeanne-Ocala, Fla. 
Pa$lorino, Charles New York, N. Y., 131, 135, 140 
Patterson, Wesley Everett Bancroft, 24, 102, 135, 142, 
158 
Paule, Lorraine Cerena- Burlington, 163, 179 
Paustian, Mardelle Ccrma- Walcott, 229, 252 
Peak, Jane Marcella- Wiota 
Pedersen, Cleveland Robert Waterloo 
Peil7ke, James Edward Waterloo 
Peloquin, Phillip Wilfred- Oak Park, Ill. 
Pepper, Margaret Mary Gilbert 
Person, Marjorie Pauline---Cherokee, 171, 231 
Peterman, Beverly Louise-Belle Plaine, 113, 171 
Petersen, Emmanuel Jess- Cedar Falls 
Petersen, Helen- Latimer 
Petersen, Joseph Arrow-Cedar Falls 
Petersen, Lyman Dee-Wyndmere, N. Dok., 230 
Peterson, Bonnie-Laurens, 113 
Peterson, Dennis Henry Odebolt, 102, 257, I 76, 222, 223 
Peterson, Dorance Lvle-Pisgah, 113 
Peterson, Florence Hulda- Harcourt 
Peterson, Katherine Marie-Essex 
Peterson, Marjorie Delores- Titonka, 252 
Peterson, Marjorie Elizabeth- Waterloo 
Peterson, Norma Belle-Cedar Falls 
Peterson, Rosenette Leonor- Burlington, 102 
Petheram, Eugene Dale---Hampton, 140 
Petrehn, Robert Vernon Waterloo 
Phares, Esther Marie-Cedar Falls 
Phelos, Donald E.- Cedar Falls 
Phillios, Grace Arcanna- Pocahontas 
Phillips, Travis J.- Dawson, 72, 102, 228, 238 
Phillips, William Louis- Waterloo, 23, 135, 145, 224, 228 
Philson, Ormand K. Harlan 
Picht, Pearl Delores- Nevada, 90, 234 
Pioer, Joan Phyllis- Madison, S. Oak., 252 
Pippert.Lorene Katherine-Muscatine, 102, 234 
Pixler, Milton Warren- West Union 
Plander, Elmer Albert Marshalltown 
Platt, Jack D.- Massena, 157 
Platt, Lois Manchester 
Plotner, Irene Berniel-Gowrie, 171, 252 
Pochobradsky, Margaret Louise---Cedar Rapids 
Podemski, James Thomas- Duluth, Minn., 102, 135 
Polhamus, Victoria Ann Laurel 
Pollock, Bethel- Garner, 222, 224 
Poore, Wesley Alvin- Beaconsfield 
Pools, Canler- Grinnell 
Popoff, Magdeline-Waukegan, Ill. 
Porteous, Robert William- Manchester, 237 
Porter, Donald Lindsay-Cedar Falls, 156, 179 
Porter, Dorothy Mae-Inwood, 78, 113, 229, 236 
Porter, Jane Elizabeth- Waterloo 
Porter, Phyllis- Sac City 
Portzline, Edith Eileen- Van Horne 
Potter, Virginia Agnes- Waterloo 
Potts, Wallace E.- Elk Horn 
Powers, Victor Isaac-Bristow, 89 
Prehn, Thomas Clement DeWitt 
Presbyterio, Isabelle Christina Numa 
Preston, Clare Alvin- Cedar Falls, 230 
Price, Emily Irene-Victor 
Price, Eugene Louis- Waterloo, 228 
Frice, Francis Edward- Waterloo, 224 
Prichard, Janet Helen- Storm Lake, 170 
Prichard, Peggy- Storm Lake 
Prichard, Polly Young- Storm Lake, 170 
Priebe, La Verne Lenord- Waterloo 
Pringle, Calleta Louise-Newton, 223 
Pritchard, Geraldine Victor Waterloo 
Pritchard, James E.- Dike, 74, 154, 158, 183, 228 
Protheroe, Mary Jane-Eldora, 166, 179, 237 
Pueggel, Esther Lydia-Clear Lake, 234 
Pull, Mildred Glidden 
Pulley, Grella lrene-Adaza, 234 
Purvis, Marvel Marie-Waterloo, 169, 179 
Putnam, Laurene Rempp-Montezuma 
Q 
Quinn, Viola Doris Davenport 
Quirin, Dorothy A. Marcus, 75, 77, 83, 102, 155,171,237 
R 
Rabel, Gertrude Helen- Ollie, 91, 114 
Raders, Mary Alyce-Strawberry Point, 90, I 14, 163 
Rajcevich, Mike, Jr. Clintc.n, 140 
Raker, Lola- George, 171 
Raleigh, Ruth- Ruthven, 72, 102 
Ramaker, Yelle-Sioux Center 
Rankin, Helen- Woodbine, 89, 114, 236 
Rankin, Marian- Woodbine, 89, 114, 236 
Ransom, Priscilla Lou- Waterloo 
Rapp, Thelma Marcella- Vinton, 167 
Rash, Rosemary Evelyn- Monona 
Rasmussen, Dorothy Marie-Waterloo 
Rasmussen, Delores- Alexander 
Rasmussen, Gertrude Leota Maquoketa 
Rasmussen, Helen Adele- -Inwood 
Rasmussen, Margaret- Correctionville, I 02, 237 
Rasmussen, Marion Joan- Cresco 
Rasmusson, Florence Esther- Manson, 78, 91, 114, 236 
Rasmusson, Maxine Louese-Cedar Falls 
Ratcliff, Delma Jean- Yale, 252 
Rathbone, Nathanael Ridel- Waterloo 
Rathe, Roland S.- Waverly 
Ray, Lois Irene-Jewell 
Rayburn, Claude Joseph- Manchester, 102, 157, 230 
Rechfertig, Richard Joseph- Waterloo 
Redding, Odessa Lillian- Danville, 228, 237 
Reed, Onnolee-Waterloo, 114 
Reeve, Phyllis Margaret- Cedar Falls 
Refshauge, Agnes- Cedar Falls, 155 
Relshauge, Helendora- Cedar Falls, 170 
Reid, Bernece Elizabeth- West Liberty, 114, 171, 233 
Reid, Joseph Andrew- Sedgwick Island, Waterloo, 156 
Reimers, Elsie Jeanette-Larrabee, 252 
Reinhart, Phyllis Mayme-Victor 
Reis, Barbara Gretchen- Odebolt, 114 
Reis, Raymond- Odebolt 
Reschly, Alice Barbara- Wayland 
Rice, Helen R.- Waterloo, 108, 170 
Richardson, Margaret Mildred- Richland Center, Wis., 89, 
I 02, 179, 238 
Richey, Ina Louise-Panora 
Richterman, Harold- Woodside, L. I., N. Y. 
Richlsmeier, Rosella- Dumont 
Richlefs, Islea Lucile-Gilmore City, 114, 171 
Riebe, Harland A.-Cedar Falls, 24, 104, 132, 135, 157, 
183 
Rierson, Marjorie Jean- Stratford 
Rietz, Paul Albert- Rowan, 179, 222, 223, 224 
Riordan, Walter Edgar Sioux City 
Risser, Helen G.- Mt. Vernon 
Ritze, Frederick Henry- Nora Springs, 108, 159 
Rivers, Grace Genevieve-Grinnell, 104 
Roberts, Dean Herbert- W. Des Moines 
Roberts, Erna Ardelle-Linn Grove, 114, 233 
Roberts, Mary Grace-Mara1hon, 179 
Roberts, Peggy June-Lime Springs 
Roberts, Susan ).- Windom, Minn. 
Robinson, Grace-Reinbeck, 104 
Robinson, Jessie Eleanor- Cleghorn 
Robinson, Paul ).- Riceville 
Rochholz, Ila Joie-Adair, 114, I 68, 233, 235 
Rodimaker, Ruby Evalynne-Traer, 236 
Roelfs, Margaret Ruth Parkersburg, 169, 223, 224 
Rogel, William Frank- Brooklyn, N. Y., 104, 135, 145 
Rogers, Howard Wesley Waterloo, 156 
Rohling, Ronlad Cyril- Muscatine 
Rohwedder, Esther Arlene-Olin 
Roll, Dorothy June-DeWitt, 114 
Rollins, Dorothy Faye-Waterloo 
Rollstin, Donald Hill Newlon 
Rooker, June Irene-Traer, 171 
Roseburrough, Lois Mae-Marshalltown, 168, 230 
Rosheim, Ralph Edward Roland 
Rosenberg, Lu Vern Louise-Bettendorf, 114, 233 
Ross, Dorothy M. Prairie City 
Ross, James Ely- Waterloo, 237 
Ross, Ruth Carolyn- Bagley, 114 
Rugg, Arlette Harriett Tama 
Ruppel, Mary Ann- Springfield, Ill., 165 
Ruppelt, Phyllis M.- Steamboat Rock, 91 
Russell, Barbara Christine-Nora Springs, 69, 223 
Rust, Helen Marguerite- Waterloo 
Rutherford, James A.- Manilla 
Ryan, Eunice Mae- Waterloo 
Ryder, Maxine Elizabeth- Grundy Center, 114, 166, 233 
s 
Sage, Elaine Beatrice- Waterloo, 78, 166, 235 
St. Clair, Forrest Willnrd -Conr,...d 
Salisbury, Mary Jo-Clarion, I 14, 233 
Samuelson, Ruth Cathleen Kiron 
Sander, Lois leleen Avoca, I 71 
Sanders, Charles Gordon Cedar Falls 
Santee, Claude Eugene-Iowa Falls, 132, 135, 145 
Sargent, Ardis Jean- Gettysburg, S. Dak.- 233, 235 
Saunders, Mary Jane-Waterloo 
Saville, Ethel Etta- Redding, 114 
Scallon, Helen Marie-Ackley, 90, 114 
Scarcliff, Virginia Lee-Udell 
Schaefer, Althea June-Lake Park, 89, 235 
Schaller, Lindon H.- Milwaukee, Wis., 142 
Schellinga, Harriett A . Holstein 
Schipull, Ardythe L.- Goldlield, 114 
Schive, Constance-Fort Dodge, 170 
Schlatlman, Irene-Sheridan, Wyoming, 230 
Schlenker, Annabelle-Des Moines, 114 
Schlicher, Florence Lucille-Donnellson, 166, 223, 252 
Schmidt, Irene Anna- Titonka 
Schmidt, Mary Kathryn- Ollie, 237 
Schneider, Berneice Thelma- Wilton Junction, I 16, 236 
Schneider, Joseph William- Wilton Junction, 104 
Schrader, Max Kenneth- Burl 
Schramm, V. Jean- Wall Lake, 252 
Schrick, Ruth Helena-Georqe 
Schroeder, Marilyn Jean- Miles, 90 
Schuchert, Betty Kathryn Cedar Falls, 31, 104, 230 
Schuck, Geraldine Mae-Worthington, 116 
Schuck, Marjorie May Parkersburg, 165 
Schuldt, Paul Herman- Klemme, 68, 89, 160 
Schultz, Marvin Harold- Waterloo 
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Schutt, Phyllis Marie Ashton, 222 
Schwanke, Maxine--Cedar Falls 
Schwartz, Dorothy Mardelle--Greene 
Schwerleger, Margaret - Muscatine 
Scott, Pauline Helen- Eddyville, I 16, 233 
Scott, Penelope Moulton- Cedar Falls 
Scovel, Donald E.- Waterloo 
Seaman, Ortha Miriam- Fort Dodge 
Secor, Virginia- Melbourne, 230 
Sedgwick, Martha Mm ion- Hawarden, 88 
Seefeldt, Irene W. St. Ansgar 
Selbig, Jack Burroughs Waterloo 
Selby, Carl William Bronson, 159, 238 
Sell, Edna Sophia-Cedar Falls, 236 
Seltenrich, Phillip Rudolph -Cedar Falls, 222 
Selzer, James W. Waterloo 
Senior, Sarah Jean- Mason City, 104 
Seward, Leona Marie--Dundee, I 16, 233 
Shaeffer;- James Albert-Ceder Fells, 237 
Shafer, Dwight Thomas Waterloo, 228 
Shanks, Ruth lrene--Nore Springs 
Shannon, Albert- Logan 
Shannon, E. Blaine--Waterloo, 169 
Shannon, Virginia Norine--Waterloo, 163 
Shauger, Dolores Jean- Oskaloosa 
Shaulis, Forrest J. Waterloo 
Shawver, Dixie Claire--Knoxville, 252 
Shearer, Alma Berniece--Peru 
Shearer, Peggy Ann- Montezuma 
Sheffler, Marjorie Jeanne--Cedar Falls, 104 
Sheldon, Carol Faith- Charles City, 163, 223 
Shepherd, Erlin Auto-Delhi, 88 
Sherburne, La Vonne--Walerloo 
Shifflett, Martha Irene- Diagonal 
Shimp, Martin Samual- Naperville, Ill. 
Shinneman, Doris Naomi- Oelwein 
Shirk, Arthur Clifford- Lake View, 132 
Shirk, Malcolm L. -Cedar Falls 
Short, Franklin Forrest--Rolfe, 237 
Shostrom, Marian Louise--Des Moines, 104, 166 
Showers, Beale Catherine--Waterloo 
Shugart, Cleo-Sioux City, 162 
Shupe, Caryl Evans Burlington 
Sides, Harold Earl LaPorte City, 88 
Siegel, Charlotte Ann Waterloo 
Siemen, Lorraine Bernice- Stockton, Ill., 72, 88, 104, 234 
Siepert, Marian Elizabeth- Cedar Falls, 166 
Siesseger, Anthony ).- Mason City 
Silbaugh, Ethel Grace--Churdan 
Simmons, Harold Eugene--West Bend, 89 
Simpson, Robert E. Waterloo 
Sims, Velma Jane--Clarion, 89, 104 
Sivright, Mary- Des Moines, 165, 233, 234 
Sjostrom, Harriet Maratha-Cherokee 
Skar, Robert Charles- Cedar Falls, 228, 238 
Skinner, Doris Regina- Mt. Ayr 
Slayton, Clyde Gary- Gilmore City, 157 
Smalley, Dorotha LaVern Iowa City, 116, 233 
Smid, Clarence--Kamrar 
Smiley, Mrs . Margaret Mason City 
Smit, Anne--Letls 
Smith, Charlotte Lorraine--West Liberty 
Smith, Dick W. -Cedar Falls 
Smith, Donald Charles Algona 
Smith, Dorothy W . St. Cloud, Minn., 165 
Smith, Edna Louise--Tingley 
Smith, Elsie M.-Cedar Falls, 168 
Smith, Gracia Lorena- Lamoni, 25, 72, 9 I, I 04, i 7 I 
Smith, Lois J une--Waterloo, 116 
Smith, Marion B.-Charles City, 239 
Smith, Mary Ann- Burt, 170, 224 
Smith, Opal Jeannette--Dunlap 
Smith, Warran Allen- Rippey, 222, 230 
Snider, Harriet Virginia-Weldon, 78, 116, 229 
Soenke, Hilda Olga Walcott, 229 
Solheim, Olga K. Decorah 
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Solon, Glenn Cletus- Larchwood 
Solt, Leo Frank- Waterloo 
Sorensen, Gordon Reinheart-Cedar Falls, 145 
Sothman, Gladys Martha Cumberland, 222 
Southall, Donald Lee--Cedar Falls, 89, 224 
Southall, Howard William -Cedar Falls, 132 
Southern, Betty Margaret Mingo 
Sparks, Eleanor Katherine--Boone, 223 
Sponheim, Gertrude Annette--Osage, 235 
Sprole, Mary Ellen- Hudson, 237 
Sprout, Kathryn Louise--Cedar Falls, I 16 
Sprow, Jeane Beverly Waterloo 
Spry, Virginia Ruth- Sergeant Bluff, 252 
Stahly, John Wilson Harris, I 04, 159 
Stainbrook, Erma Iola- Brandon, 252 
Stark, John David Cedar Rapid& 
Starts, Jean Dolores- Avoca 
Staveley, Leila Alline--Traer, 230, 237 
St. Clair, Forest - Conrad, 159 
Steddom, Laura Mae--Sac City, 252 
Steinkamp, Eugene Frederick Hawarden, 132, 135 
Steinmeier, Raymond Franklin- Ackley 
Stephens, Dorothy ).-Oskaloosa, 116, 236 
Stephens, Eugene Robert- Waterloo 
Stevens, Audrey H.- Waterloo, 71, 75, 104, 168 
Stevens, (Mary) Jeanette--New Hartford, 238 
Stevenson, Avis Marie--Clearlield, 104, 234 
Stevenson, Doris Jean- Whitten, 229, 235, 252 
Stevenson, Jack- Waterloo 
Stevenson, Robert Oliver- Grundy Center, 89 
Stewart, Eleanor Eloise--Cedar Falls, 78, 116, 224, I 7 I 
Stewart, Helen Louise---Washington 
Stewart, James C.- Waterloo 
Stewart. Raymond F.- Lamont, 89, 104, 236, 237 
Stewart, Robert LeRoy Cedar Falls 
Stiles, Eleanor Annis- Elk Horn, I 16 
Stoakes, Dean Wendell- Dysart, 160 
Stock, Georgia Elaine- Morrison, 90, 91, 116, 233 
Stockfleth, Marion Jean- Lake Park, I 16, 233, 235 
Stoner, Mrs . Corinne M.- Waterloo 
Stoner, Elizabeth Lou- Waterloo 
Storey, Hester L.- Cedar Falls, 163 
Stout, Donald Jonothan- West Des Moines, 68, 104, 224, 
228 
Stoutner, Marjorie Eleanor- Keota, 168, 235, 236, 237, 239 
Strand, Jessica Lorraine---Gilman, 252 
Strange, Rilla May- Montour, 116 
Strauel, Florence C. Jesup, 90, 116 
Strayer, Harrison- Waterloo 
Streed, Helen Agnes Middletown, 72, 89, 104, 238 
Strohbehn, Henry Dean- Buckingham, 160 
Strom, Helen Correen Madrid, I 04, 168, 239 
Strudthoff, Stanley Leo-Waterloo 
Sturges, Herbert F .-Correctionville, 88, 104, 224, 237 
Stutsman, Virginia- Washington 
Sublett, Helen Irene Boone 
Suiter, Edgar Orris- Waterloo 
Sulentic, Jeanne Ann Waterloo 
Sullivan, Geraldine- Elma 
Sutheland, L. Pauline- Waterloo 
Swan, Shirley Ann Osage, 222 
Swanson, Lenore Charlotte---Harcourt. l 16, 233 
Swanson, Thelma Marcella- Shellsburg, I 16 
Swinbank, Betty Edith-Jesup, 163 
Sykes, Edith Sybel- Lost Nation 
T 
Talcott, Joyce Frances- Webster City, 163, 234 
Tallman, George Dan- Des Moines 
Tate, Ferdinand- Waterloo 
Tatge, Annis Marie- Belle Plaine, 230, 238 
Taylor, Adeline- Van Meter 
Taylor, Ann- Waukon, 234 
Taylor, Jerome Francis- Sioux City 
Taylor, Patricia Clare---Centerville 
Taylor, Ray- Steamboat Rock 
Tedore, George Joe-Waterloo 
Telford, Wayne Maynard Waterloo 
Temple, Donna M.- Ute, 116 
Templeton, Don Frederick- Waterloo, 72, 108, 156, 180 
Tesmer, Evelyn Loreen- Waterloo, 25, 72, 83, 104, 155, 
165 
Tharp, Billie Marie-Cedar Falls, 165 
Tharp, Herman S. Waterloo, 105 
Theim, Marie Eiizabeth- Pierre, S. Dok., 105 
Theimer, John J. -Cedar Falls, 222 
Thierman, Mary Jane-Cedar Falls 
Thimmes, Gene E.- Mechanicsville 
Thoma s, Betty Berniece-Rock Rapids 
Thomas, Helen Elizabeth- Tripoli, 31, 105 
Thomas, Myron Gerald- Dysart 
Thomas, Robert H.- Collax 
Thomas, Ula Mae-Hubbard, 116 
Thompson, Aurloine Adelino-- Larchwood, 90, 116, i65, 
236 
Thompson, Donald McIntosh- Cedar Falls 
Thompson, Elaine C.- Northwood, 72 
Thompson, Ernest R.- Waterloo 
Thompson, Howard John- Cedar Falls, 23, 108, 155, 220, 
238 
Thompson, Kenneth Merle-Cedar Falls, 108, 156 
Thompson, Margery Lou- Rolle, 116, 171 
Thompson, Millicent Virginia- Waterloo 
Thompson, Stanley Freeland- Iowa Falls 
Thompson, Ted Wilbur- Sioux City 
Thoms, Marjorie Helen Cedar Falls, 78, 172, 230 
Thomsen, Rosemary Cumberland, 117, 224 
Thomsen, Warren Jessen- Laurens, 88, 140 
Thorsrud, Nedra Jayne-Cedar Fails 
Throne, Donnabelle Louise-Battle Creek, 222, 223 
Timmerman, Mary Beth- Sheffield 
Tinkham, Jane-Fort Dodge, 166 
Tinsley, Mrs. Marguerite McFarland- Cedar Falls 
Titsworth, Robert Wendall- Blairsburg 
Tjepkes, Glenn William- Wa1erloo 
Todd, Charles Faulkner Cedar Falls, 91, 157, 220, 238 
Todd, Helen Louise-Merrill 
Todd, Jeanne Kathleene-Cedar Falls 
Toedt, Margaret Irene-Welton, 90, 105, 234 
Toft, Myrtle Isabelle- Story City, 252 
Tomlinson, Ruth Eva Fort Dodge, 117 
Toomsen, Vivolyn Katherine-Aplington 
Tostlebe, Dorothy Jean- Cedar Falls, 31, 68, 71,105,165, 
182, 222, 223, 230 
Tostlebe, Eleanor Ruth- Cedar Falls, 165, 222, 223 
Townsend, Miriam Margaret- Gladbrook, 237 
Tracy, Don L.- Adair 
Tracy, Wanda N.- Roland, 88, 117 
Troester, Beth- Guttenberg 
Trottnow, Grace Elizabeth- Dysart, 105 
Troy, Harland- Cedar Falls, 105, 156 
Truesdell, Norma Jean- Central City, 222, 223 
Truitt, Dorothy Lucile-Bloomfield, 72, 234 
Tubbs, Charles Lee-Maquoketa, 72, 73, 105, 156 
Tucker, Barry- Bussey, 156 
Tuinstra, Kenneth A.- Des Moines 
Tupy, Ray Francis- Waucoma 
Turnbull, Gordon, Cedar Falls 
Turner, William Edward- Ganison 
Tussing, Vera Cleone-Clare 
Tyler, Raymond Guy- Kelley, 88, 142 
u 
Uban, Charles John- Waterloo, 140, 222 
Ullerich, Ruth Dorothea- Van Horne 
Ullrich, John Peter- Waterloo, 238 
Urias, Emigdio Nieves- Newlon 
V 
Valenta, Joe-Hudson 
Valentine, Lois V.-Marshalltown, 79, 105, 165, 223 
Van Arkel, Bob-Prairie City, 156 
Van Orie, Jeannette Margaret- Ocheyedan 
Van Duyn, Mona Jane-Eldora, 31, 230, 237 
Vane, Joseph- Dumont 
Van Hauen, Marie Jo-Cedar Falls 
Van Hooser, Margaret Lorraine-Fonda, 167, 235 
Van Horn, Edith Joan- Hampton 
Van Houten, James Phillip-Hampton, 88, 105, 179, 230, 
238 
Van Hoven, Edward W.- Dickens, 89 
Va:, Roekel, Clam Lucille-Sioux Center, 234 
Van Voltinbergh, Kay Ruth- Mcnchester, 171 
Varner, Alvin L.- Diagonal 
Vaughan, Jim M.- Hudson, 145 
Veenker, C. Harold- George 
Verdiner, Reta May- Marshalltown, 68, 105, 238 
Vermeer, Ellen-Orange City, 88, I 17 
Vigors, Mildred Jean- Eldora 
Voelker, Marie Adele-Postville, 90, 117, 235 
Vogel, Edward- Independence 
Vogel, Maxine Marie-Holland 
Vogt, Alice Maxine-Atkins 
Volz, Doris- Arnolds Park, 117 
Voorhees, Roberts W.- Cedar Falls 
Voss, Anna Marie-Sibley, 234 
Vay, Oscarolia- Ackley 
w 
Wack, Anna Mae-Norway, 233 
Wagner, Wilma Claire-Fairbank, 90, 228, 239 
Wagoner, Helen Carol- Waverly, 163 
Wahl, John Schempp-Cedar Falls, 73, 105, 230 
Wahl, Margaret Elizabeth- Cedar Falls 
Wahl, Roger William- Waterloo 
Waldron, Jean Arlene-West Union 
Walker, Jack Arthul'-Clinton 
Walston, Bessie Marie-Manchester, 117 
Wamsley, Geneva- Greene 
Ward, Kathryn Anne-Ryan, 163, 252 
Ward, Robert F.- Cedar Falls, 223, 228 
Warner, Janice Lucille-Albert Lea, Minn., 223, 233, 234 
Warner, Wesley ).- Goldfield 
Watanabe, Lillian- Shizue, Hawaii, 234 
Watkins, Anita Jaue-Bayard, 117 
Watson, Luther Sayles- Waterloo 
Weaklend, Doris D.- Fairfield 
Weaver, Barton Earl- Hawarden, 156, 160, 235 
Webster, Edward Jack- Waterloo 
Wedemeyer, Loretta Ann- Adair, 90, 235 
Wegand, Barbara- Greene, 117 
Weidauer, Luella- Pomeroy, 169, 235, 236, 257 
Weisbard, Elinor- Allison 
Weisensee, Dorothy May- Lennox, S. Dale., 117 
Weiss, Leona M.- Waterloo 
Weitz, John Anthony- Dubuque, 90, 140, 154, 160 
Welch, Madge Kathryn- Webster City, 88, 105, 234 
Welch, Vivien- Arlington, Va. 
Wellemeyer, Nora Adelaide-Klemme, 117, 236 
Weltz, Fred C. Jr.- Cedar Falls, 140 
Wendel, Mildred Lucile-Meservey, 105, 223 
Werner, Robert Lee-Ackley, 156 
Wessel, Clara Ellen- New Harlford, 88, 117 
Wessel, Jean Agnes- New Hartford 
West, Georgia Anne-Waterloo, 252 
Westbrook, Hartley A.- Letts, 88, 238 
Westcott , Joseph William- Waterloo 
Westendorf, Andrew John- Readlyn 
Westphal, Clarence Edward- Delmar 
Whalen, Anna Grayce-Harmony, Minn. 
Wheeler, Florence LeEllis--Belle Plaine, 117 
Wheeler, Vivian Margaret- Dunkerton, 72, 77, 91, 236, 
237 
Whisier, Mary Isabelle- Cedar Rapids 
White, Claude Worden- Cedar Falls, 230 
White, Ka thleen M.-Riceville, 169, 237 
White, Margaret- Indianola 
White, Ralph-Burlington 
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White, Shirley Mae-Blairsburg 
White, Virginia Marguerite-Springville, 169, 222, 223 
Whitesell, Pearl Clarice-Waterloo 
Whitmon, Helen Marjorie-Mechanicsville 
Whitmire, Marvis Jean-Grundy Center 
Wick, Roland E.- Waterloo, 157 
Widmer, Mary Catherine-Newton, 166, 224 
Wilbur, Wayne Merrill- Waterloo 
Wiler, Maurine Mildred- Cedar Falls, 170 
Wiley, Doris Elva- Arnolds Park, 117, 162 
Wilkie, Mildred- Rockford, 117 
Wilkin, W. Walter- Eagle Grove, 224 
Wilkins, Glenn W .- New Hampton, 237 
Wilkinson, Dorothy Eileen- Buckingham, 75, 238 
Williams, Betty Corrinne-Churdan, 171 
Williams, Jeannette Emily- West Burlington, 162 
Williams, Joan- Sutherland 
Willis, Ruth Eleanor- Hawkeye, 228, 239 
Wilson, Betty Naomi-Grundy Center, 166, 223 
Wilson, Dorothy Jane-Grundy Center, 105, 165, 223 
Wilson, Leone Ardithe-West Liberty, 252 
Wilson, Maree Leona- Waterloo 
Wilson, Margaret Jean- Kirkwood, Mo. 
Wilson. Maurice-Lewis 
Wilson, Virginia G.-Stout, 172 
Wilson, Virginia Geraldine-Cedar Falls 
Wind, Duane Allen- Cedar Falls, 105, 223 
Windfeldt, Wilma- Gray 
Winninger, Louis Theophiles- Waterloo 
Winninger, Robert Joseph- Waterloo 
Wintakger, Annamae Delores- Masonville, 90 
Winter, Frances A.- Alden 
Winther, Agnes Kathryn- Woodbine, 117, 170, 224 
Wirkler, Lorna June-Carnavillo, 252 
Wisecup, Eunice-Stanhope 
Witt, Don Charles- Elkader 
Wittman, Edward J.-Oak Park, Ill., 159 
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Wittrock, Arlene Emma- Primghar, 252 
Wittrock, Opal Fae-Sutherland 
Wollenhaupt, Vera Ethel- Massena, 78, 117 
Wood, Betty Lou-Cedar Falls, 105 
Wood, Elwyn L.-Cedar Falls 
Wood, Eva Clara- Humboldt, 88, 222, 236, 237 
Wood, Margaret Elizabeth- Davenport, 237 
Wood, Muriel Elaine-Alden 
Woods, Carol Maud- Milford, 117, 224 
Woolsey, Helen Louise-Waterloo 
Workman, Luella Mae- Cedar Falls, 105, 155, 163 
Worthley, Richard Stanton- Iowa City 
Wray, Bernice-Renwick, 252 
Wrede, Edna Caroline-Garner, 90, 117, 167, 235, 236 
Wright, Leona Alta- Redfield, 88, 117, 236 
Wright, Leonora- Shellsbury 
Wright, William C.- Naperville, Ill., 132 
Wulke, Lillian Louisa- Marshalltown, 224 
Wunder, DeEtte Dell- Milford, 252 
Wyth, Barbara-Cedar Falls 
y 
Yaggy, Mark Walter- Cedar Falls, 157 
Yeager, Chester Robert- Cambridge, 140 
Yeoman, Harold R.- Monticello, 156, 230 
Yeoman, Orvin Dale-Monticello 
Yoder, Lois Fem- Kalona, 117, 224 
York, Patricia Ann- Ladora, 252 
Younge, Marjorie Lois- Eagle Grove, 78, 117 
Youngman, Raymond Harry- Toledo, 230 
Yousling, Richard Shearer- Ida Grove, 222, 223, 230 
z 
Zeiger, Marjorie June-Garner, 25, 105, 155, 169 
Zell, Norma Dorothy- Rockwell City, 90, 117, 236 
Zimmerman, Leland Lemke-Meservey, 83, 105 
Zuck, Janet Jean- Waterloo, 235 
